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AFTER THE REDSKINS
By HARRY MOORE
CHAP TER I.
T H E FIGHT AT THE LOG HOUSE.

"Do you see anything suspicious, Dick?"
"No, but I hear something and smell something, Bob."
"vVhat do 'you hear, Dick?"
"Shouts and shots, and I smell smoke. There is a cabin
on fire somewhere."
Two boys in backwoods garb were paddling a dugout on
the Ohio Iliver, several miles above the present site of
Louisville, Ky., in the spring of the year 1778.
At this time the British had forts at Detroit, Kaskaskia
and other points, and from time t o time sent out parties
of redcoats and Indians against the settlers.
Major George Rogers Clarke, then in command of the
patriot forces in this section, fretted against these incursions and was now preparing to send an expedition against
the British and their red allies.
The two boys in the dugout were Dick Slater and Bob
Estabrook, captain and first lieutenant, respectively, of the
Liberty Boys, a band of one hundred young patriots fighting
in the cause of American independence .
They were at this time on the Ohio and expected to join
Major Clarke in his expedition against the redcoats and
I ndians.
"Paddle faster, Bob," said Dick Slater, presently. "I
am sure there is trouble ahead of us, and perhaps we may
.
be of help."
Bob plied his paddles more vigorously an,d the dugopt made
very fair progress.
Hearing a sound behind him, Di.ck now turned his head.
"There are Mark and the two Harrys,'' he said.
Bob turned his head and saw, just coming around a bend
in the river, an Indian canoe containing three boys.
They were in Continental uniform, the boy in the bow
being a dashing-looki ng y.o ung fellow, who was as brave as
he was good-looking.
He was Mark Mon-ison, second lieutenant of the Liberty
Boys.
'!'he others were Harry Thurber and H arry Judson, generally known as the two Harrys, and usually to be found
in company ..
"Come on, boys," shouted Dick, "there is trouble ahead,
I think."
"All right" said · Mark, using his paddle dexterously.
"There are r:iore of the fellows behind."
Even as he spoke a flat-bottomed boat containing four
boys rounded the bend.
One was unmistakably Irish, one was a fat German beyond a doubt, while the third was a Swede.
The fourth was an American boy, who was forever laugh·
ing
"Come on, boys!" cried Mark. "There'll be something for
u s to do shortly."
Dick and Bob sent the dugout ahead, Mark kept along-

side with the canoe, and now the flatboat, with all hands
r owing, j oined the others.
On they went, and now the smell of smoke was most distinct.
The sound of firing could be heard at short intervals also.
They were close to the Kentucky shore, and now, as they
swept around a thickly wooded point of land, they saw a
little clearing ahead of them.
Here was a log cabin, in front of which were a dozen
Indians crouching behind bushes or fallen logs and attack·
,
ing it.
Some had bows and arrows and . a few had rifles or aid
muskets, while all had tomahawks.
The cabin was on fire, but the qccupants were defending
thems 2lves bravely and the redskins evidently feared to
make a dash.
"Come on, boys!" shouted Dick, as the dugout grated on
the sand.
He and Bob leaped o~t at once, and, pistols in hand, flew
toward the cabin.
Crack--crac k-crack!
Reports began to ring out rapidly, and one or two redskins leaped to their feet with startled yells.
Mark and the two Harrys were right behind Dick in
landing and opened fire.
They carried muskets and at once made them speak.
Crack--crac k-bang.
Muskets and pistols 'w ere now sounding and the redskins
found themselves caught between two fires.
The four boys in the boat now joined their companions
and opened fire.
Then a man and two boys came out of the log. cabin, and
both parties charged upon the Indians.
These, finding themselves outnumbered through the sudd~n loiis of three or four of their men, now took to the
woods posthaste.
Even as they ran, however, the settler and his two sons
brought down two mo:r:e of them and wounded a third.
The Indians quickly disappeared, the wounded getting
away as rapidly as they could, leaving half a dozen dead on
the ground.
The settler now came forward, ·extended his hand and
said:
"Much erbleeged fur comin' so prompt. I donno yer
name, but ye're welcome."
"I am Dick Slater and these are sor•e of the Liberty Boys,
Bob Estabrook, Mark Morrison, Harry Thurber and Harry
Judson, Patsy Brannigan, . earl GookenspieJer, Nels Nelson
and Bob Oddy."
"Pleased ter meet yer all, an' now--"
"The cabin must be saved,'' interrupted Dick. "Have
you got any buckets? Fortunately the river is close at
hand."
'There were buckets and there were blankets, ladders were
close at hand and everybody was ready and willing to work.
Blankets were dipped in the river, carried to the house
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and put on the burning roof, buckets of water were brought,
axes were plied to cut away the blazing timbers ,and all
worked heartily.
The settler and his two sons worked with the rest, and
even his wife and daughters were not idle.
When all were working so earnestly something was sure
to be accomplished.
The fire was put out and now they set to work clearing
away the rubbish and making such repai'rs as they could in
a short time, the de;i.d Indians being left in the woods.
"Them Indians took me by surprise," said the settler. "I
hadn't a not ion thet they was any of 'em around, though
I knowed they'd been in other places." ·
"We are after t he redskins," said bick, "and after the
redcoats who employ them to fight the }:!atriots."
" Thet's a good thing, an' they both orter be drove out.
There's more er ther Liberty Boys 'n these, I reckon?"
"Yes, indeed, and here come more of them now," said Dick
as a party of a dozen boys in uniform rode into the clearing.
"We heard firing, Dick, thought we were needed, and so
i
came ahead."
The speaker was Ben Spurlock, one of the liveliest and
jolliest of the Liberty Boys and as brave as a lion withal.
With him were Sam Sanderson, Arthur Mackey, Tom
Hunter, Jim Turner, Ben Brand, Will Freeman, George
Brewster, Phil Waters, Ned Knowlton, Gerald Fleming, Paul
Benson and Horace Walton.
"There's nothing more to be done just now, Ben," said
Dick; "but we are just as glad to see you. Did you see
any Indians?"
"No. Perhaps they heard us and kept away."
"Wull, I'm erbleeged ter ye all," said the settler, "for I
had 'lowed thet ther Injuns was ergoin' ter turn me out fur
sure this time."
"Then you have been attacked before?"
"Yuss, an' et were er white man what set 'em on ter me,
too, ther same as now."
"An enemy of yours?"
,
"Yus, an' of every white man. It was Simon Girty, the
renegade."
/

CHAPTER II.
A BRUSH ON THE ·RIVER.

"So, Simon Girty set the Indians against you, did he?"
asked Dick.
"Yaas, a·n ' tried ter do his wust. Them gals er mine took
the fancy er some er ther white wolves 'at go prowlin'
'round Kaintuck an' ther Ohio country."
"They are very nice girls," said Dick.
"Too nice ter be run erway with by ther white skunks
an' rep imps that hang erbout, an' I told 'em so an' got 'em
down on me."
"Girty is nowhere in the neighborhood now, is he?"
"I. donno. Nobody donno where he is till he shows up
with his red imps. He's wuss'n they be, 'cos he teaches 'em
new things ter do agin ther whites."
"You are right, the man is one of the greatest scoundrels
in the· country."
"There's er lowdown white man by ther name er Bud
Butts what purtends he's in love with one er my gals, Molly
there, but he ain't. He's on'y in love with hisself."
"I told him not to speak to me again," said one of the
girls, "and he hasn't, but he hangs around."
"Y1:1ss," said Rube, one of the boys, "an' I took my gun
ter him ther last time I see him, an,' Dave, he promised to
shoot him on sigh~."
"But this man Bob Butts was not with the Indian?" asked
Dick.
"No,'' said the settler's 'wife, "but he's mean ernuff ter
fetch 'em an' ter fight with 'em."
The settler, whose name was Zeb Hawkins, now said:
"W aal, we're erbleeged ter yer an' we'll keep er watch
on ther Injuns~ though I reckon they'll keep erway arter the
settlin' they got this afternoon." •
"They'll come to take their dead away,'' said Dick, "so
keep your eyes on them."
"Yuss, I'll watch out fur 'em."
"Come, boys," said Dick, "we'd better be going. Ben, you
i.md your party will stay till dark, or aft.er the redskins
have gone."
"All right," said Ben. "We'd like to have J shot at
them."

"Don't attack them unless they first attack you, Ben,"
said Dick.
"No, we wcn't."
Dick and Bob then started toward the river, but had
hardly reached it when a canoe, containing a single occuoont,
swept around the point.
It was a white man of about twenty-four or twenty-five
years, in the full v:igor of manhood.
He was attired in a suit of buckskin, was tall and wellbuilt, without an ounce of superfluous flesh on him.
As he came on, handling the canoe deftly, Dick shot a keen
glance at him and said, raising his hat:
"Good day to you, Captain Simon Kenton. I am pleased
to meet you."
The backwoodsman smiled, sent the canoe in to shore,
sp1;ang out, gave his hand to Dick and said:
"Please to meet you, sir, but you have the advantage of
me."
·
"I am Dick Slater, captain of the Liberty Boys. Lieutenant Eastabrook, Lieutenant Morrison."
"I have heard of you Liberty Boys," said Kenton. "You
have 'done noble work in the cause of independence. :What
are you doing on the 011io ?"
"We· expect to join Major Clarke and go with him on
an expedition against the redskins and British."
"Exactly. I expect to go oh the same expedition."
The settler and his family now came down the river.
"Glad ter see yer, Cap'n Kent on," said Hawkins. "Ef ye'd
be'n heer er little while ergo yer'd have had er chance ter
git er shot et ther pesky Injuns. They've been botherin' me,
but Cap'n Slater an' some er ther Liberty Boys bothered
them some, too."
"Yes, they'd be likely to,'' said Kenton with a dry laugh.
"When do you expect to see Major Clarke, Captain Kenton?" a sked Dick.
"In a day or so."
"Then I will see you at the falls of the Ohio."
"Yes."
"Very good. I expect to go there myself shortly."
Dick and Bob then entered the dugout, Mark and the two
Harrys pushed off in the canoe and Patsy and the rest took
their boat.
"Now be shure dhat yez row dhis toime, Cookyspiller,'' said
Patsy, "an' not be makin' us do all dhe hard worruk loike
yez did dhe lasht toime."
"Gone ouid mit you," muttered Carl. "For sure I was done
somedings."
"Well, see dhat yez do,'' and then Patsy took up a long oar
and began to row.
Carl, setting behind him, punched him in the back with
his oar.
'l'hereupon Patsy turned around and struck him in the
stomach.
'
The German boy fell into the Swede's lap and the Swede
fell back upon Oddy, who at once was tumbled into the river.
"Mein gollies, see all dose droubles dot you waa mage alretty,'' cried Carl.
Oddy was fished out of the water and at once began to
roar as if it had been the funniest thing in the world.
"Shtop yer laffin' an' get to worruk," said Patsy, "and av
yez hit me in dhe back again, Dootchy, Oi'll dhrown yez."
"Humbug!" said Carl, but he was more careful after that.
Dick and Bob were paddling the dugout, which, though a
clumsy craft, was yet capable of being handled with great
dexterity. ·
Suddenly Dick, who had his eyes on shore, said to Bob:
"Shove her ahead, Bob!'~
Then he pulled in his own paddle and seized a musket lying in the bottom.
The dugout shot ahead and an arrow went whizzing just
behind "Bob.
The musket was at Dick's shoulder now.
Bang!
Scarcely seeming to take aim, he fired.
There was a yell and a half-naked redskin fell heading into
the river.
Then a shower of arrows came flying out from the trees.
Mark, in the canoe, was coming on and now the two
Harrys drew their pistols and fired.
"Hurry up, bhys!" cried Patsy. "Dhere do be foine fun
goin' on, an' we do be missing it."
The boys in the boat quickly arrived on the scene.
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A large party of Indians were now swarming into the
river to go after the canoe and the drrgout.
"Let dhim have it!" roared Patsy. "Now, dhin, foire
away!"
Muskets and pistols began to rnttle and cr:lck.
Patsy ployed a furrow along a tedskin's skull, Carl
tumbled another one into the river and Oddy and Nels each
hit one on ~he bank.
The boys in all three crafts were now firing rapidly -at the
Indians.
'l'ne redskins had supposed they would have to stop to reload.
As each boy carried from four to six pistols, this was not
necessary at the moment.
'l'ne reception they gave the redskins greatly discouraged
them.
The boys kept right on, firing at an Indian wherever one
·
appeared.
'fhen one or another would reload musket or pistol, and so
there was always a shot ready.
1
This seemingly inexhaustible supply of ammunition greatly
disconcerted the redskins.
'l'hey turned and fled into the woods and Dick saw no more
of them.
Th!::z:e had been many narrow escapes among the boys, b~1t
fort unately not one of them received a serious hurt.
'i'he redskins had fled and the Liberty Boys reached the
camp, half a mile below, without seeing any more of them.
"lJo you suppose these were some of the same crowd who
were at the log house, Dick?" asked Bob.
"Some of the same tribe, no doubt, if not of the same
·
party.''
'"l.'hey'l! get a pretty good idea of the strength and pluck
of the Liberty Boys, if they keep on attacking us, Dick.''
"No doubt," quietly.
In a short tiJ:l'\e they reached the camp, where the boys
were all anxious to know what had happened.
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that the redskins had carried away their dead, but had made
_
·
no disturbance.
The settier and his family were now on the lookout for the
Indians, and it was not likely that they would be again surprised.
Kenton had told Ben that he would probably be at the
camp of the Liberty Boys the next day, and Dick said that
the scout would always be welcome.
It was growing late and pickets were placed about tl~e
·
camp to guard against the approach ef an enemy.
The Liberty Boys were always vigilant and the discipline
of the camp was admirable.
Mark, pacing his beat monotonously, suddenly heard fo~t
steps approaching.
They were not stealthy, like those of an Indian, but Mark
always suspected anyone whom he did not know.
His musket was at position in an instant.
"Halt!" he said, sharply. "Who goes there?"
The footsteps came on, and then by the light of the fire
Mark saw a rough-looking, bearded man in a soiled and tattered suit of buckskin and a ragged coonskin cap.
He had an old musket in his hands, and Mark, watching
'
him carefully, said:
"Halt! Who are you, and what do you want?"
"Don't want nuthin' purticlar, m' boy," drawled the man,
" 'ccpt er place ter rest an' er bite ter eat. I'm plumb tuckered out erwalkin' an' I got er good ten miles ter go yit."
"Who are vou ?"
"W aal, they calls me Butts, Bud Butts. This here looks
like er camp, don't et?"
"It is a camp."
"But they ain't enny fightin' goin' on round here. Ye're
rebels, ain't yer, jest like m'self? I'm er rebel clean dowl).
t er m' heels, an' they ain't nuthin' I hates wuss'n a redcoat."
"Well, Mr. Bud Butts, you'll either go on that ten miles or
camp well outside our lines, for you can't stay here."
The backwoodsman seemed greatly astonished at the dereply of the Liberty Boy.
termined
CHAPTER III.
"What yer got lr~in me?" he muttered.
"In the first place you're a Tory. No patriot calls himself
AN UNWELCOME VISITOR.
a 'rebel.' In the next place, you're a renegade and an asThe nights were chilly in the woods at this time of the sociate of men like Simon Girty, Elliot, McKee, Walter Butler and Bill Cunningham. We've heard of you, Mr. Bud
year.
.
After <lark, therefore, fires were lighted in the camp of Butts."
"Huh! I guess ye're mistaken. I donno the men yer were
the Liberty Boys.
They were cheerful, as well as comfortable, and the boys torkin' erbout an' never heerd on 'em."
"Take yourself off!" said Mark. "You are too near the
gathered about and amused themselves in many ways.
Patsy, who was the cook, had finished his work and now cabin of Zeb Hawkins to be safe.''
"Who's he?,, with a drawl.
sat beside Carl on a log in fron.t of one of the fires.
Patry and Carl were great fnends, but were forever quar- · "Rube and Dave have vowed to shoot you on sight, so be
i·el;ng-, causing a great deal of fun thereby for the rest of warned and keep away.''
"Reckon yer must take me fur some other feller," mutthe Liberty Boys.
"Did ycz moind dhe two purty girruls at dhe log house, tered Butts.
Cookyspiller?" asked Patsy.
"No, I take you for yourself, so be off before I give the
"Did I · minded dem ?"
word and the Liberty Boys come out and riddle your worth"Yis.''
"N ein, dey don'd was toldt me to doed nodings. How I less skin with bullets."
"Et beats all how inhospitterble some fellers kin be," mutw;is minded <lem off dey didn't?"
tered Butts. "Now, ef yer was ter come ter my cabin,
"Oi mane did yez take notice av dhim ?"
yer'd be ez welkim as springtime, fur all yer've treated me
"Yah, I was saw dem," said Carl, indifferently.
"Shure an' dhey wor as purty as pictures, don,'t yez so ha'sh. Good night, m' boy, an' better manners to yer.''his
Then he went off the way he had come and Mark kept
think?"
eye upon him till he was out of sight.
.
"Yah, dey was goot enuff.'~
The plucky second lieutenant shifted his position, not
"Shure an' Oi don't belave yez saw dhim at all at all.''
"Oil' gourse I did. I don'd was dinks I was lige me dose knowing at what moment a bullet might come flying his
way.
gals alretty, Batsy.''
None came, however.
"Shure an' phwy not?"
Before the sound of the Tory's footsteps had died away,
"Dev :vas knO\»ed how to shooted."
"Vile]]. an' dhat's a very nississary t'ing in dhis counthry, Dick Slater glided past Mark and out into the forest.
"Good boy, Mark," he whispered. "I'm after ths rascal
vh ere clhne do be woild bastes an' Injuns an' all dhim t'ings.''
"Yah, but maybe off one off dos~ gals was mein gal und to see whether he was here by accident or design.''
Dick had heard all the conversation, although not even
she r::ot marlt mit me, she was shooted me alzo alretty.''
Ondy, who was sitting near, suddenly let out a roar of 1\lark was aware of this till the last.
"If the fellow was spying upon us he did not know that
lauirhter which so startled Carl that he rollP.tl off the log.
we had heard his name only this afternoon," he muttered.
"What you was laff at?" he muttered angrily.
Dick Slater possessed very keen sight and hearing and
"Thet's ther funniest thing I ever heerd tell of," and Oddy
could follow a trail almost as well in the dark as by day.
·
roared again.
Proceeding cautiously and rapidly as well, he follpwed the
"Vhc1J, you don'd was wanted to schare ein veller 'o deat',
Tory and shortly came up to within a short distance of him.
ain't it? Why you don'd kiired him in cler vmst blace?"
The backwoodsman kept on for some little time and then
"Shure an' dhat's funny, too," laughed Patsy.
In a sboxt time Ben and his oartv came in and reoorted uttered a peculiar call.
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"I followed him," he said to Mark, "and learned what he
It was repeated at a little distance and then a tiny flame
wanted in our camp."
sprang up.
"What was it?"
"All right," said Butts, hurrying on.
"To learn our destination."
In a short time he stopped before a rude shelter built
"Then the fellow had comrades near here?" asked Bob.
against a · giant cottonwood, where a solitary man was sit"Yes, and you'd never guess who one of them was?"
ting before a little fire sheltered by an Indian blanket
"Who was it?"
·
stretched between two trees.
"Simon Girty, the renegade. He has heard of the expedi"Well?" asked this man, Dick creeping cautiously forward
tion.''
to hear all that was said
"And wishes to hamper its mov!lments, of course?"
"Ther wust kind of luck," growled Butts. "They knowed
"Exactly.''
me."
Dick then told what had happened, the boys being greatly
"How should they? They've never seen you before?"
"I told 'em who I was, never suspicionin' 'at they'd ever interested.
"It was very fortunate that we had heard of Bud Butts,"
heard ther name er Bud Butts."
observecl Mark.
"Well?"
"Yes, for otherwise you would not have suspected him," re"They had, an' from ther very fellers what likes me ther
turned Bob.
least, Zeb Hawkins an' his boys."
"Even if we had let the fellow in,'' declared Dick, "he
"Yes, they are not far from the man's cabin."
"Waal, but who'd er reckoned 'at my name had passed would have learned nothing."
"No, for we don't discuss our plans before strangers,'' with
ertween 'em?' Tell yer what, Sime, them boys is ez peart ez
foxes. 'Twan't Slater I seen, nuther, but one ·er ther pickets." a shrug.
"Now that we know that Girty is about, we will be preDick almost flattened himself on the ground as he wormed
1
pared for trouble.''
fonvard to get a look at the face of Bud's companion.
,
"And ready to meet it," with decision from Mark.
"So much the better if we get the best of them, Bud.''
"There'll be plenty of fun, as Patsy calls it," observed Ben
"What be they erdoin' here, d'ye s'pose, Sime?"
,
"That's what we want to find out. There is some move• Spurlock.
ment forward and these boys are concerned in it, with Clarke I "Yis, an' ye're as fond av it as Oi am mesilf," answered
Patsy, whom Ben had not seen.
and Boone and Kenton.''
"To be sure I am," laughed Ben, "but I don't call it fun .
"Waal, I'm plumb put out thet I didn't git in an' learn
suthin', Sime, but mebby we kin do et yet. They's others It's a serious matter to have bullets go whistling about
your ears.
'sides me, 'at they donno ther names on."
"Dhat's dhe foinest music Oi iver h'ard, me b:1y,'' laughed
"We'll learn, never. fear," with a g~·owl. "Simon Girty
Patsy.
nev~r undertook a thing yet that h~ didn't carry out.''
"Dot don'd was mossic, dot was noise alretty," ri:torted
Dick kept back a startled exclamation only by the greatest
Carl
effort of self-control.
·
The man before him was the famous renegade.
"An' phwat was music, dhin, Cookyspille~?"
"Singing was moosic.''
"An' don't dhe bullets sing?"
"Nein, dey vhistle. Singing was choost lige dis."
Then Carl began to sing.
CHAPTER IV.
At once the boys all beat a retreat.
"Howld on, dhat's not singin' at all at all," roared Patsy.
TO THE RESCUE.
"What it was den?" asked the fat German boy, getting
"Then Simon Girty is around again?" was Dick's thought. angry.
•1 must let Kenton know this.''
"It's only a, riot, begorra, an' av yez kep' it up, yez wud
"Wull, ef we find out where they're ergoin', thet's all we have dhe conshtabulary turnin' out to pit an ind to it.''
want," muttered Butts.
"Humbug!" said Carl, while the boys all laughed.
"And we will find it out," return~d the renegade.
A strict watch was kept about the camp for the rest of
There was nothing more for Dick to learn.
the night.
Girty would not discuss his plan of ascertaining the destiNo suspicious sounds were heard, however.
nation o'f the expedition.
Girty evidently knew better than to approach the camp
Others were approachi,ng, as Dick knew by the sounds.
after what had occured.
He therefore began to creep away as noiselessly as posIf there were Indians near they probably did not know
.
~~
its location.
Going backward was more difficult than going forward, and
At any rate, no enemies were seen nor any suspicious
Dick was obliged to exercise great caution.
heard.
Suddenly, however, his foot caught against a dry twig, sounds
Jn the early morning Simon Kenton, the scout, came to the
which broke with a loud snap.
"What's that?" cried Girty, leaping to his feet in an in- camp.
He was welcomed in the , heartiest fashion by all the
·
stant.
Liberty Boys.
"Somebody comin', I reckon," muttered Butts.
took him to his own tent and told him of the visit
"No, it is somebody listening. You were followed, you ofDick
Bud Butts and the discovery of Simon Girty's presence
fool, and you did not know it."
" in the neighborhood.
Then Girty darted straight toward Dick.
"Simon and I were friends once," said Kenton, quietly.
·
The boy at once sprang to his feet.
"The man is determined to make trouble," said Dick, "and
Girty fired, the bullet whistling within a few inches oJ. the
·
we must prevent him at all hazards."
boy's head.
"Of course," returned Kenton.
Dick fi:r:ed a return shot, which struck a tree behind which
The scout remained for a time talking ·with the boys
the renegade had darted.
'
and then left in a canoe.
Then Dick ran away swiftly, firing as he ran.
He expected to go down the river shortly, or as soon as
Girty fired also, but the bullt!ts flew wild.
•
"Hello!" shouted someone. "What's the row? Look out or Clarke collected his party.
Dick would probably start at the same time as soon as
you'll--"
Dick lowered his head as he ran on and took the sveaker the horses were in good conditio,n, for they had had a long
march and needed a rest.
full in the stomach. .
During the afternoon Dick, who now wore his .u niform,
The man, who was one of the renegade's party, cioubled up
set out with Mark, Ben, Sam and the two Harrys to reconin a moment and went over backward.
,
Dick quickly recovered himself, turned sharply to one side noiter.
The Indians might still be in the neighborhood and th~re
as he heard footsteps and made his way with amazing swift.
might be redcoats as well.
ness through the woods till he reached the open.
Wherever Simon Girty was there was sure to be trouble,
No one followed him, and he heard no .more shots.
Reaching the camp, he found the boys all awalce and in a and Dick wished to satisfy himself whether the renegade
had left or was still hanging about.
state of ~reat anxiety.
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The boys were on foot, as they could trav.ei faster . in the
woods without their norses.
They first took thdr way to the place where Dick had
seen Girty the night before.
'lhe shelter had been tom down and· the remains of the
fire scattered.
Whether Girty would return or not was a question, but
he was not tnere now.
Next Dick took his way along the river toward the cabin
of Hawkins.
They were in sight of the cabin when they heard a cry
for help in a young woman's voice.
It came from the cabin, <the door of which was ajar.
"Redskins!" cried Dick. "Come, my boys, we must go after
them!"
Then he dashed ahead, the five boys following in an
instant.
,He drew his sword as he i·an, knowing he would have a
use for it.
As' he ran he heard the cry for help repeated.
On he ran like 'the wind toward the cabin.
In a few moments he reached it, the boys close behind.
As Dick flung open the cabin door he saw an Indian with
uplifted tomahawk trying to kill the settler's daughter.
But her sister had seized the redskin by the arm, check.ing his evil pui·pose.
· The Liberty Boys rushed in to their aid.
One redskin was ascending the ladder leading to the loft
above.
Another was about to follow him.
Crack~crack~crack!

The 'brave boys fired a volley over Dick's shoulder.
Mark took the redskin on the ladder in the legs and sent
him tumbling down in a heap.
Sam sent the feather in the other fellow's hair flying.
Dick ran at the redskin with the tomahawk.
He threw the girl aside and aimed a savage blow at Dick.
Bang!
Harry Thurber fired a shot from his musket, the bullet
crashing through his forehead.
·
Me fell in a heap beside the settler's daughter, stone dead.
The second Indian leaped through a window in the rear, but
even as he went out Mark fired a shot at him and he dropped
dead on the ground outside.
Dick lifted the fainting girl to her feet, while Mark supported the other.
"Look and see if there are any more,'' said Dick. "The
hounds needs a severer lesson than of yesterday, it seems."

CHAPTER V.
TROUBLESOME VISITORS.

Two of the redskins were dead, but the third had crawled
under the ladder and escaped by the back door.
He was seen running 'across the open space as Harry ·J udson looked out.
The boy fired.
The redskin staggered, fell, got up again and then dashed
away and disappeared.
"Are there any up in the loft?" asked Dick of Molly.
"No, there were only these three."
"Drag them out,· boys," said Dick.
"Father and the boys are . off at work and mother went to
, get some medicine from one of the neighbors,'' Sally said.
"Are these some of the fellows who came yesterday?"
" a sked Dick.
"I don't know,'' Molly replied. "They took us quite by surpri se, and if you had not come, we would have been killed."
"They must be another party,'' said Mark.
"I think so, as those of yesterday would be very careful
how they approached."
.
The bodies had now been taken out and dragged to the
woods, no other.redskins being seen.
'
"There are many redskins about,'' muttered Dick, "and it is
dangerous for any one or two persons to remain alone."
"Mother didn't want to go,'' said Sally, "but we thought
there would be no danger after yesterday."
"They came in on us so suddenly and silently,'' added
Molly, "that they were upon us before we knew it."
Just now the two boys, Dave and Rube Hawkins, came
huuying to the cabin.
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They had heard shots and had come with all speed, fearing
trouble.
Dick told them what had happened and said:
"One of you boys or your father must stay around the
house all the time now."
"Pop said it was all right, and that the Injuns wbuldn't
come back so soon arter yes'day, an' so mom said all right."
"You can't tell," said Dick. "That fellow Bud Butts is
around and he may have sent these redskins."
"Bud Butts eround ?" cried both boys.
"Yes, and Simon Girty. It is not safe to leave the girls
alone."
"We won't do it," declared Rube, "an' I'll shoot that feller
Butts on sight."
Hawkins now came in, having been farther off than the
boys.
tle was grateful to Dick and the Liberty Boys for what
they had done, and said:
.
"I reckoned 'at none er ther redskins would come so soon,
but these here are er diff'rent lot, I reckon."
"They seem to be gathering," said Dick, "and it is my
opinion that there are redcoats about, too. Simon Girty is
in the neighborhood, and wherever he goes there is sure to be
trouble."
"vVaal, we ain't ergoin' ter !~ave ther gals erlone arter
this,'' said Hawkins. "E'ither me or one er ther boys is ergoin' ter be within sight all ther time."
"That is right, until these troublous times a1·e. over," returned Dick.
:He and the boys then took their leave, the two girls once
more thanking them heartily for having saved their lives.
They now wended their way along the river toward the
camp, their senses on the alert for anything suspicious.
They we1·e proceeding in close order, Dick in the l.ead,
when they heard the sound of hunied footsteps.
At a signal from Dick they all dropped to the ground,
their weapons ready to use at a moment's notice.
Then, hurrying through the woods at a little distance, they
saw a party of a dozen redskins going in the direction of the
cabin.
"After them!" hissed Dick. "They think there are only a
few at the cabin and that they will get the better of us."
They took a shorter cut to the cabin, making as little
sound as possible.
Reaching the cabin ahead of the redskins, they surprised
the settler and his sons by their quick return.
"There are more of the Indians coming," said Dick, "and
we thought it best to w•arn you."
.
The settler's wife had just returned and was greatly excited to learn what had happened in her absence.
The settler and his family now had their weapons ready
and Dick and the boys went in, so that the redskins should
not suspect their pre13ence.
In a short time two Indians appeared in the clearing.
They came forward, making friendly signs.
The settler and his two sons were ih front of the cabin.
"What ye want?" asked Hawkins.
"Injun no hurt, Injun want grub, drink o' water."
"Firewater, ye mean?" muttered Hawkins.
"No, good Injun, no take firewater, want grub, very hungry."
. '
h'is
"Keep off, yer pesky redsk'ms, " sa1'd H awk'ms, ra1smg
weapon. "I ain't ertrustin' yer ez fur ez I c'n throw er bull
by ther tail. Yer've got er dozen more sn~akin' skunks
hidin'· in ther woods."
"No got more, only me an' noder Injun."
"Keep erway, I tell yer,'' sternly. "Ef yer come ernother
step, I'll shoot, sure ez I'm erstandin' here."
"Me no bad Injun, n6 got crooked tongue, no got black
heart, me good Injun, paleface friend."
"Ye're er liar, yer ain't! Git erway or ye're er dead Injun ez . sure ez shootin' !"
"No give Injun grub?"
"No!"
"No give drink water?"
· •
"There's the river, go drink all you want, but git out quick
or I'll put er bullet through yer."
The Indians were using their eyes, trying to see if there
were more than just the settler and his sons, how fa1· the
cabin was to . the trees, looking at the marks of the previous
day's fight and other things.
They now fell back to the woods, H:w:~ : 'ns watching them.
Dick, at a loophole inside, p'rescntly saiil ·
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"They are stealing along the edge of the clearing. They
mean to surround the house. They think that there are only
you three."
"There are enough of us to handle ther lot er them, I
guess."
"Yes, if more don't come to their assistance."
Just then a wild cry was heard from the woods.
"They have discove:red the dead Indians," said Dick.
Then the two Indians came forward again.
"Why paleface shoot Injun ?" they asked.
"Becos they would have killed my gals, that's why."
"Where gal? Paleface no talk straight, got crooked
·
tongue."
"Waal, I c'n shoot straight,'' cried Hawkins, "an' I will in
·
er brace er shakes."
The two redskins fell back, evidently not caring to face the
settler's rifle.
There was no demonstration for some time
Then Dick noticed some sort of movement at the edge of
the clearing.
"They are up to mischief," he said. "Give me your musket,
,
,
Harry.
Harry Thurber handed Dick his musket. ·
Suddenly a streak of fire shot out from the edge of the
wood and went sailing in a graceful curve toward the cabin.
Dick 1·aised his piece, took a quick aim and fired.
He struck the arrow in the middle and broke it, the burning point falling to the ground.
The redsk:1ns hoped .that it would fix itself in the roof and
set fire to it.
Now a number were seen Jl.ying toward the cabin.
At once the settler opened fire and there was a yell.
One of the fire arrows hit the roof, but the wood was so
saturated from the wetting of the day before that it would
not ignite.
At once a dozen redskins rushed toward the cabin.
Then Dick and the Liberty Boys appeared and opened fire
upon them.
Several were wounded and the rest fell back, but now loud
yells were heard and a fresh force of two-score painted Indians came surging toward the cabin.
CHAPTER VI.
THE SIEGE OF THE LOG HOUSE.

- "In with you!" cried Dick. "The odds are too great!"
They all ran into the cabin and barred the doors and windows.
A score of redskins came dashing up and · buried their
tomahawks in the stout door at the front.
Mark and the two Harrys fired at them from loopholes,
and they at once fell back.
The settler's boys went into the loft, the ~irls and their
mother took the rear, Hawkins and Dick watched the front
and the rest stationed themselves at the sides.
The Indians, seeing that it was unsafe to advance, even in
.
numbers, now f ell back to a safe distance.
"It is all right now," said Dick, "but we may be besieged
here till night, and then there will be more chance for the
\
redskins to carry the house."
"The fire arrows are of no use, are they?"
"No, but they can steal up in numbers after dark and fire
the house or batter down the doors."
"If word could be got to Bob, he would come up in a moment with the Liberty Boys,'' said Mark.
"Very true."
"Will you let me go after him?"
"No, Mark," answered Dick. "The danger is too great.
The house is surrounded and you could not get away without
being seen."
"Harry and I will run out, attract their attention and give
Mark a chance to get away," suggested Harry Thurber;
"No, I cannot allow it," said Dick. "It is possible that Bob
or some others of the Liberty .Boys, nearing the firing, may
come to our relief."
"So it is,'' was Mark's reply. "We are safe enough till
,
night, at any ra.te."
"Yes, they will be careful how they approach, knowing us
all to be such expert shots."
The redskins were cautious and presently began pushing
forward bushes behind which they crouched.
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Their object was to get near enough so as to make a &Udden rush and storm the cabin before the boys could get a
·
shot at them.
Dick detected the ruse and ordered the boys to fire into the
moving bushes.
The result was that two or three of the bushes fell over
and the Indians behind them made a sudden dash for cover.
Then they retired out of sight, but the boys were not
tempted out.
.
At last a noise was heard down by the river.
Then another party of redskins appeared and the combined parties made a sudden dash for the log house.
Some of them were hit of cou1:se.
The greater part escaped, as the boys could not fire fast
·
enough.
Up they came, and now tomahawks began to beat upon
the door and slash at the shutters.
Then a tree trunk was brought to force the door, while
fires were built next to the cabin walls to burn it down. ·
"Get ready for· them when the door falls, boys," said Dick
r
doggedly.
Suddenly a ringing cheer was heard outside.
. It was the battle cry of the Liberty Boys.
"Hurrah! here came Bob and the Liberty Boys!" cried Dick.
It was even so.
The gallant lads came suddenly, dashing into the clearing •
on their horses.
"Fire!" screamed Bob.
Crash-roar!
The muskets rattled .and a deadly volley was poured upon
the redskins.
Then followed a scattering pistol volley and bullets flew
'
like hail.
Drawing their sabers, the brave boys charged upon the
red marauders.
They fled for their lives, some to the river and some to
the woods.
They were outnumbered and their foes were better pro·
vided with weapons of destruction.
Many were shot in their tracks, many were cut down as
they tried to escape and they a ll fled in the greatest confusion.
Many were pursued to the very bank of the river and were
forc ed to swim for their lives.
In a few minutes there wasn't one of them to be seen.
The clearing was strewn with the dead, which they had not
been able to carry off, while the wounded made all haste to
get away.
Then the cabin door was opened and Dick and his comrades and the settler and his sons came out.
"I was in the neighborhood,'~ ~aid Bob, "with one or two
of the boys and heard the firing. Creeping up, I saw 1that
there were too many for us and I made all haste and brought
up the Liberty Boys."
"We thought you would," said Mark, "but there was some
anxious waiting."
"And some pretty lively times, too,'' added Ben. "You
didn't come any too soon, Bob."
A party was detailed ·to go to the old camp and move it
to the new site, and by afternoon the neighborhood of the log
house was a busy one.
Molly and Sally were delighted to have the boys so near
anp there were several in the troop who we1·e just as delighted to have the girls visit them. .
Patsy and Carl amused the settler's family greatly with
their fun-making, and Patsy's cooking was a revelation to
Mrs. Hawkins.
"My sakes, I useter think et wor er pesky lot ei· trubble ter
cook fur six," she declared, "but I vow I'd think et were er
heap sight more ter do ther co.okin' fur er hunderd." .
"An' all wid dhe besht av appetites, too, ma'am," laughed
Patsy. "Shure an' dhere's nothin' loike foightin' to make yez
enj'y a good dinner, ma'am."
"Then I reckon they'll be like er pack er wo ves ter-night,
'cause they've had enuff. on et, an' ter spare, ter my way er
thinkin'."
At •ight the fires burned bright and cast a glow upon the
waters of the noble river that flowed past the camp, there
was the sound of laughter and of song and the woods fairly
rang.
Nor was discipline forgotten, for the pickets went their
rounds as usual, and at every suspicious sound the boys were
on their guard
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They were sitting about the fire in their camp at the edge
of the woods af ter supper, some singing, some telling stories
and others saying nothing.
Patsy and Carl w~re sitting beside each other on a log
looking off across the hills to the eastward.
"Shure an' it's comfortable as well as cheerful to have a
foire," said Patsy.
"Yah, dot was so,'" agreed Carl.
"Phwin yez have a foire undher control it's all roight but
'
phwin it do be gettin' dhe betther av yez--"
"Mein gollies, loogk off dot!" cried Carl. "Dot was a big
fire been, I bet me."
Patsy looked and saw a big ball of fire coming up over the
.
distant hills.
"Oh, my; oh, my! but dhat do be a big wan."
"Do.t vould purn up all does drees oob, I bet me."
"Shure an' it wud. Dhe 'hole av dhe woods beyant musht
be on foire be dhe lucks av it."
"I <links we was toldt somepody abouid dot pefore dot
voods and dot town was purned up alretty."
"Yis, an' it's gittin' bigger ivery minyute."
"Yah, I bet me we don'd was put ouid dot fire ouid mit
puckets. Why you don'd was run und toldt somepody?"
"Hello, bhys, do yez see dhe big foire?" asked Patsy. "Av
it reaches us we'll be burned out entoirely."
"Do you mean that over there?" asked Marl<.
"Shure and Oi do. Dhat 'do be a threminyous foire. We'd
orter do somet'ing to put it out."
"Oh, I guess it won't hurt anything,'' laughed Mark.
"What's that?" asked Sam, coming up.
"Patsy's fire, over there,'' said Mark.
Then Sam laughed. .
"Shure an' Oi don't see annyt'ing to laff at,'' muttered
Patsy. "It wud be no vun at all at all to be burned out av
house an' home."
"That fire won't burn you out, Patsy,'' laughed Mark.
"Don't you know the full moon when you see it?"
The fire was now clear of the edge of the hills and its char·
.
acter plain to be seen.
It was the rising moon,. and nothin~ else.
"Shure an' dhat's wan av dhe to1mes Oi wor fooled,''
laughed Patsy.
"I was knowed dot was der moon all der dime," said Carl.
"Y e're a loiar, yez didn't."
"Yah, und I t'ought dot was ein goot choke been to mage
you t'ought dot was efn fire mit dose voods."
"Cookyspille.r?" said Patsy, inquirmgly.
·
"Yah, what it was?"
"Av yez go to tellin' manny av dhim shtories yez'll foind
yerself in a foire tin toimes as hot as yez t'ought dhat wan
av' dhose days."
"Humbug!" said Carl, but he did not insist upon his side of
the s~9ry.
CHAPTER VII.
A BIT OF HARD LUCK.

In the middle of the night the redskins camE! up and car1·ied away their dead.
The camp of the Liberty Boys was on the opposite side of
the clearing, but they knew what was going on.
They did not molest the Indians, however, so long as the
latter made no demonstrations against them.
Dick had supposed that the Indians would come, but he
saw no reason to disturb them while they were performing
this duty, and no attention was paid to them.
The brave boys did not relax their vigilance, however.
If the wily red enemies had made an attack they would
have been bravely received, and they probably knew it.
In the morning not a sign of an Indian, alive or dead,
could be seen, and many of the boys declared that they had
gone for good and all.
"I do'n't know if they have or not," said Dick. "I would
be glad to see them leave the Ohio, but I doubt if they will do
it for some time yet."
In the early forenoon Dick took the canoe and paddled cautiously up the river.
He wished to see if the Indians were still about and if the
expected redcoats had arrived.
He kept close in to shore so as not to be observed and
crossed to the north shore, as he thought there was more
thance of seeing redcoats there than on the south side.
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He kept his eyes open while crossing and neither saw nor
heard anything of a suspicious nature.
Having crossed over, he hid the canoe under some tall
grass on the bank and proceeded alongshore.
Striking a regular trail, he kept on, but with more caution, suspecting that Indians were about. ·
He had not gone far before his quick ear caught ,the sound
of voices.
There is a different quality to the voices of whites than
that of Indians.
'Diel< at once recognized this, and also that the whites were
not natives of the region, but were British and Hessians.
"The r edcoats have come, then, as we suspected they
would," was his thought.
"I must find out how large a force there is,'' he muttered,
as he went on, more cautiously than before.
Keeping well behind trees and bushes, and now and then a
ledge of rock, he hastened on.
At last, seeing the shimmer of scarlet uniforms, he dropped
upon his hands and knees and went forward more stealthily.
Then h e almost crawled. hearing the voices plainly and seeing a number of nien walking about.
Creeping on, he found a great, hollow tree trunk lying on
the ground.
He could see quite through it, it was so rotted away.
This was an excellent point of observation, and," hearing
someone approaching, he rapidly crawled in his entjre length
without being seen.
Two redcoats came and sat down on the great hoU.ow trunk
·
just over him.
Two or th1'ee more stood at the end near his feet, but did
.
not see him.
There were Hessians and British, and now from the conversation he heard he learned that a large party of Indians
·
were ~xpected.
"Then we will cross over into Kentucky and have things all
our own way," one of the redcoats d'e clated. in a loud voice.
"Perhaps not,'' thought Dick.
He could not understand tlfe Hessians, but learned much
from the talk of the redcoats.
The Hessians presently went away from the ~nd of the
trunk, as Dick could tell by the sound.
Then the others got up and there was a good deal of talk
·
and running about.
The next thing Dick knew the trunk was being rolled and
dragged into the open space.
Next two big Hessians began to drive axes into it at the
upper end and two more at the lower" end.
Dick was not afraid of being struck, but all at once the
trunk split right apart.
He sprang up,. nearly choked with dust, and attempted to
·
get away.
"Hello,·there's a rebel in the tree,'' cried one.
"ls that the way they grow in the country? My word!"
"Jove! but I've heard they're a queer lot, but this beats
all I · ever heard!"
Dick drew his pistols as the British and Hessians came
swarming toward him.
"Stand back!" he cried, "or somebody will get hurt."
·He could not see on all sides of him at once, however.
Three big Hessians suddenly rushed upon him from behind
and he was seized.
He fired a shot even as the H essians threw their. arms
.
about him and wounded a redcoat in the leg.
"You miserable rebel," the man howled. "You shall swing
for this."
Dick was quickly disarmed, bound hand and foot and tied
to a tree on the edge of the opening.
"You're an officer,'' muttered one of the British officerL
"Where are your men?"
"You will learn soon enough," dryly.
"Are they on this side of the river?"
"You' will learn in good time."
"How many are there? Are they close at hand?"
"You will find that there are enough and sufficiently near
to give you a good deal of trouble before long."
"Nonsense! You rebels never cause us any anxiety," contemptuously.
"You were eager enough to know all about us,'' dryly. "Wh7
do you bind me so securely if you are not anxious?"
"You. are a saucy rebel!" returned the officer.
"Abuse is not argument,'' with a laugh.
"We don't care how many of you there are," retorted the
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Then came loud shouts and the sound of hurrying footredcoat, "nor how near you are. We can take good care of
steps.
you."
"To the river!" hissed Kenton. "I have a canoe hidden un.. With Indians and Hessians to help."
"Look here, you rebel, you mustn't be so free with your der the bank."
"So have I," echoed Dick. "Let us separate. It will puzzle
tongue," angrily.
"Weren't you'!" asked Dick. "Have you the monopoly of the redskins."
"Very good," and Kenton shot off to one side.
that sort of thing?"
Dick was better able to walk now, the excitement putting
"You can't help yourself and you've no right to be abusive."
"If I were free, you would see how little of it I would new vigor into his limbs.
He reached the bank, hearing the sound of pursuing footget," said Dick hotly.
in it and swiftly paddled
"Let the rebel alone, Murgatroyd," said another of the steps hauled out the canoe, got
·
officers. "What's the use of talking? He can't get away to away:
appeared >0n the
tell the other rebels and we'll surprise them before they' Then half a score of dusky foes suddenly
·
bank.
·
•
know we are around."
One was about to throw a tomahawk when Dick leveled 'his
"Perhaps not," was Dick's thought, but he said nothing.
pistol and fired.
The officers went away, leaving Dick alone.
The Indian tumble'd headlong into the river and was not
~here :vas quite a l~rge party here and there were more at
.
seen again.
a little distance, as Dick could see.
Then a shower of arrows :i,_ew after the brav.e boy and one
He tried to release his arms, but they had been bound too
.
pierced the side of the canoe.
securely.
A few swift strokes sent the frail craft out of range, howThe redcoats would not keep him bound all the time, he
felt sure, and as soon as his hands were free he would make ever, and now Dick saw Kenton on the river, a little above
him.
a dash for liberty.
They both paddled for the opposite shore and were soon
He stood thel'e watching the redcoats and wondering if the
.Liberty Boys would miss him and how ,they would know alongside.
Then redcoats, as well as Indians, appeared on the bank
where to find him if they did.
They knew that he had taken the canoe and therefore and a volley was fired.
Many of the shots fell shoit, one or two going too far and
they would search on both sides of the river.
It might· be some time before he was missed, however, and the others flying wild.
"There are some good shots there," muttered Dick sendmeanwhile the redcoats might move their quarters, this place
.
ing his canoe in with a rush. '
being more a resting place than a camp.
The wisdom of this move was speedily seen.
It was tiresome standing in one position and he could not
A bullet dropped in the water just astern of him.
move his feet or shift his weight from one to another.
"There's no . fear after that," he said, dryly.
At last there was a great noise anft a large force of red"No" answered the scout, "th ey can't reach us nc~w."
skins came in, some of them seeing Dick and jeering at him.
The'Indians vented their spite and disappointment m fierce
Some he recognized a s having been in the attacking party
at the log house and knew that they would clamor for his yells while the British and Hessians shook their fists.
"Hard words break no bones," laughed Dick. "There's one
life.
They presently left him, holding a council at some little dis- redcoat over there who feels very bitter toward me, I know,
tance, there being neither redcoats nor Indians within several but, then, a man shouldn't boast."
. _,_ ..;_ "Someone has been bragging about what he intends to do,
yards of him. .
I suppose?" with a smile.
Then his ear caught the sound of a stealthly footstep.
"Yes and I used rather plain language to him."
He tried to turn his head, but could not see around the tree
Befo~e they reached the I\entuclfy ~i~e Dick and the scout
.
.
to wh~ch he was l;>ound.
His thought was that one of the Indians was approachm!5, saw several of the Liberty Boys waitmg for them on the
intending to kill him, and the cold sweat broke out upon his bank.
"We heard the shots," said Bob as the two canoes drew
forehead.
If he made an outcry it would only precipitate matters, and nearer, "but we soon saw that you were all right."
"Yes but it was a close shave," was Dick's answer.
he waited breathlessly for the expected attack.
"You' found redcoats and Indians then?" said Mark.
"Yes and they found me," with a laugh. '.'However, it ll.11
.
came o~t iight. I'll tell Y?U all about. it."
"Dhere niver wor a to1me dhat 01 can raym1mber dhat
CHAPTER VIII.
Diel{ Slater wint out alone dhat he didn't get into some sort
av throuble," said Patsy.
KENTON TO THE RESCUE.
"For why you don'd was went mit him?" asked Carl.
"To get into throuble mesilf ?" asked Patsy.
Instead of hearing the sudden whiz of a tomjlhawk, Dick
"Nein, but to got Tick ouid von it, off course."
now heard a familiar voice say in low tones:
"Shure an' Oi'm willin' enuff, Cookyspi!ler, ~ut he do ~~
"It is I, captain. Don't be alarmed. I have come to save
gettin' dhe rest av us into thrnuble as well as lumself. Hes
you."
,
as bad as yersilf."
The speaker was Simon Kenton, the scout.
"He was worser as me, I bet you, und he was always got
The reaction from despair to hope ,nearly took Dick's
·
dot drouble out off alzo."
·
breath away.
1
'Yez are roight, he does, an' dhe r est av us, too."
Then he felt the cords loosen around his w1ists and ankles.
Kenton went to the camp with Dick and remained a short
his
stretching
feet,
his
shiftert
and
breath
deep
a
He drew
.
~~
arms behind hi,n to let the blood circulate.
had heard the Inand
river
the
up
scouting
been
had
He
•
Kenton.
"Better?" a sk ed
dians coming.
"Yes."
Going a shore, he had disc<?vered the British and. Hessians,
"Can you stand alone?"
and then to his utter surprise had found that Dick was a
"Yes."
Then the last cords were cut and Dick swiftly stepped from prisoner.
He had at once set to work to fre e Dick and had sucthe tree and hurried to the other side.
He seized Kenton's hand and shook it warmly.
ceeded.
While the scout was still in the camp) Patsy said to Carl:
"You don't know what a fright you gave me," he whis-·
pered. "I thought you were a redskin."
"He's a great mon, me bhy."
"'Who dot was?"
"Yes, I should have spoken sooner. I forgot how quick of
hearing you are."
"Misther Kenton, av coorse."
"Nein, he was choost so big !ige any oder veller," anThe two then hurried away, Kenton putting a pistol in
swered Carl.
Dick's hand as they went on.
"It's not his soize Oi do be sphakin' av, but his ripitation."
Dick could not walk with entire freedom yet, having been
"Yah dot was so. He was ein vonderful mans."
bound so long, and Kenton assisted him.
"Shu~e, an' dhe Injuns have no love for 'im, though."
Suddenly there was a wild yell from the opening
"Dose Inchuns don'd was lofe nobody, I bet me."
Dick's escape had been discovered.
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"Av me an' yez could catch an Injin, it wud be foine."
"What we was doed mit him when we was caught him?"
"Bring him to camp an' kape him a prisoner, av coorse."
"Und maybe we was been caughted oursellufs when we was
tried to done dot."
"Go'n away wid yez. Shure it wud be aisy enuff."
"How you was doed it? Put some salt on his fedders ?"
"Shure, an' an Injin is not a birrud, Dootchy."
"He was loogked lige vun, mit dem fedders mit his headt,
alretty, don'd ' it?"
"Shur:? an' Oi think Oi'd loike to catch wan av dhim."
"All righd. I was went und saw you done dot."
"Yez'll have to help, or yez'll not go wid me, begorrah," replied Patsy, indignantly.
"All ri"g hd, I was went mit you."
Then those two comical Liberty Boys set out, leaving the
Hawkins cabin behind them and heading for the woods.
Passing through the woods, Patsy suddenly said:
"Whisht! dhere's wan av dhim now!"
"Vhere he was?" asked Carl.
"Behoind dhe sli.tump. Don't yez see his feathers?"
"Yah, I was saw dem, ein pig lot off dem, I bet n;ie."
"Shure, an' Ol ''-ink Oi'll shoot dhe vilyan, aftner a)l."
"Yah, I dink
'einselluf."
,Then Patsy i':
his musket and fired.
"Get riddy for him, av Oi didn't kill him, Cookyspiller,"
cried Patsy.
There was a great fluttering behind the stump and Carl
ran forward.
·
"Mein gollies, dot don'd was a Inchun, dot was ein turkey
gobbler alretty!" he cried.
Then he quickly despatched the bird, which was a wild
. tu rkey.
Dave Hawkins now came running up.
"Hello, what was ther shootin' erbout ?" he asked.
Carl now began to laugh.
'!Batsy was shooted a Inchun," he cried, "only it don'd was
a Il'lchun, it was a turkey gobbler alretty."
"Shure an' Oi t'ought it wor an Injun wid all dhim feathers," said Patsy.
"He's a bi~ feller, but I reckon he's kinder tough."
"Dhat's all roight. Oi'll bile hi~ till he's as tindher as a
young chicken."
."But dot don'cl was a Inchun und you was sayed you was
went to got a Inchun."
"Niver moind about it. Yez cudn't ate an Injin an' yez
cud ate a turkey, purvidin' Oi can bile him enuff."
Dave laughed and said: ·
"Thet's er funny thing, takin' er wild turkey fur er Injun.
Injuns don't have feathers like thet.""
"Shure an' Oi don't see anny differ, an' dhe Injuns do
shtrut around an' show off dheir foinery dhe same as a
paycock or a tm·key, begorrah."
· "Wull, I reckon ye're right," laughed Dave.
"Shure an' Oi know Oi am," answered Patsy, and then he
reloaded his musk et, picked up the turkey and went on.

CHAPTER IX.
MOLLY IS CARRIED OFF.

After Kenton had gone Dick, Mark and the two Harrys
set off along the river to see if the redcoats and Indians had
begun to make any hostile demonstration, as had been threatened.
They were some little distance from the cabin and in the
sight of the river when they heard a terrified scream.
They dashed forward, pistols in hand.
Then they saw an Indian with Molly Hawkins in his arms
running toward the river.
'I\vo other Indians and a white man quickly sprang up
from behind a rock and joined him.
The white man was Bud Butts.
"Shoot the scoundrels!" cried Dick, firing at Butts~
The bullet sti·uck a saplin·g and Butts escaped.
They did not fire at the redskin with l'ylo!ly in his arms for
:f.ear of hurting her.
They fired at the other two and at Butts and one of the
redskins lost the feather in his hair.
.
·
Butts quickly got behind a tree and opened fire upon the
four boys with his old rifle.
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He could fire only once, while the boys could fire a number of times.
They quickly got behind trees and waited for a chance to
get a shot at him.
Meanwhile the Indian carrying Molly was making all haste
to reach the river.
"Charge on that scoundrel!" cried Dick, dashing out and
firing at the coonskin cap worn by Butts.
It was carried away, and Butts, fearing that his head
might go next , beat a hasty i·etreat.
·
Dick hit him in the arm and then he dashed down the
bank and plunged into a tangled mess of underbrush.
Two of the redskins now pushed out in a canoe, one holding Molly in front of him, while the other pa<ldled.
The third Indian and Butts had disappeared.
Neither Dick nor any of the boys dared to fire, for fear of
injuring Molly.
They made a· search for Butts and the other Indian, and
finally saw them come out from behind a point of land in
another canoe.
The redskin was paddling, the renegade's wound prevent·
ing him from using his arm for the time.
"Fetch clown Butts and the redskin," cried Dick, running
along the bank.
The boys quickly followed and all opened a hot fire upon
the second canoe.
The canoe was hit below the water line and the redskin disabled so that he dropped his paddle.
Then Mark hit Butts in the shoulder and caused him to
lose his balance, the canoe being immediately upset.
Attracted by the sound of firing, Bob and a dozen of the
Liberty Boys appeared .
A mo1!1ent later Ben , Sam and Arthur came ·around a
bend of the river in a flat-bottomed boat.
"Put after that red scoundrel, boys!" cried Dick.
Butts and the redskin ber.:an swimming upstream, and soon
g-ot out of range, although several s~ots were fired after
them.
Butts had some trnuble in swimming, being able to use one
hand only, but he got away.
Ben and Sam pulled lustily at the oars, while. Arthur tried
to get a shot at the redskin paddling.
Onl y the stern of the canoe was presented to him, however,
and to fire would mean to injure Molly.
The canoe kept straight . out till nearly in midstream and
then \Vent up the river.
It was out of range, but the boys followed on the river
and along the bank or through the woods, hoping to inter·
cept it when it turned in toward shore.
"Keep a watch on them, boys," cried Dick to Ben and his
party.
He and the rest hurried on, along the bank when they
could and making detours when they were obliged to.
They lost sight of the canoe now and then, but they kept
on, resolving to shoot the redskins if they tried to make a
landing.
Butts and the other redskin were lost sight of, the canoe
being now the real object of pursuit.
A.t last, when the boys came in sight of the river after
'losing it for a few minutes, they saw the canoe headed for
the opposite shore.
It made better ·progress than the boat with the three boys
in it and the latter were now far behind.
"Don't run too great a risk, boys!" cried Dick, making a
trumpet of his hands, and calling in a high key.
Then the boys saw a number of Indians and redcoats on the
farther bank and gave up the chaRe.
Returning, Ben said regretfully:
"It was too bad, Dick, but they were too many for us.
The redcoats were ready to open fire upon us, seeing our
uniform."
"It could not be helped," was Dick's reply, "and at any
rate we know where they are."
"Then you'll go after them?" asked Mark.
"We must, Mark. No time must be lost. If the redskins
get into the forest it will be impossible to find them,''
"But there is Butts. He was the abductor, no doubt."
"Very true, but do you imagine the redskins will respect
his supposed rights?" .
"Very likely not, but then there are the soldiers."
"Molly may appeal to them, of cout"se, but she will be kept
a prisoner in any event."
"Very true."
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"We are after the redskins an~ after all renegades as
well, and we are not going to leave the Ohio until we have
made our name a terror to them."
Returning to the camp, Dick reported what had happened
to Hawkins, stating his determination of going after the
redskins and getting Molly back at all hazards.
"I'll shoot that scoundrel Butts the first time I see him,"
muttered Dave.
Disguising themselves as ordiaary backwoodsmen,/ Dick
and Bob shortly took a canoe and went up the river, keeping
along the Kentucky shore for some distance.
The two Hawkins boys got the dug-out, while Ben1 Sam,
Arthur and Harry Thurber took the boat.
It was getting well on toward evening now, and Dick expected to be able to get into the redcoat camp some time
after da1·k.
At dusk Dick and Bob landed, hid their canoe and set out
for the British camp.
In a short time, hearing voices, they stopped and crept
fo1ward cautiously.
Not far off was a rude hut, open in front, where a man was
just lighting a \fire.
"Tell ye what, Sime," . muttered one, "it ain't safe ter trust
Injuns. Some folks kin, like you, mebby, but I won't do et
no more."
"It wasn't the Indians' fault, Bud," answ~red Girty. "You
ought to have ~own whether the Liberty Boys were within
hearing."
"Reckon I ought," muttered Bud, getting the fire to burn·.
ing brightly. "Tb,ey made all ther trouble."
"I'll get the girl, Bud," said Girty. "If she's in the camp
the soldiers will give her up."
"Thet's all right, but ef I hadn't ertrusted ther Injuns, it
would have been all rig}lt."
"Maybe not, Bud. You say she screamed. Wouldn't she
have done it if you had seized her?"
"I'd 'ye done it <liff'rent, Sime, an' she wouldn'ter had a
chanst, A gal'll allus yell when she sees er Injun. She'd been
attacked t'other day, yer know."
"And now the Libe1ty Boys are camped close to the cabin?"
"Yaas, aµ' only fur the gal's wanderin' erway, we
wouldn'ter ketched her."
"We must rout out those Liberty Boys and get hold of Dick
Slater. I want to know where that expedition is bound."
"Waal, I done all I could erbout et, an' now I got er couple
er bullets inter me an' can't work on'y with one arm. I'd
like ter riddle ther young varmints."
Just then a peculiar ca11 was heard, not far distant.
Dick, who was crouching behind the shelter peering
through the cracks, drew Bob aside and both crept away.
"There they are now, some of 'em," said Girty.
Dick and Bob stole rapidly away as a party of Indians
came into the light of the fire.

CHAPTER X.
A DARING MOVE PLANNED.

"Come, Bob," said Dick, when the two boys reached the
river, "the camp is the place to go to."
"Yes, before Girty gets there and demands the girl," replied Bob. .
"I don't know whether the redcoats would give her up or
not, but we won't risk that."
"No, the best thin,p to do is to get her away before the
renegade gets there.
They entered the canoe and paddled downstream, making
as little noise as possible.
They saw the camp at length, the fires being lighted and
showing here and there through the trees.
Dick made one of the signals used by the E,iberty Boys,
t:Qinking that some of them might be about.
It was presently answered at a short distance.
Then a boat came slowly along in the shadows and Ben
said softly:
"Is that you, Dick?"
"Yes. The girl is in the camp."
"All right. Rube and Dave are. not far off."
Then the two parties drifted cautiously downstream till
,
they reached the dugout.
"We must land," s11id Dick. "There are probably pickets on
the river farther down.'"

Then the three parties landed, drnwing thefr boats close
under the bank.
('Wait here, boys," said Dick to Rube and Dave. "We had
better not send too large a party on."
Ben and his party were to advance a short distance, while
Dick and Bob were to go ahead. ·
"We may want some one to cover our retreat," said Dick.
·
The two boys then advanced with great caution.
There might ·be pickets, although it was not yet late.
Keeping on cautiously, they presently saw a sentry standing near a tree.
Dick signalled to Bob, who was close at hand.
This was better than talking.
The sentry, hearing a bullfrog croak, would think nothing
•
of it.
Bob answered the signal.
.
Then the two boys dashed suddenly forward.
Dick seized the man and clapped a hand ove1· his mouth,
while Bob quickly drew his arms behind his back and secured
them with his own belt.
Then Dick gagged him and they laid him in the bushes
where he would do no harm, tying 'his feet and securing them
to a tree.
"Good!" muttered Dick. "Now we can get into the camp."
They stole on, cautiously as before, but met a second
sentry, whom they quickly overpowered as they had served
the first.
There were no more afte1· that, and now they began stealing along behind the tents on the watch for Molly.
The Indians were in another part of the camp, but Dick
did not think that the girl '\.vould be with them.
He reasoned that the British officers would keep her, knowing that she was not safe with the redskins.
They might release her, or they might detain her, but at
any rate they would not give her up to the Indians.
That his reason ing was correct was speedily proven.
Reaching a tent near a fire, he saw Molly sitting before it
talking with one of the officers.
"It's a pity you are a rebel," the · redcoat was saying.
"Why so?" Molly asked.
"Because you are so pretty."
"Are only loyalist girls pretty, then?" with a smile.
"No, more's the pity. All the same, you oughtn't to be a
i·ebel.''
"Why not?"
"Because I never could marry a rebel girl, and--"
"Nobody asked you," with a merry laugh, "and there are
plenty of patriot boys who would.''
Dick wondered how he could get a word with Molly to let
·
her know he was there.
He dared not go to the front of the t ent, as there were too
many redcoats about, even . if 'the girl's present companion
left her.
He and Bob could not dash out upon him, either, for the
same reason.
"If I had only thought to take that sentry's uniform," he
muttered.
"But if I let you go," asked the redcoat, "wouldn't you feel
grateful?"
"Of course."
"And yet I don't know that I ought, because you are a
rebel.''
"I am grateful to you fo taking me from the Indians," said
Mollie. "They would ha¥ given me to Simon Girty or Bud
Butts, who would be as bad if he dared."
"And those persistent y<>ung rebels in the boats, who
.
were they?"
"Those persistent young rebels were the Liberty Boys, and
they are going to drive you and the Indians off the Ohio."
'l'he officer laughed.
"Really you are very enthusiastic, but do- you think they
·
,
can ? " he asked.
"They and more like them, and they will do a lot towards
it.''
"Indeed we will," thought Dick.
The officer was sitting with his back to the alley between
this tent and the next.
Dick now conceived a bold scheme.
He sometimes carried certain remedies with him, even
when not in uniform.
In his pocket now he had a small vial of powerful hartshorn.
Touching Bob, he whispered right in his ear:
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"I am going to tackle the redcoat."
They reached the ford at daybreak and began to cross
"Good!" said Bob.
without <lelay.
Dick then stole forward between the tents.
The horses were used to all sorts of work, and there was
Fortunately no one else came to talk to the pretty "rebel." no shying or drawing back.
In they went, keeping well together and proceeding in
With the vial in his hand concealed in a handkerchief, Dick
moved forward as noiselessly as a snake.
good order.
At the right moment he suddenly arose, m:1corked the bottle
Only in very midstream were they obliged to swim, and
and clapped it and the handkerchief under the officer's nose. not for very long.
The powerful fumes, being confined in a small space, . There was a . good bank for landing on the other side, and
quickly overcame the officer, and, much to Molly's astonish- m a short time after reaching it they were on the march
ment, h.e fell backward.
again.
·
Dick, Bob and a dozen others rode ahead as an advance
"Quick!" hissed Dick. "He is only overcome for a time. It
is I, Dick Slater. Come at once. Girty is going to send for guard.
you."
·
r
'1~hcre was sufficient light in the woods and they went on
rapidly.
. ·
Molly promptly took Dick's hand.
1
He hurried her down the alley and then he and Bob took . 'l'hey could not all keep together, of course, but the formaher a1·ms and went on swiftly.
tion was go<1d nevertheless.
.
"Don't say a word," said Dick. "It's all right. We have
So far everything had gone well.
boats on the shore and the boys are waiting."
It was still early, and the chances were slight of the camp
In a few minutes they had passed the lines.
being astir at this time.
Then Dick signalled to Ben and his pa1ty to fall back.
Ac;lvancing as far as the picket lines without being deIn a short time they reached the river.
tected, Dick suddenly gave the signal to charge.
"In with you, quick!" hissed Dick. "We don't know how
A frightened sentry, suclclenty seeing a party of a dozen
soon the alarm may be given."
riders in Continental uniform advancing, fired his piece and
Eyen as he spoke the drums began to beat and loud sho.uts retreated.
were heard.
It was .echoed by others, who quickly set off on the run.
"Charge!" cried Dick.
Molly was already in the boat with Ben and his party.
Rube and Dave were close at hand.
The main body came up rapidly.
.
"Away with you all," said Dick.
Then, with a rush and a roar and a·tremendous cheer, the
· The three crafts pushed out and were soon well away from gallant boys dashed into the rudely awakened camp.
shore.
·
The alarmed redcoats and Hessians came hurrying out in
Then lights began to twinkle here and there and shortly a the greatest consternation.
·
man appeared on the bank.
"Fire!" cried Dick.
Shouts were heard and now some one cried:
At once a volley rang out and many fell.
"There are the rebels now. Fire upon them!"
Sweeping right through the camp, the brave fellows rushed
It was Girty who spoke.
upon the Indians .
These were their ancient enemies, and the object of theiI
. Dick had been none too soon.
The Tenegade must have arrived very soon after Molly's especial. vengeance.
esca pe.
The terrified rdskins fled at the first volley, scattering in
The redcoat had probably recovered at about the same all directions.
·
time.
•
Then, wheeling, the brave Liberty Boys, with Dick at their
"Pull away lively!" said Dick. ·
head, swept back through the camp.
The redcoats.and Hessians were rallying now an.d the boys'
A number of shots came flying toward the boys.
One struck the gunwale of the boat and another went progress was sturdily opposed.
·
through the canoe.
"Down with them!" shouted Dick. "Drive the~ into the
"Pull away!" said Dick.
woods, into the 1·iver, anywhere!"
There ·were more shots, but no damage was done by them.
"Down with the redcoats, liberty forever!" shouted the
"Good-by!" shouted Bob. "We'll come back after a bit to plucky boys.
keep our promise."
Rattle-rattle-bang!
Then more shots were fired, but all fell short.
Crack-crack!
Out upon tl).e river glided the boats, the shore receded, the
Muskets and pistols rattled and cracked, sabers whistled
lights grew fainter and at last the camp fires of the Liberty and brave boys cheered as they dashed on.
Boys w~re seen, growing brighter and brij;hter eve!y moAnd now came unexpect ed aid to the Liberty Boys.
ment.
·
A large party of Kentuckians and others, going down the
Then they landed, and Molly was restored to her parents, river in flatboats to join Clarke at the falls, heard the souruls
who rejoiced to see her.
of conflict.
"What do you think, Bob?" asked Dick. "You remember
Indians leaping into the river to escape their dete!1l1ined
what Molly said to the 'r edcoat?"
foes, partly explained the situation.
"Yes."
The sight of British and Hessian uniforms and the rini;ing
"We haven't boats enough, but there is a ford not far cheers of the dashing Liberty Boys told the rest of the story.
above us."
·
The Kentuckians, hating the Indians worse than the Brit·"But the water is high now, Dick."
ish, poured a volley upon them and landed one party after
"Not as high as it has been, and it is falling."
another.
"Then you want to attack the enemy with their larger
While some pursued the redskins back to. the woods, others
force 'l"
fled to the aid of the Liberty Boys.
"Yes, and I think we can give them a fright."
From being outnumbered the patriot boys were now on
"All right, I'm with you."
an equal footing with the enemy, and more men coming to
their assistance every moment.
Word quickly went around that more men were needed.
Redskins and redcoats were to be driven back, and there
CHAPTER XI.
was an instant tesponse. '
.
More came every minute and now the woods fairly rang
UNEXPECTED ALLIES.
with the rattle of musketry, the rattle of small arms and
the cheers of the patriots.
To ford the Ohio and attack a force greater than his own
The Bi·itish were speedily deserted by their red allies, who
was indeed a d'aring move on the part of Dick Slater.
invariably fled when any considerable number was sent
· The Ohio, although broad, was not always deep, and there against them.
were many fords.
The B1·itish and Hessians, finding not only a sµperior but
Dick knew of one not far distant.
a thoroughly determined band of patriots opposed to them,
Although it was the springtime, the water was not as high fled . in confusion, abandoning their tents, baggage and in
as it had been, as Dick 'had declared. .
many cases their w'eapons, ammunition and even hor?es. '
Such a move as Dick contemplated must be carried out
Molly's prediction that the Liberty Boys would drive them
rapidly, but the Liberty Boys were used to making sudden! from the Ohio was amply ve1·ified. ·
dashes, and this was just their taste.
They fled in hot baste. and it was months before anothet
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ments ?" asked Carl, who did not altogether fancy being
laughed at.
"Shure an' Oi think Oi will."
.
Patsy never went anywhere alone.
Carl was very soon at his side.
They presently came to a clearing where there was a cabin
and every evidence of thrift.
Flowering vines grew over the door, there were hives of
bees on a bench, there was a ' *"ell with a curb to it, anlf on
the steps of the cabin sat a young girl busily sewing.
"Good avenin', ma'am," said Patsy. "Shure an' yez do
luck foine dhe day. Ies an iligant cabin yez have an' iv.e ryt'ing do be luckin' as nate as wax an' as clane a·s a new
pin."
"Dot gal was shmi\e mit you, Batsy," said Carl. "She
was taught dot was humbug."
"It's a soight for sore oyes to see such .contintment an'
prosperity in dhe wilderness an' wid dhe toimes as hard as
dhey are, but dhe shwatest t'ing in dhe lovely scene is yerself,
an' dhat's no loi."
Just then an old lady came out of the house and said:
"There ain't a bit er use er · talkin' ter ther gal, fur she':;i '
Dutch an' do'nno the fust word of oui: language. She came
out from Holland a few months ago and she can't. ta1k ther
language yet."
"Well well wud yez luck at dhat?" roared· Patsy. "Here
Oi wor ;vashtin' all me foine worruds on her and she didn't
understand a pinny's worth. Ho-ho, but dhat do be com·
.
ical."
Then he rolled against one of the straw beehives and upset
.
it on its side.
At .once the bees began to come out, buzzing angnly.
The old lady seized the hiv,e and set it in p~ace, .but t?e
bees seemed to hold Patsy responsible for their bemg disturbed and flew at him and Carl. ·
The German boy's fat legs fairly flew and t~ok him out
1
'
of trouble.
Patsy went down the well, for he had heard that bees
.
would never cross water. ·
The girl laughed, the old lady put things to nghts and
Carl never stopped till he reached the camp.
"What's the matter, Carl?" asked Sam. "Enemy com~
.
·
ing?"
"Nein. I was runned avay von dem. Mein gollies, what
hot feets dey was had?"
"Hot feet?" asked Sam, laughing and puzzled. .
"Yah, dot was so. Vhen dey was lighd mit mein hands on,
dey was burn choost lige fire."
• .
"Yellow jackets?"
"Nein, dey was prown und plack und dey hafe a lidd~e
tumbles it
Batsy.
round house made mit straw, und vhen
CHAPTER XII.
ofe·r , ouid dey comes und says 'buzz-zz,' choost hge dot."
"Bees!" cried Sam, with a laugh. "And so Patsy· knocked
A MIDNIGHT PROWLER.
over a beehive?"
The Liberty Boys were on the march and had stopped to
"Yah, I dinks so. What it was?"
· ·
rest along in the middle of the afternoon.
n
.
·
·
.
"And so you ran?"
"Shure an' dhere do be no need av goin' afther something
"I bet me I was .runned; und so yo-q would alzo, I bet me,
~o ate an' dhe redcoats was gone intoirely," said Patsy,
·
"And where is Patsy?"
"Where you was want to went?" asked Carl. "Didn't you
"He was went der well down, but I don'd got me $Orne
.
was gone enough alretty ?"
dime to done dot, und I don't was knowed was it pig enuff
"Shure an' Oi do loike excitement," answered Patsy with
a grin, "an' dhere's none at all at all, now dhat we've dhruv alretty."
1 Patsy came in presently with hls face plastered with mud,
out dhe Injuns."
which the old lady had put on. him, for he had not escaped
"Was you wanted to be foughted all dose dimes?"
"Shure an' Oi do. Oi'd radtber foight dhan ate anny all the bees.
. . ,
.
Sam laughed at him, while Carl said:
toime."
"So you' was wanted some off dot excit,e ments, is it.
"Humbug! Y.ou was got dot frontwards behind alretty."
Vhell, you was got blendy off it, I b.et you."
"Phwat do yez mane?"
"Yez are roight, Dootchy, an' Oi'll ,not make anny more
"I dinks you would more bedder lige dot eading as· dot
,,
complaints," laughed the jolly Irish boy. .
,
fighding alretty."
"More bedder you was went und vashed your fll;c~s.
"Go'n away wid yez, Oi wud not, Oi tell yez.1'
"Shure an'· Oi have but dhe wan.''
"Well, you was lige dot eading pooty goot alretty, I bet
"Dot was big enuff for two anyhows. Was it ~rowed?"
me. You was ead choost !ige a horses."
"Shure an' it did not, but Oi'll not meddle w1d bees anny
"Go'n wid yez, Oi do not."
more."
mouth,
his
mit
eads
hprses
A
dot.
"Yah, you was doed
"Der negst dime you was want some oxcitements, I was
ain't it?"
"Well now, wud yez luck at dhat?" roared Patsy. "Bhys, brought you some off dose bees," chuckled Carl.
"Go'n wid yez, yez'll do nothin' av dhe soort."
Cookyspiller do be makin' a joke."
The pain of the stings soon passed, but the memory of
"Don'd you was t'ought I .was been funny lige some oder
Patsy's appearance as he came into camp was not soon forveller ?" asked Carl.
·
·
"Shure an' yez do be funny enuff to kape me laffin' dhe gotten.
The Liberty Boys set off on the march again in half an
'hole phwil e. It's comical enuff yez are, but not in dhe way
hour and halted at dusk, the rest of the journey to be made
yez think."
"Why you don'd was went ouid und found dot excite- in, the morning.

marauding party of British and Indians visited that region.
The flatboat party suddenly found themselves in possession of camp equipage, muskets, ammunition, provisions,
blankets, horses and many other things.
The ·leader of the flatboat party saw Dick and said:
"Well, you did a good work. I had no idea that these fellows were here, but we came. just in time to help you out."
"We would have fought our way out," said Dick, "but it
was better as it was, for now we have driven them out and
·
they won't come back in a hurry."
When the newcomers learned that· the Liberty Boys had
forded the river to attack the enemy they were still louder
·
. ·
in their praise.
Dick had his share of the spoils of the abandoned camp
and was glad to get it, for w.eapons and ammunition never
came amiss.
Instead of having to ford the river again, however, they
were taken back to ' their camp in the boats.
The flatboat party rested for a time at the camp of the
.
Liberty Boys, all having their dinner together. ·
Then the boats proceeded, Dick making up his mind to fol·
low at once, continuing down the river on horseback.
The settler and his family were sorry to have the Liberty
Boys go, but there ,\ras no longer any danger to be expected
from ·the redskins, and Girty :md Bud Butts had disappeared.
"We'll be lonesome without ye, Cap'n Slater," said Hawkins, "though we ain't in no danger now from redskins an'
runnygades."
"I trust .that you .will not again be troubled by either, Mr.
Hawkins," said Dick, "and we are very glad that we were
.
able to render you assistance."
"Ye did, fui; er facl\:, Cap'n, an' we won't furgit it. Ef
ye're in this neighborhood ergen, give us er call."
The two girls were sorry to have the Liberty Boys go, and
there were three or four who would. be missed a ·good deal
more than the rest. ·
"Did yez !'ave dhe girruls a lock av yer hair, Cookyspiller ?" asked Patsy, when they were on the march at last.
"Nein. Did you t'ought dey was Inchins dot dey wanted
.
·
mein scallup ?"
"No, but Oi t'ought yez moight want to !'ave dhim a keepsake."
"Nein, but I bet me dey would want a lock off your hair
ah·etty.'' ·
"Do yez t'ink so?" asked Patsy, with a grin.
"Yah, to lighted dot fire mit when it was went ouid."
Thereupon. there was a general laugh, and Patsy asked no
more questions.
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They were to proceed in boats down the river, Dick learned,
There were no enemies in the neighborhood that they knew
but just how far was not ·stated, and they would leave the
of and yet they did not relax their vigilance.
Guards were set as usual and every suspicious sound was falls of the Ohio very sho1tly.
Returning to the Libe1ty Boys, Dick. told Bob what' he had
certain to receive full investigation .
Ben was on picket when he heard the sound of some one heard and of having "seen Butts.
"I would have shot the scoundrel if I had seen him," safd
stealuhily approaching.
Bob impulsively.
"Who goes there?" he called promptly. "Halt!"
"He wasn't really worth it, Bob," quietly.
'!'he footsteps ceased, but · Ben, whose ear \\'.as quick, al"No, I suppose qot, but I could not have held in as you
though not as quick as Dick Slater's, could hear some one
did. The fellow is a renegade and a sneak and will come to
'breathing.
a bad end one of these days."
· "Answer, or I will fire!" he cried.
"Very likely, Bob, but it would be no satisfaction to you
There was a sudden rustling of leaves and then hurried
.
to take the life of such a man."
·
'·fo ot;steps were heard leaving the camp.
who impetuous as he
Ben did not fire, the intruder having departed, but he sig- ' "No, I suppose not," answered Bob,
from Dick.
nailed to the pickets nearest to him to keep a lookout for was, would always listen to reason
They saw no more of Butts while they were at the falls
strangers.
·
·
Sam heard footsteps n ear his post a tittle later, but he was and the next day the expedition started.
They proceeded to the mouth of the Tennessee River and
as wide awake as Ben and promptly challenged the unknown
landed at the site of what is now Paducah.
·
. prowler.. , ·
Then many, of them learned for the first time that they
• · · Later.' still Harry Thurber heard the footsteps and fired,
of the same name,
'when ther.e was a howl and some one dashed off into the were going to Kaskaskia, on the river
seven miles from its junction with tJ:ie Mississippi.
· woods and there was no more disturbance.
This was one of the British strongholds in the West
The prowler was judged to be a white man by the howl he
whence expeditions had been· sent out to harass the ·border,
m 1J.de, but who he was c;ould not, of course, be to11i.
to · send ·a :force thither.
He paid no more visits to the· camp; at any rate, and there and Clarke had long since determined
fortifi:ed, . and Clarke
strongly
very
be
to
supposed
was
It
night.
that
alarms
further
nq
were
continuing,
before
it
about
more
know
to
wished
very
was
"Girty
Dick.
declared
Butts,"
been
have
may
"It
"Shure and Oi don't care how far we do be goin'. inter dhe
anxious to learn the destination of the expedition, and no
aven av Oi walk," declared Patsy; "but dhim boats
.woods,
would
e
h
·
and
it
about
talking
be
would
we
doubt he thought
.
me heart."
breakin'
be
do
wanted."
he
learn what
"I t'ot:ght dot was your stummiclC alretty," o.b,served Carl,
"I didn't see the fellow," said Harry, "but I hit him all
right, for he let out the lustiest sort of yell. I made up my whereat all the boys laughed, roight sometimes," declared
"Shure an' he do get t'ings
mind that it was the same fellow the others ·had challenged
· .
Patsy, whereupon the .boys laughed again.
and I was going to put an end to his prowling."
Major Clarke was waiting to get a little more informaEarly the next morning the Liberty Boys set out, and
tion about Kaskaskia and the Liberty Boys therefore went
during the forenoon arrived at the falls of the Ohio.
Dick set out to report his arrival to Major Clarke, when into camp and made themselves comfortable.
That day some hunters came in from Kaskaskia and gave
almost the first man he saw was Bud Butts.
·
Major Clarke some valuable info1'mation.
.They told him that Monsieur Rocheblave, commander of the
garrison, was an exceedingly vigilant officer and kept spies
continually on th'.e watch to look for the approach of eneCHAPTER XIII ..
mies.
The hunters believed that a surprise might be effected,
TlIE EXPEDITION UNDER WAY.
however, and offered to accompany the expedition as guides.
Major Clarke accepted their services and the boats then
"You scoundrel, what are you doing about here?" cried
dropped down the river to a proper point on the Illinois shore,
Dick, m~king a dash at Butts.
The man had his arm in a sling and walked with a limp, where they were concealed.
Then. the maix:h through the wilderness began.
but as Dick flew at him he dashed away at a remarkably
Kaskaskia contained about one hundred families, the fort
speed.
quick
Dick was not on Major, his magnificent coal black horse, being strongly garrisoned.
Major Clarke was confident of carrying the fort by surand Butts elud-ed him, fear lending him wings, no doubt.
of spirits.
The scoundrel got away and Dick did not pursue him . any prise; however, and the men set off in the highest
Dick and the Liberty Boys were soon on the best of terms
..
.
distan~e.
with everybody in the expedi~ion.
!,Je 1~solve~, .ho ever, to warn e~er)_' one ~ga nst But~s;
They were after the redskins a,nd they belie:'ed that. if
H e is. he1e ~~ 1~:1rn the destma~,ion .of the expedition
and Vmand repo1t !o Gi,rty, . he. muttered. . .~ will take good care 'they · broke up strongholds like Kaskaskia., Cahokia
cennes, central points from which the Indians were sent out
t.h at he ge~" no mfo; ~ atio~, ~oweve.i. .
to put
On t~ e way to. MaJOI Cl~1ke s quarters he met Kenton and on their marauding expeditions, they would do much
.
an end to this sort of warfare.
. .
.
w~~ gieeted c wai mly by hun. . . , .
"Vle're after the redskins, boys," said Dick, "and we must
Bud ButL, an a ssociate. ~f G,;1 ty. s, is. he1e tiymg to learn
do our best to drive out the redcoa,ts as well."
.
all.. he can ab~ut the ~xpeditrnn , ~aid Dick. ,, .
"We will!" shouted all the brave boys.
~vitl; a smile.
1 I. am afraid he will n?t ll!arn Very mu.c h,
•
"MaJOr Clarke has told no one where he is gomg. '
"The man is a ,s·c oundrel and means mischief. He should
be arrested· and h;mged a s a spy."
"He will be, if he stays around here," muttered Kenton.
CHAPTE'R XJV.
"Do you know him by . sight?"
''.Yes, and will warn ever y one against him. He will' learn
BUTTS TURN1; UP AGAIN.
nothing) but we don't want men like him about."
··
"Indeed we don't," decided])'.
The Liberty Boy·s were making their way through the
Leaving the scout, Dick went to Ma:jor Clarke's quarters
wildernes~ and everybody was in the best of spirits, as well
and reported the arrival of the Liberty Boys.
·
"I am glad to have Y!)Ur valuable assistance, Captain as in good condition.
Patsy made no more· complaints, being out o! the boats,
Slater," said the commander. "The Liberty Boys have been
and he .and Carl gave the boys plenty to laugh at with their
doing good work for the cause and will do more, I know."
saying s.
He had already heard how Dick and his brave boys had arguments and their comical in
the vicii:iity of the town toforded the Ohio to attack the British and Indians, and was · Pushing on, they arrived
ward the evening of the fourth of JUiy.
greatly pleased.
Th e inhabitants w~re not aware.of .their presence. and they
Many parties had arrived within the,last two clays and the
secreted themselves m the wocdP till oar)<.
expedition was almost ready to set out
"We'll have a celebration," said Ben.
No one knew its destination except Major Clar"Ke and posof this glorisibly a few· others, and it was therefore thought to be a ·mostJ "Yes, an\l there'll be m\my mo r0 cele!:Jr c.tions
· ..
<>u s day/' added Sam
··
, ·
important one.
0
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"Shure an' it's a foine day for foightin', an' we'd orter
raymimber it ivery toime," declared Patsy.
"Was you keeped on fighting efery dime dot Fourt' off
Chuly was come around?" asked Carl.
"Shure an' Oi will, as long as dhe inimy shtays here for us
to foight him."
"Und when he was went away who you fought den?"
"Shure an' Oi'll have no nade to fo.ight anny wan."
"You was got lonesome."
"An' phwy wud Oi ?"
"For cause you don'd was had somepody to fought."
"Go'n wid yez, it's on'y dhe ridcoats an' Injuns Oi do be
foightin', not iverybody."
. "I don'd was a Inchun und you was fought mit me all dose
dimes."
"Go long wid yez, dhat's only me fun. Shure an' av Oi
fought wid yez fair, dhere'd be nothin' left av yez at all at
all."
"Humbug!" muttered Carl. "Off I was sitted on you a
gouple off dimes der poys could roll you ooh lige a sheed off
baper alretty."
Patsy had no more to say afte1· this.
Some time after da1:k the Kentuckians and the Liberty
Boys made the attack.
The people in the town and the garrison were taken entirely by surprise.
H.ocheblave, like Delaplace at Ticonderoga, was surprised
in his bed.
He was seized, but the Kentuckians would not disturb his
wife.
Dick and one or two of the Liberty Boys ran into his
study and seized a part of his papers.
"Ye mustn't disturb the lady," said one of the Kentuckians.
"We will not," said Dick.
The Kentucky officers insisted that ,they leave the commandant's apartments, however.
Dick did not insist upon remaining and retired with his
com pap.ions.
Madam Rocheblave secreted or destroyed the rest of her
husband's papers.
Dick took what he had secured to Major Clarke, who examined them carefully.
They showed that the British were still urging the Indians
to hostilities and were sent to Williamsburg, in Virginia.
Thither the commandant himself was sent also, and then
the expedition prepared to move upon Cahokia, also one
·
of the' enemy's strongholds.
The capture of Kaskaskia had been accomplished without
loss of life, and now Major Clarke promised the inhabitants
protection if they would forsake' British rule.
They not only agreed to this, but many of them went to
Cahokia with the expedition.
"There was n6t much fighting in that," muttered Ben after
the capture, "but it was a complete surgrise."
"Shure an' dhere wor no fun at all at all," muttered Patsy.
"We goes up· an' we says, 'we want dhe town,' an' dhe inimy
says, 'wid dhe greatest av pleasure,' an' dhere yez are."
"Still it is better that way than if there had been loss of
life," said Sam. "If it hadn't been such a surprise, there
might have been a lot of it."
"Well, Oi wud be sorry to see anny av dhe bhys killed, so
Oi wud," said Patsy, "but av it wor dhe Injuns, Oi'd not say
a worrud."
The capture of Cahokia was as bloodless as that of Kaskaskia, the inhabitants readily agreeing to come under the
Continental government.
Vincennes was yet to be captured, but this was done with
the aid of a priest, under whose influence the inhabitants
rose in the night, expelled the garrison from the fort, pulled
down the British flag and put up the stars and stripes in its
stead.
The main object of the expedition having been accomplished, the Liberty Boys set out upon their return.
Major Clarke was now going to undertake the pacification
of the Indian tribes, but as this would take some time and
there would no doubt be fighting in the East, Dick determined to return as rapidly as possible.
Major Clarke and all the Kentuckians, in fact, wished Dick
and the Liberty Boys all success and then they took their
·
departure.
They reached the Ohio in due time and then rode on at
good speed, the hol'Ses being in good condition and being
well taken care of, so that they should remain so.
There might be Indians on the Ohio still, although it was

likely that there were any British, and
Inot
be expected of them.

trouble might

Dick resolved io be on the alert, therefore, and he relaxed
nothing of his customary vigilance.
Pushing on, they passed the falls of the Ohio and encamped overnight within an hour's ride of the log house
where they had such a determined fight with the redskins.
"We must stop and see the settler to-morrow," said Dick.
"Yes," chuckle·d Bob, "for some of the boys will want to
see the two girls."
"Yis, an' Oi'm thinkin' dhat the girruls will be wantin' to
see some av dhe bhys," remarked Patsy, who happened to be
n ear .
"I suppose you're one of them, aren't you?" asked Ben.
"Shure an' dhe girruls do be always glad to see me
phweriver Oi go."
"Because you make them laugh?" asked Sam, with a
mischievous twinkle.
"No, sor, but becose av me takin' ways."
"Some beoples was got putted in shail for dot," observed
Carl, wisely.
"For what?"
"For der way dey hafe off taking t'ings alretty."
"G'long wid yez, Cookyspiller. Shure an' it's not dhat
soort av a takin' way Oi meant at all at all."
"Don'd you was meanted dot you was stole dings alretty ?"
"Av coorse not, an' yez do be knowin' it as well as mesilf."
"All righd, off you was wanted to abolochise, I don'd was
sayed anydings."
"Go'n wid yez, or Oi'll give yez somethin' worse nor apologies."
"Yah, I <links so," laugh ed Carl as he went off.
That night Sam was on picket when he heard the sound of
a pproaching foo t st eps.
H e wait ed t ill th ey came nearer, peering through the
woods the while to see who was coming.
Then, as he dimly made out the outlines of a man's fo1·m
in the gloam, he said:
"Halt! Who goes there?"
There was a startled exclamation and then some one said:
"My sakes, how you s'prised me! I didn't know they was
er camp here. Where yer goin' an' where yer come from?"
There was something familiar about the man's voice and
Sam signalled to one of the Liberty Boys to come up.
Presently Mark came up and stirred the fire so that it shed
a glow over everything within several yards.
"Hello!" he cried. "You are hanging around again, are
you Butts?"
The Tory renegade, for · it was he indeed, gave a startled
cry and dove into the woods.

CHAPTER XV.
IN PURSUIT OF THE RENEGADE.

Mark did not follow the Tory, but went immediately to
Dick's tent and said:
"Bud Butts is around again."
"Say you so?" returned Dick.
"Yes, and was as astonished as I was. He evidently ha'a
no idea that we were anywhere about."
"Was he up to any mischief?"
"No, he didn't seem to be. He came upon the camp quite
by accident, I think When he found out where he was,
however, he got away in a hurry."
"His presence in the neighborhood may mean trouble."
"I don't doubt that it would, if we didn't watch him."
and there is little need of killing him."
"Not that I saw. He has companions not far away, I suppose, for fellows like this seldom go about alone."
"And they are evil as himself, if not worse."
"Yes, for Simon Girty is a boon companion of his."
"What shall we do if he comes again?"
"Drive him away. We do not want to make him a prisoner
and there is little need of kililng him."
"No, I suppose not, though he is a dangerous man."
"If he seems to intend some injury to us and does not take
a warning, it will be time enough, but I have no desire to
take the life of even such a wretch as he is."
"Some pay, however, he will find some one less scrupulous,"
said Mark

..
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"He's sure to come to a bad end some day," muttered Bob,
who was presen~, "but I can readily understand why Dick
doesn't want to kill him."
"He isn't worth it," said Dick dryly.
,
Butts did not appear again that night, and in the morning
the Liberty Boys proceeded on their way. .
Reaching the cabin of the settler, they found the household
in great excitement.
"Bud Butts was here this mornin' an' tried to carry Molly
away," said Haw]j:ins.
"The scoundrel!" cried Dick.
"Dave heard the alarm an' rushed out an' Bud shot him,
an' now Rube has gone arter him an' swears he'll never rest
till he kills ther feller."
"ls Dave dead?" asked Dick.
"Not yet, but he can't live long, not more'n er couple er
hours, I don't 'spose."
Dick saw the wounded backwpodsman and realized at once
that he had little hope of life.
"Which way did they go?" he asked.
"Up ther river. They was both on foot an' can't go very
fa.st. It wasn't more'n half an hour ago."
"Come, Bob," said Dick. "We must overhaul the scoundrel.
Bring the Liberty Boys up, Mark. Come ahead, three or
four."
Besides Dick and Bob, the party now comprised Ben, Sam
-.:ind the two Harrys.
'
They. rode rapidly on, Dick and Bob in the lead, listening
every now and then for sounds of ~onfiict.
.
.
They heard nothing, although they could see the trail quite
plainly and knew that they were going in the right direction.
As they pushed rapidly on Dick suddenly exclaimed:
"There is some one coming, a large party."
"Who can ·it be?" muttered Bob.
"I don't know. Be p1·epared for a fight."
Then suddenly the sounds increased and a party of Indians
broke out of the woods to their right and attacked them.
"Fire!" cried Dick. "Down with the redskins!"
·
There were at least a score of the redskins, but the six
Liberty Boys gave a good account of thell'.selves.
They poured a steady fire upon the redskins and many of
them were laid low.
Keeping well together, the boys fought manfully and every
attempt on the pa1t of their red foes to surround them resulted in failure.
They . knew that the Liberty Boys would shortly come up,
hearing the sound of firing, but they knew also that they
must not depend entirely on that.
Their pistols and muskets would be ~mpty before long and
there would be no time to reload.
More than once a tomahawk aimed at Dick flew wild on
account of Bob or Ben or some one else suddenly shooting the
redskin about to throw it.
At last their weapons were empty and the boys, leaping
from their horses, clubbed their muskets and rushed forward.
Dick and Bob drew their swords :;i.nd dashed manfully at
the redskins.
The boys were fast reducing the number of their foes
when another party as large as the first originally was came
bursting through the woods.
Things looked desperate for the boys, when all at once
there was a cheer and the main body of the Liberty Boys
came galloping on.
The redskins were now greatly outnumbered and fled in
the greatest haste, leaving their dfad and wounded behind
them.
.
Dick and his companions remounted and dashed on; leaving the others to follow more leisurely.
"If you hear any more firing come on in a hurry," said
Dick.
·
•
Then he and his party rode on faster than befqre in order
to make up for the time they had lost in fighting the redskins.
.
They came at length to a ravine, at the bottom of which
was a creek lying right across their road.
The banks were too steep for them to descend safely and
there was nothing for it therefore but to go around.
"We will lose time making a bridge," said Dick, "and it is
likely that Butts went around." ,
They struck into the woods, theFefore, ' and at length
reached a point where the banks were less precipitous and
they could descend in safety
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They crossed the ravine and in a short time heard the
sound of shots.
"Rube has come up with the scoundrel," cried Dick. "Forward! We may be needed."
Then they went on as rapidly as they could through the
woods.
At length they came to the banks of a ravine deeper than
the one they had crossed.
.
Here they found Rube Hawkins sitting on a boulder, his
rifle in his hands.
"Did you kill Rube?" asked Dick.
"No, but I hit him an' he's in the ravine. We exchanged
shots and lre came putty near hittin' me."
"And now he's in the ravine?"
"Yaas, he ran down there, and I'm waitin' ter see him
come out."
"On the farther side?"
"Yaas, an' ther minute he does, I'm goin' ter shoot him."
"But he may go down to the river and come up there."
"He cain't, it's wuss'n it is here. This is ther on'y place
he c'n git up."
"But he may go out the other way, Rube. He won't go up
heTe where you are sure to see him."
"This is ther easiest place fur him ter come up, an' he's
sure to take it."
"Stretch along, up and down, boys," said Dick. "The fellow
must not escape."
CHAPTER XVI.
A CURIOUS FIND.

As more "Of the Liberty Boys came up they were to be sent
µp or down s9 as to cover more points on the ravine and keep
a better watch on the outlaws.
Dick himself determined to descend the ravine difficult
as it seemed.
'
He was an excellent climber and had no fear of falling.
As to the chances of Butts firing upon him, he k~ that
he could shoot as quick as any one and that there was nothino
to fear on that score.
He began to descend carefully, watching every step and at
the same time looking up and down the ravine at intervals,
Rube Hawkins, sitting on the bank with his rifle in his
hand, watched the other bank closely.
He seemed to be certain that Flud would leave the ravine
that way and he never once took his eye off the opposite
bank.
The line gradually extended till it reached from the rive1
beyond where Dick had descended.
Dick meanwhile was making his way slowly but surely into
the ravine.
He saw nothing of Butts as yet, but he did not relax his
vigilance.
Suddenly a large stone went rolling down the opposite
bank, tumbling and jumping, and finally leaping into the
stream with a splash.
·
Smaller stones and loose earth followed it, and Dick looked
across to see what had caused the downfall.
It could be no one else but Butts, but he did not see the
man as yet.
Tl).en more stones went crashing down, some of them small
boulders.
Rube Hawkins had his rifle in his hands ready to throw
it to position in a moment.
"The man will fall himself if he is not cautious," thought
Dick, halting half way down tb__e bank.
He had hardly expressed the thought before he saw the
man appear on the bank opposite, well up toward the top.
From his position Dick could see the man plainly.
A tree hid him from Rube, however.
Bud ' seemed to know this and kept the tree between himself and Rube.
Dick could have shot- the man, but somehow he held back
without knowing just why.
Butts climbed up higher and reached for the roots of a
little tree just above.
These projected from the rock and were apparently strong
enough to hold him.
He seized them with both hands and drew himself up.
Then the apparently tough roots suddenly gave way and
the man went rolling and plunging down the steep bank, uaable to help himself.
0
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Rube started to his feet and suddenly caught sight of
CHAPTER XVII.
Butts.
He fired, but the bullet struck a rock and the .man fell to
ROUTING THE REDSKINS.
his death.
!'Many of them?" cried Dick to Arthur Mackay, who had
He plunged into the stream and was carried on to the
hailed them.
river and so down and no one saw him again. ·
"Yes."
"I missed him!" muttered Rube. "I've been cheated out of
"Fight back the scoundrels. We'll be up there in a little
.
my revenge!"
Dick still descended without knowing just why, and pres- wl}ile."
Bob and Mark quickly resumed their shoes and hose, after
ently Bob called:
·
taking out all the gold pie~es in sight.
"Hello, Dick, are you coming up?"
Then they all we,nt clambering up by means of the :i:opes.
"Pretty soon," said Dick, but he continued to descend,
The fight was on between the' redskins ::rod the Liberty
sometimes finding a path and then making one for himself.
•·
He got to the bottom at last, and suddenly, where the sun Boys before they reached the level.
The gallant lads were blazing away valiaptly and many of
shone through the trees on the bank above he saw some.
·
the redskins fell. .
'
thing glistening in the water.
Some advanced too close to the ravine, and -as~ the bullets
He approached it, and to his surprise saw an iron chest, or
box, lying on its side at the bottom of the creek close to the struck thein they went whirling down t_he bank "
The lines had been closing in befqx.e the att».ck, and in a
bank, the end broken open, showing a number of gold coins
·
short time the boys were all con~Jlfra°t(ld at the place where
within.
Some had fallen out and Dick now saw several of them in Dick had gone cfown into the ravine.
the top. and joined the
·
Dick and the rest quickly r each
the water.
·
How the chest had got there was a mystery which might others.
·
With Dick to lead them 1 the Liberty B6ys fought witl~
or might not be explained later.
'
greater vigor.
"Hello, Bob!" called Dick.
The redskins soon found that they 'w ere 'no match ' for the
"Hello!"
·
"Come down with Mark and four or five of the boys. Bring brave boys.
Many of them tumbled into the ravine in their haste to
knapsacks."
_
.rush at the boys and broke their n ecks b# the fall.
"All right."
Then the rest drew off, convinced that the struggle was a
There wexe stout ropes in the baggage and some of them
·
•
were now secured to trees and the boys began to descend with hopeless one.
Some had fallen into the stream and been carried awaT,
·
their help.
while others lay on the rocks at a gi·eater or less di_stanee
Bob was the first to reach Dick, Mark quickly following.
•
·
"Look there!" said Dick. "It was worth while coming from the top.
They were stone dead, and a.sit would hi'! a difficult task to ,
.
down, I think."
recover their bodies they would probably remain where they
"Jove! how did that get here"? cried Bob.
prey.
"I don't know. Thrown down to keep it from falling into had fallen, the food of wild beasts and birds of had
depatted
When Dick was well satisfied that the In<lians
·
the hands of the enemy, I suppose."
he1 descended once more into the ravine.
•
"Or perhaps lost."·
The knapsacks of 8'old had already been canied U.P, and
"Yes, and now we must get it up.
,,.
· "I
•'
The ~ater was about two feet deep where the chest lay, now others were brought.
Working vigol'Ously, Bob and Mark .finally. su.cef ' <led in
but rapidly deepened 1 the current growing swifter as well.
:-.,; 1·
'l;'he broken end of the chest was half buried in the sand, lifting the chest and getting a rope about it. • .
Then ~If a dozen of them took hold of the rope and the
which probably accounted for more of the coins not having
. chest was drawn out upon the bank.
fallen out.
stream,
"There must.be more of the gold pieces on the bank some- ' The grea.ter part of 1 the gold had fallen intoofthe
a dozen or
but this was now .taken out with the exception
.
·
where," said D1ck.
more pieces that fell into ci-acks in the rock.;; at the bottom
"Yes, where the 'c hest struck and was broken," said Bob.
·
· ~~
It took a pretty good plunge at the last," observed Mark, and could not be gotten out.
As Ma'r k had suggested, a numhel' of pieces · were. found
pointing to a ledge above their heads. "That •seems to be
on the ledge overhead, where they had lain fen: years, no
the place where it took the leap." .
.
·
"Yes, the rock is bare of earth and deeply scratched. It doubt. ·
The value of the gold recovered was estimated at one
must have bounced from that rock," 'said Bob.
a find. ....
"The question is how to get it out more than how it got thousand and twelve pounds sterling and was quite owned
it1
There was nothing on the box to show who had
there," said Dick; with a smile. "Get in, boys, and test the
and as it was now useless it was left at the bottom of the
weight."
Bob and Mark removed their 'shoes, leggings and hose and ravine.
·
Packing the gold compactly, the boys now returned to the
stepped into the water.
Ben, Sam, the two Harrys and George Brewster were now log house.
Dave had died in their absence and the family was plunged
at the bottom and their wonder was as great as ;Bob's and
,
.
in grief.
.
Mark's had been.
Dick told how Dave's death had been avenged, but Ha'wkins
The two boys now reached under the chest, one on• each
·
·
took little interest in the recital.
.
side, and attempted to lift it.
The Liberty' Boys remained at the old camp over night, and
They could scarcely budge it.
Then they began digging away the sal\d with their knives. the next day Dave was buried near the river.
Then Dick told o'(, finding the chest of gold at the bottom
This caused mo:i:e coins to run out ·of the hole in the end.
.
·
·
"Dig away some more of it, boy£," said Dick. "That will of .t he ravine.
"'Pears ter me I remember hearing of a Frenchman goi,n' .
·
•
Ughten it."
lifa
Then the boys worked away rapidly, digging away the sand through here when ther gals was little and losin' his
an' everytbin' not fur fl'om here," said Hawkins, "but;. ' l
from the broken end and deepening the water there.
.
where."
When the water cleared a ~olden pile was seen at the bot- never could hear just how much et was nor just
"This must have been his property then," said Dick. "Dia
'
tom.
"Take them out, boys, and fill your knapsacks," said Dick. any of the party survive?"
"No, ther hull on 'em war wiped out, so I've .heard." .
Ben, Sam and George took handfuls of coins as Bob .and
"The money then rightfully belongs to us as the finders,"
Mark passed them and put them into the knapsacks.
independence."
The pieces were mostly Spanish and there was not one less said Dick, "and will be devoted to the cause of
"That'll be the best way yer c'n use it," said Hawkins.
than ten years old.
The Liberty Boys now wen't 'on, crossed the river wbere
There were some British guineas, but 'the·greater part was
had crossed it befo):e, and went on as rapidly as possible. .
they
·
Spanish.
girls were sorry to have the boys go and th'ree or four
The
all
circulation
in·
time
that
at
were
,pieces
gold
As Spanish
of them promised to stop and see them when they next came
over the world, there was nothing strange iri this.
While the boys were busily eng~ged below, there came a that way.
Nearing the mouth of the Licking River, they began to see
cry from above:
lndian signs again. and proceeded more cautiously.
"Redskins, boys!"
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He paid no attention to them at first, but at last, when one
'.'Shure an' we have had throuble enough wid dhe Injuns,"
said Patsy, "and Oi be thinkin' dhat av dh.ey wor · all of the boldest made a snap at his leg, he kicked out vigordrounded in dhe Ohio River, it wud be a good t'ing for dhim ously, took the ill-favored cur a vigorous blow in the jaw and
'se11t him rolling over back.w ard.
an' for dhe counthry intoirely."
The others set ' up a tremendous "barking, and Dick was
'"How dot would oeen a good dings for dem off dey was
·
.
forced to spring to his feet.
drowned ? " asked Carl.
The redskins were approaching, and in another moment he
·~Becos it wud."
·
"Would dot. been ein goot thing for you off you was would h"a ve been surrounded.
;He kicked another dog out of his way and shot one of the
drownde,d?"
more persistent of the ugly brutes.
"Av co;µ-se not, but shure Oi'm not an Injun."
Then the redskins came running after him with fierce
<iHqw dot; ,was been a goot 'ding .for anypody to been
yells.
dxowned. D6t was a pad ding .for anypody, I bet you.".
At once a shower of arrows flew after him.
"Wei it's a good· t'i;pg for· dhe Injuns annyhow, for the
Dick put some trees between himself and his red foes, and
deader dhey do be, dhe ·Betther."
none too soon.
"Wa~ ijot' a~ good ding for you alretty?"
One arrow went through the sleeve of his coat and another
"No, ~v coarse not."
carried away his cocked hat.
"Dhen why it was a goot ding for anypody ?"
Tu~-ning instantly, Dick discharged a pistol at his pur"Wai till Oi have a lot av sp\1.are toime on me hands an'
·
.
suers.
Oi'Il te1! yez all about it," laughed Patsy.
The leading redskin fell for.ward in a heap and did not
"Humbug1'; answeted Carl, with a snort. You don'd was
·
again rise. ·
knowed 'yoursel!uf."
With fiercer yells than ever the redskins .came on.
There )Y'e;i:~ redskins about undoubtedly, and the Liberty
Tomahawks and arrows · went whietling after hii:n.
tt;r them to see that they did no mischief.
Boys were
A tomahawk struck a tree just as Dick dodged behind it.
The sign grew more numerous, and, at last they came to
Whipping out anothf'l' pistol, Dick fired in an instant and
a little block house on the. river, where the people said they
brought down the leadink redskin.
had been seen, but had not made any trouble.
"Have you heard that Simon Girty was with them?" asked · Then he dash ed at full speed, being as ~eet of foot as the
Indians themselves.
Dick.
They seemed determined to overtake him, however, ,and
"N'o," said the head man at the blockhouse, an old settler
put forth their best efforts.
of the name of Tompkins, "'I hadn't heard that he was."
Dick rolled on and presently turned· and fited as he ran,
"We had trouble with them in the lower Ohio region," ex.
plained Dick, "and Girty :was with them then. There were bringing down another 1·edskin.
A perfect storm of howls arose mid more anows were
British, too, but they' seem to have disappeared for the pressent after Dick, many of them mipsing him by the nar·
ent."
"We haven't seeri._any .redcoats," said Tompkins, "but the rowest margin.
On he .flew, now coming to the open where he could do his
reds seem to be getting ·1·eady to make trouble, and I'm glad
.
. ,
b9t
you caµie."
After him came the furious redskins, but .now a .pa;rty of
"Yes, many of, •th!il. ;redskins of this ;region know us and
.
know better than to bother us unless the)I are in great num- mounted Liberty '.Boys appeared.
They had heard the sound of firing and apprehended that
bers."
"Huh! that's generally the way of them. This talk of the Dick was in dange·r.
'l'hey came in good time and at once opened fire upon the
bravery of the reds is made o.ut o' wliol€ cloth!"
'"rhere are some ind,.ividual ,cases of bravery, no doubt," redskins.
,
•,
said Diclt.
Riding forward at a furious gait, they poured a deadly
"'¥ell, I've never seen 'em, an' I guess you'll find most volley upon the confident redskins.
·
·
folks agree with me.'~
Many fell at the. first volley and the rest swiftly turned
"At any rate we. ai-e after the redskins," said Dick, "and and fled.
.
if they give yo~any trouble we are here to render you all
The. Liberty Boys did not pursue them, for ·it. was quite
the assistance that we can."
likely that a larger party was coming up.
Returning to the blockhouse, they aroused the rest of the
.
.
Liberty Boys and the settlers.
The afternoon was well spent and it was thought. hkely
that the redskins would attack the blockhouse that mght.
CHAPTER XVIII.
The Liberty Boys k.ept a sharp lookout and, sure enough,
at about midnight stealthy .footsteps were heard ;1pproachBACK TO THE FRONT AGAIN.

The Liberty Boys put their horses within the stockade and
. .
made their camp outside.
There was not room enough for all of them in the blockhouse, for the wom~n and children must be eared for first.
If .the In'dians attacked them in la1·ge numbers they would
.
take to the Stockade, but .not before.
Setting off on foot on the afternoon of their arrival, when
the Liberty Boys were well settled, Dick determined to see
how .near the redskins were and if there was any large num·
ber of tllem. ·
. "This may be a small predatory pa1ty," he said to Bob, "or
possibly ~wo or. three such who haV-e joined ~orces. We' must
Jeam th!!ir actual strength and then we will know what to
•
;
do."
Leaving the camp, therefore, Dick set off into the interior
to reconnoiter.
He doubted greatly if Gil;tY were with the red.skins, but
there was a likelihood of their giving troubl~ even 1f he were
·
not.
At length, hearing the sound of voices and of dogs barking,
.
-. Dick stole cautiously forward.
Creeping on his hands and knees, he peered through the
bushes and saw a large party of redskini;; in a temporary
·
camp in the woods.
He took pains that the Indian dogs should not see him,
but they seemed to smell him out, and presently a dozen of
them came snarling about. him.

in\rithout the slightest warning the vigilant boys fired.
Then a large body of redskins came dashing toward the
stockade.
The brave boys fired again, by which tim.e those within
were aroused.
Fires blazed ' up all around and a beacon was lighted o• the
.
blockhouse i1;sel!.
The boys quickly made their way into the stockade and
opened fire upon the redskins through the loopholes.
Whenever a dusky form was seen approaching it was made
a target for some expert sharpshooter.
The settlers came out and joined the Liberty Boys, the
redskins meeting with a warm ·reception.
More than once they came swarming up in nu.m bers, expecting to carry the stockade and then the blockhouse.
At every sucl,t rush they were met with such determined
resistance that at last they were more wary.
Tllen they tried to pile brush against the 's tockade and set
.
fire to it.
The Liberty Boys seemed to have eyes for everything.
Evei;y time the Indians ti·ied to creep up behind piles of
brush, which they pushed ahead of them, they were fired
.
upon.
There was light enough to see them, and when there was
·
not Dick seemed to hear· them.
After an hour of repeated failures and heavy losses, the
·
redskins fell back..
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"Shure an' dhat's dhe biggest loie iver Oi h'ard."
The Liberty Boys remained vigilant till morning, but there
"No, sir, dot don'd was ein lie alretty.''
were no morn alarms.
"No, yez are roight, for it desaives nobody."
At daybreak there was not the sign of a redskin to be seen.
"Dot don'd was a lie. I was saw you walk under vater for
The boys were cautious, however, and waited till it grew
t en minutes."
lighter before venturing out.
The sun rose and still there was no . sign of their ' red , "Go on wid yez or Oi'll give yez a bat on dhe hid.''
"Oh, get out, Carl, he couldn't do it."
e;nemies.
"I was sawed him do dot, I toldt you."
At last Dick, Bob, Mark and a score of the bravest of the
Liberty Boys rode out.
"Phwin did yez see me walk undher wather for tin minThey advanced to the woods without seeing or hearing yutes ?"
anything in the least suspicious.
I "Dis afdemoon when you was carry de bucket off water
Then they entered the woods.
• vrom der spring your headt on alretty,'' said Carl.
It was the same there.
There was a roar of laughter from some and cries of disThe redskins had gone indeed, and nothing more was seen gust from others.
of them, so the Liberty Boys went into camp.
"Don'd you was been unter water mit dot bucket on your
The fires were lighted and the Liberty Boys were occupy- headt ?" asked Carl.
ing themselves in various ways.
"Shure I was.''
Patsy, Carl and their cronies, the awkward squad of the
"Und you was walked unter it a)retty?"
troop, were discussing the brave deeds of some of the mem"Yis."
bers.
"Den don'd you was called me ein liar some more, or I was
"Shure an' iverybody do be knowin' dhat Dick Slather is hitted you mit der snood."
·
brave,'' said Patsy, "an' dhere's no need talkin' about dhat."
There was a laugh at this and the discussion t:lrned to
"Und der was some oders, I bet me,'' said Carl. "Dot Pob other matters.
was ein prave veller been."
Dick and the Liberty Boys remained at the blockhouse till
"Yis, so he is, ivery toime.''
noon, and then there being no·sign of the· return of the In"Und dere was Margk, he was shoost so prave lige any- dian s, they took their leave.
dings."
Pushing on as rapidly as possible, they left the Ohio region
"Thrue for yez, Cookyspiller; dhere's no disputin' d]:iat."
and at last reached a place where there was plenty of fight"Und I bet me dot Pen was choost so bold lige a lion ing going on, and where their services were needed.
· .
alretty."
After the close of the war there were two of the biberty
"Dhere's no wan sayin' he isn't."
Boys who went. down on· the Ohio once more, and when they
"Dick Slater kin run like ' er deer," observed Oddy.
returned Molly and Sally went with them as their wives.
"So he can, 'begorrah."
The boys having done good work on the Ohio w11ile after
"An' see furder'n any of us, too."
the redskins, were now i·eady for more nearer home, and in a
.
"Yez are right.''
short time they were once more in active service and distin"An' look at Bob,'' added Jim Turner. "He can stay under guishing themselves by their valor.
water 'most three minutes."
Next week's iss~e will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS'
"Dot was nodings," said Carl, soberly.
"Nothing to stay under water three minutes?" asked Ira DOUBLE RESCUE; OR, AFTER THE TORY KlDNAPPERS."
Little. "Why, you must be crazy."
"Yah, dot was putty goot, but I was saw better as dot."
"Bettern' that?" cried several.
"Yah, dot was righd."
"Shure an' phwin did yez see an.y wan do anny better nor
Please give your newsdealer a standing order for
dhat? " asked Patsy, incredulously.
"Yes, sir, I was saw dot Batsy Prannigan walk unter vater your weekly copy of "THE LIBERTY BOYS OF1
for ten minutes."
'76." The War Industries Board has asked all pubPatsy's eyes fairly popped out of his head.
lishers to save waste. Newsdealers. must, therefore,
The others uttered cries of astonishment.
be informed if you intend to get a copy of this week"Walk under water for ten minutes?"
ly every week, so they will ~now how many copies to
"He couldn't do it, nohow."
order from us.
"Why, he'd be dead in half that time."
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Exeiting Deteetive Stories in Every Number

"MYSTERY MAGAZINE''
CS PAGES OF READING
HANDSOME COLORED COVERS

PRICE TEN CENTS PER COPY
FOR SALE AT ALL NEWS DEALERS

The greatest detective stories ever written are now being published in "MYSTERY MAGAZINE,"
out semi-monthly. Don't fail to get a copy of this splendid publication, for besides the big feature detective story, it also contains a large number of short stories and interesting articles, and. all kinds
of other matter that would be of special interest to young and old. It is the only real detective story
magazine of its kind on the market. When you have read it, be sure to tell all your friends about it, for
there are n<J detective stories that can equal the ones in this magazine.
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HOLD YOUR LIBERTY .801-IDS.
invested in Liberty Bonds if kept so
money
. The
mvested until peace is establishe d will be worth
much mo1·e then than now.
Every prov.ident man and woman in the United
States who holds his or her Liberty Bonds may find
the money so invested worth twice as much in purchasing power after the war as now. How sure and
safe an investme nt it is, and how profitable an investment, to keep your money invested in Liberty
Bonds until its purchasin g power becomes greater
than at present. It is a better investme nt than wildcat stock. It is a better use and a wiser use of y"our
money than speculati ng with ·it.
It is a duty to your country and to yourselves and
to your children to hold your Liberty Bonds ..
•
HOLD . YOUR LIBERTY BONDS.
. Every purchase r o'f a Liberty Bond, or at least
every· purchase r of a Liberty Bond who holds his or
her bond, when reading of the great work that big
American naval guns are doing in France can reflect that they helped to provide these guns and put
them into action and are keeping them at work.
These guns were put through the severest test and
showed much farther ranges and more accurate fire
than had ever before be~n possible with projectile s
of such large size. They do ;not shoot so far as the
long-rang e gun with which the Germans bombarded Pa:;.·is, but they shoot vastly larger projectile s and
they shoot with accuracy. They are used not against
dfenseless cities but against German defenses and
German railroads and German troops.
Keep your money invested in these cannon. Continue to help win the war by holding your Liberty
Bonds.
SECRET ARY McADOO'S THANKS .
"The gr~at success of the Fourth Loan is new
and convincin g evidence of the determine d spirit of
America to carry on the war until freedom is assured througho ut the world. But even with the
highest purpose and patriotism on the part of the
people this· great result could not have been achieved
without intelligen t direction and organizat ion. I
wish to thank the Liberty Loan committees, both
men and women, the bankers and business men,
farmers, wage earners, railroad officers, and employees, and every group of citizens who have so
ably and enthusias tically coperated with the.Treas ury in conductin g the campaign . To the press of
th~ country especial credit is due for emphasiz ing
through their news columns and editorial pages the
necessity for making this great loan successful.
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CO UN TR Y!
"The American people have consummated the
greatest financial achievem ent in all history.
WM G. McADOO.
THE NAVY AND THE FOURTH LIBERTY
LOAN.
The United States Navy subscribed to $45,218,450
of the Fourth Loan. Of the sum nearly $9,000,000
was subscribe d by the officers and sailors on duty on
our ships in the war zones. Mrs. George Dewey,
the widow of the great Admiral, had her subscrip·
tion to the Loan accredited to the Navy.
The Navy's subscripti on to the Fourth Loan is
$10,000,000 more than its subscript ion to the First,
Second, and Third Loans co:rli.bined and between
$15,000,000 and $20,000,000 more than its assigned
quota. The Navy did its duty in the Fourth Loan
with the same superb spirit that it does its duty in
the fighting zones. The Navy is doing its part in
the financing of the Nation, ·and going "over the
top" in both.
It may be relied on, too, that the Navy is going to
keep its bonds. Our Navy never does its duty only
halfway. No feature of the Fourth Loan is more
inspiring than the heavy oversubsc riptipn of the offi·
cers and men of the American Navy. ·
THE FOURTH LO.{\N IS THE GREATE ST
SINGLE EVENT IN FINANC IAL
HISTORY .
Governm ent asked a loan from
States
United
The
the people of the country of $6,000,000,000, an
amount unpreced ented in all the history of the
world. In three weeks' time, in spite of an epidemic
of influenza which prevented public meetings and
cost the people many millions of dollars in medical
bills and lost time, and in spite, too, of the peace
rumors that in some instances had a tendency to
make the success of the loan seem less vital, some
21,000,000 of the American people offered to the
Governm ent $6,866,416,300. Each Federal Reserve
district oversubsc ribed its quota. Thousands of cities, towns, and communities oversubsc ribed t heir
quotas. Secretary McAdoo says that the Fourth
Liberty Loan is the greatest single event in financial
history.
The Fourth Loan was called the fighting loan; it
is a record of American ism comparab le with the record that our soldiers on the .battle fronts and our
sailors on the seas are making. The people at home
have given loyal support to om: fighting men.
A Liberty Bond is a certificate of patriotism ;
keep it to show to our boys when they come back
from Europe.
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ASSIGNMENT 99
OR

THE STARTLING ADVENTURES OF A BOY REPORTER
By RALPH MORTON
(A SERIAL STOI\Y)
CHAPTER XVIII (Continued) .
" Are they coming in? Who is it?" whispered
"I'm afraid they do. I wouldn't be the first Sam.
woman who has disappeared in Chinatown."
'' Hush! " said Annie. "It is all right. Wait!"
"I suppose not. Where are we, anyway?"
The footsteps were hear d retreating.
" Under No. - - Pell street."
" Out with it, 'girl! " said Jack Welling. '•What
" Let's see, that is right across the way from you:r does this mean?"
house?"
"Oh, for the matter of that, I don't know that
"Directly opposite. But what happened youse?" I have to tell you all my business," replied Annie,
"Oh, our case wouldn't interest you, Annie."
with a careless shrug of the shoulders. " One .o f me
"It might more than you think. "
friends come to rescue me, that's all."
"How do you mean?"
'·Then what are we standing here for if the door
"Did Ming Fo have you locked into some secret is open? " demanded Jack.
.
room?"
"I promised to wait .five minutes to give him a
'·Well, I can't say just that. Al Whitehead is chanst to get out of sight."
at the bottom of the business. You know Al?"
" ls he so particular about being se~n, then?"
" Indeed I do. He's as bad a man as ever walked.
" Well, he is. Don't touch that door, Jack WellHe's been in and out of the house all day. I thought ing, or I'll never speak to you again!"
he must be putting up a job on some one, .but I
But Jack paid no heed and threw the dool' open.
never dreamed it was you."
"Come on, come on! Let's get a move on," he
" Perhaps it wasn't, but he got me. and my friend cried.
dead to rights just the same. Sam, what about
"He seems to be gone,'' said Annie, doubtfully.
that door.?"
" Of course he is," replied Jack. " Come ahead."
Sam had been trying his hand at the door while
Annie led the way along a narrow passage, using
this talk was going on.
the lantern to light them on their way.
"It's too many for me, " he said.
Sam watched her closely.
"Let me tackle it."
He saw that she was laboring under suppressed
" Hush! Listen! "
excitement. ·
"Oh. some one is coming!" groaned Annie. " It's
"This isn't straight goods," he thought. " It is
the Chinks. of course. Now we shall all be killed. " surely a plot to do us harm. "
And, indeed, the prospect was far from alluring. \ But even believing this, there was nothing for
Footsteps could be distinctly heard outside the I it but to go ahead.
iron door.
· They ascendeQ. a long flight of narrow stairs.
I . Jack, who was ahead, paused close to the top,
and t urning faced the girl.
CHAPTER XIX.
"Are we going right, Annie," he demanded.
"Yair."
A SUDDEN SHIFTING OF THE SCENES.
"Is there a door up here? Will I open it?"
"Yair. Push it open."
The footsteps heard by Sam and his fellow"Where do we come out?"
prisoners came almost up to t,he iron door, and then
"In me .friend's room."
stopped.
"Is your friend a Chink?I'
There was a wait and then something was called
"Sure he is, J ack. He don't want to be seen by
through "the keyhole in Chinese.
newspaper men-that's all."
Annie answered.
" Huh!'' muttered Jack. "Get in ahead of llf0,
There was some little talk, and then there came girl, and open the door for yourself."
_
the sound of bars and chains moving on the other
"I will not. You wouldn't wait like- I told you.
1
side.
Now you open the door:·
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from first to last the unexpected had happ~ned, and
"This isn't straight," said Sam.
"So I think," replied Jack. "Annie, you will open it was going to happen now.
In a few minutes Sam heard a loud, coarse voice
that door or there'll be trouble now."
talking in the distance.
Annie began to whimper.
As the sound drew nearer he caught these words:
"Dat's de way youse go back on a poor gal what's
"Of course, I don't know that he's the same boy,
trying to help you," she whined.
" Help nothing! You are selling us out to some- but if he is we want him and must have him. It
will be all right, sergea~·t. It's for the Atlas, you
body, surest thing you know." _
understand. The paper will stand between you and
aNo, no!"
"I'll open the door!" cried Sam. "I'm not go- any trouble which may come from setting him free."
" Great Scott, that's .Al Whitehead sure!" thought
ing to stand here forever."
"Go on!" said Vista Hoon in a low voice. "No Sam.
And so it proved. The reporter came down the
harm can come to you. You sure win out in the
corridor, accompanied by a police sergeant.
end."
Sam, still holding onto the bars, stared at them
Sam started to p,ush in ahead, but Annie tried
through the door.
.
to block his way.
"Hello, Sam!" cried Whitehead. "They have got
"None of that!" cried Jack, and he seized the_girl
you locked in, it seems. Drunk, eh?"
and pinioned her arms against the wall.
"No," said Sam. "I was never drunk in my life.
Sam pressed on.
Coming to the door he listened, but could not I don t know how I came here. I don't even know
where I am, except that I take this to be a stationhear a sound.
" Let go of me, Jack," ·whined Annie. "I don't house cell."
"Right. This is the Elizabeth street station. You
care now what comes. You'll be sorry for this."
were found lying on the steps of the Thalia TheSam cautiously opened the door.
ater on the Bowery unconscious. From the looks
A dark room lay beyond. .
of your throat, I should think you might have got
He stepped into it with his lantern.
into a fight."
"There's no one here!" he called out.
"What's the matter with my throat?"
two
when
words
the
uttered
scarcely
He had
•
"Why, it is all black and blue."
Chinan:en burst from behind a curtain and rushed
"Tell what you know, my boy," said the sergeant
upon him.
kindly. "We would like to oblige Mr. Whitehead,
Annie screamed-something in Chinese.
"Help! Jack!" yelled Sam, struggling in the em- and let you go. As it happens, I haven't entered
your arrest on the blotter yet. By the way, what
brace of the two Chinks.
is your name?"
It was no use!
.
"l\1y name is Sam French."
Poor Sam was dragged behind the curtain help"You are a reporter on the New York Atlas?"
less in the hands of his captors.
Al Whitehead gave Sam a meaning wink.
One clutched his throat, and choked him until he
fell to the floor unconscious.
"Yes, sir."
The last he knew Jack was engaged in a fierce
"Well, how did you get in that condition?"
struggle with the other man.
" He was given an assignment to look up some
It was hours before Sam French came back to matters in Chinatown,'' put in Whitehead, volubly.
''There is no doubt that he has been doped."
the .world.
"Let the lad tell it for himself," said the serWhen he opened his eyes he found himself lying
geant.
upon a stone floor, aching in every limb.
Again Sam got the wink.
Before him he could see a grated iron door, and
To trust Al Whitehead was, of course, impossible.
there was a light burning in the distance.
Still, anything was better than remaining in this
Sam struggled to his feet, and going to the door
horrible cell.
peered between the bars.
So Sam fell in with the reporter's evident scheme.
"Why, this must be a police station. I'm locked
'' It is just as he says," was the reply. " I was
in, " he thought.
on an assignment in Chinatown. I got into a
out
His head ached horribly.
with two chinks in a house on Pell street,
mix-up
There was a fearful taste in his mouth, and an
nearly choked me to death. I fell down
they
and
unaccountable weakness all over him.
I think they must have given me a
unconscious.
Sam would have given worlds for a drink of
dose of opium .from the way I feel. "
water.
"Do you want to make a complaint?"
He clung to the bars, wondering what he ought
" No, sir. I don't think the Atlas would like to
to do.
His course was to be made plain in a few minutes. have me."
(To be continued.)
In this · remarkable business of Assignment 99
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CURRENT NEWS
WALK FAR TO JOIN NAVY.
Without money to pay his car fare and too proud
to . beg or bor row, Clarence Furman , a 19-year-old
Clarksville, Del., youth, walked nearly 50 miles in
the hot sun to enlist in the navy at the Lewes ·station. Clad only in his overalls, barefoot ed and
wearin~· a dilapida ted old straw hat, Furman walked
into the base hospital as fresh as if he had walked
only across the beach and asked to enlist at once.
He is a husky boy and it was no trouble for him
to pass a physical examina tion, and as he was born
and raised along the Indian River he was just the
kind wanted.

furnace when the accident o~curred. In some unknown manner the carbon monoxide gas, which
comes from molten metal, esca ped from adjoinin g
furnaces into the one in which the workers were
.
engaged.
As soon as -word of the accident spread through
the plant other ·workme n dropped their tasks and
formed rescue squads. In this manner many lives
were saved. Coroner Samuel Jamison announc ed
that he will conduct a thor ough investig ation into
the cause of the accident .

SWIMM ING IN SALT LAKE.
During a visit to Salt Lake I " enjoyed " a swim
PROVID ES WEDDI NG RING.
on a summer afternoo n, making the trip from town
Newlyweds here characterize Judge E. P. Morgan to Lake Point, the Coney Island of the region, on
as San Francisco's most accomm odating Judge.
an excursio n train, in company with a number of
men
young
flustered
but
happy
thTee
Recently
Mormons. The little railroad runs through a diverconducted a futile search through all thefr pockets sified tract, in which garden, farm, rocky uplift and
to locate wedding rings. But Judge Morgan, who mud plain are oddly jumbled, the plain being spotted
_pedorm ed the ceremonies, politely took a diamond with tufts of pale and bristling sage-bru sh that
ring from his finger and permitte d the young men grows on the rock mountai n country where nothing
to use it in binding the ceremonies. else will. There is a bathing pavilion .at Lake Point
After the excitem ent was over each of the bride- with fresh water tanks, in which to rinse one's self
grooms confessed that he had bought a wedding ring after the bath, · but I elected to try a swim without
and had "put it somewhere where it would not be spectato rs; so walking southwa rd along the shore
c."!erlook ed, " but each bridegro om had forgotte n for a mile or so, 1 found a place where the rounded
rocks that formed the semblance of a beach were not
where.
too numerou s.
It was a trifle difficult to keep a steady footing in
GIRLS WEAR OVERALLS.
ed this t o inequaliWearing of overalls on the streets of Bloomington, the water, and at first I attribut
where it was deepInd., by working girls has been indorsed by the City ties on the bottom, but on gettir.g
on to come to
dispositi
a
had
Council at a meeting attended by several hundred er I found that my legs
difficulty of
the
that
t
apparen
was
it
and
top,
the
citizens and working girls.
body has
the
that
y
buoyanc
the
from
across
wading
local
Some time ago a number of member s of the
I had
When
brine.
th"is
as
medium
a
dense
so
in
Unnce
branch of the Woman' s Christia n Tempera
neck
my
to
up
came
er
ion started an agitatio n to stop the girls wearing waded out so far that ihe wat
custom
my
is
it
As
dived.
and
overalls on the streets, and they asked the City Coun- I scaled a boulder
I did so as soon as
cil to pass an ordinance against the girls going io to open my eyes Ul'l;der water, instant it seemed as
an
In
d.
immerse
fairlt
was
I
.
and from their work in men's clothing
Springin g to
Most of the girls who wear the overalls are em- ·if vitriol had been poured into them.
I tried to
possible,
as
soon
as
ployed at the Showers Brother s' Furnitu re Com- an upright position
the
rubbed
I
more
the
but
them,
of
out
salt
the
pany factory. Speeches were made by w. E. Show- get
smart
the
elieved
r
Nature
in.
get
to
seemed
it
more
ers, General Manage r, and Charles Sears, Superin
the tear-duc ts
tendent of the cpncnn, and by Miss Hazel Grey in after a while by pouring through
clear the irrito
salt
of
enough of a milder solution
behalf of the uniform for working girls.
tated cornea of the fluid, and I took pains not to
let the water into my eyes again. After that the
DISASCAUSE
METAL
bath was more enjoyable, if only as a new experience.
FUMES OF MOLTE N
TER.
There was a singular and unaccus tomed sense of
s, and it was not difficult to float high out
in
lightnes
are
others
several
dead,
Twenty-five men are
sitting posture;
a critical conditio n and nearly two score were over- of water, either in a reclinin g or
fare as badly
will
r
swimme
a
not
is
who
come as a result of inhaling gas fumes at the fur- yet a bather
heavier than
being
head
the
for
re,
,anywhe
as
here
naces of the Jones & Laughli n Steel Company, Pittssh'lk.
to
y
tendenc
a
has
ies,
extremit
lower
the
a
relining
burgh, Pa. The victims were at work
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FROM ALL POINTS
GIRL TRUCK DRIVER S.
Tombs, daughter of a wealthy
Margaret
Miss
Eui·eka, Ill., farmer, is an exponent of Woman Suffrage. She also was the first woman to drive a
motor driven truck loaded with hogs to the stockyards, Peoria, Ill. Her father was unable to obtain
an efficient driver owing to the scarcity of labor
because of the war. Miss Tombs is a school teacher
when not engaged in truck driving.
I

•

lation is illiterate. In spite of Danish control lasting for 245 years without a break, the prevailing
language is English. The largest city is Charlot~e
Amalie, on St. Thomas, with 7,747 inhabitan ts. The
only other considerable towns are Christian sted and
Frederiks ted, both on the St. Croix.
It goes without saying that agricultu re and animal husbandr y are the leading occupations. In fact,
over 80 per cent. of the total area is included in
the farms and estates. The value of all crops for
the year was $522,606, of which sugar cane constituted $442,120. Of what little manufact uring
thete is, sugar refining takes up 62 per cent. of the
wage-ear ners, 76 per cent. of the invested capital,
and returns 80 per cent. of the total manufact ured
value.

GAR FISH ON MENUS.
Salt gar fish, 10,000,000 pounds a year, will go
fron: Louisiana waters througho ut the country, accordmg to plans completed by a local fish concern
with the approval of John M. Parker State Food
Administ rator, New Orleans, La. Mr: Parker has
eaten the salt gar fried, baked, stewed and in court
?oulion and pronounced it excellent, even declaring
A SIBERIA N FISHERY .
it more palatable and nourishin g than the highwhich separates Siberia from ManAmoor,
The
priced codfish. Formerly gar fish were used only
the great salmon rivers 6f the world.
of
one
is
churia~
for fertilizer and bait for crab nets. It has been In the spawning season every tributary rill con3:nnounced that salt gar will be cheap.
tains great quantities of dead fish which, having
forced their way as far toward its source as they
LARGES T FRENCH CARGO BOAT.
could, have perished from exhaustion. At this seaOn April 24th last, the Iargest steamer ever built son bears come down from the mountain s and crouch
for the French merchant marine was launched from along the banks an.d shores of the little streams,
the Chantiers de France at Dunkirk, France. The watching for fish which may come within reach of
vessel .measures 444 feet in length, displaces 19,000 their paws. A stroke quicker than the eye can fol tons, and has a total carrying capacity of 12,000 low throws the victim out of the ·river~ It is speedtons.
ily disposed of, and the animal resumes its vigil.
The Germans tried to destroy the ship by aerial Wolves and dogs likewise feast sumptuou sly on fish
bombs, with long-rang e guns and by destroyer s. which strand on bars and beaches, while ' immense
The successful completion of the work is a wonder!. quantities are devoured in the river by the hairy
ful tribute to French determina tion in ~the face of seal.
almost insuperab le obstacles.
When ~ the Japanese held fishing concessions on
the river and along the channel of Tartary they ran
long wires and trap nets from shore Ol!t to deep
.
CENSUS
THE VIRGIN ISLANDS
mile.
The Federal Governm ent has just published an water, a distance sometimes of more than awater,
shallow
in
shore,
to
close
run
fish
the
octavo volume of 174 pages which sets forth in As
of the
detail just what we got when we bought the former comparat ively few of them get past. Some known
been
has
net
single
a
·
;
enormous
were
hauls
spewas
which
census,
The
Danish West Indies.
six
cially undertake n at the request of tlie Navy Depart- to contain more than 6,000, averaging betweenwere
fish
The
weight.
in
each
pounds
seven
and
ment, shows that as a result of this purchase we
have increased our area by 132 square miles. This salted down in great bricks, containin g hundreds
were
is practicall y the combined area of St. Croix, St. of tons, and when the season was over they
Japan.
to
taken
John and St. Thomas; of the 50 smaller isles and loaded into junks and
These fishennen were so successful with their v1gislets none is of greater extent than one square
methods that the Russian Governm ent was
orous
le
expressab
mile, 'while many have a surface better
compelled to rescind the permissio n to fish
·
finally
unit.
in acres than in the larger
The· population as of Novembe r 1, 1917, is 26,051; here. The Russian residents and natives derived
catch
there has been a steady decrease since 1835, when no small part of their subsistence from 'the
thorough
so
means
no
by
were
they
But
salmon.
of
presthe
Of
the islands contained 43,178 persons.
near to
ent populatio n, 75 per cent. is black, 7 per cent. as the Japanese, confining their operation s
of
snares
the
escaped
as
fish
white, and 18 per cent. mixed; the excess of females the beach~ and such
extensive
less
the
beyond
out
far
passed
latter
amounts to 8 per cent. of the entire population, which the
is unusually large. Some 25 per cent. of the popu- 1traps of the former.
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.. JTE1WS 0£ GENERAL JNT ERE ST
STRANG E MJ!1LON COMBINATION.
There is on exhibition in Bowling Green, 0., a
vegetable which would excite the curiosity of Luther
Burbank. It is a watermel on with a muskmelon
rind and seeds, but watermel on color. It has a
pleas~ ng odor, but its taste i~ like that of a water·
melon and muskmelon combmed.

H OF AMERIC AN DYE
I TRIUMP
The latest official repor ts for the fiscal year which.
INDUSTR~.

ended with June show that the American exports
of aniline dyes for 1918 amounted to ·$7 ,296!080.
This, when compared with our imports of aniline
tdyes in 1914, is significant of t~e st~·ides made. by
American chemists in the dye . situation. Germany
supplied these coal dyes before the war ~nd A'.mer~
ica paid more than $7,000,000 a year for the prodU. S. BRE"AKS SHIP RECORD.
ucts. To-day America makes enough of .the leadmers
America'
to
The prediction that additions
ino- colors for home needs and is supplying other
400,000
exceed
would
October
during
chant marine
indicate.
dead . weight ton~ has been made good. The Ship- co~ntries in large quantities , as the exports
seven
but
were
there
1915
of
days
early
the
In
ping Board announced to-day that deliveries last
it
To-day
colors.
producing
America
in
s
companie
more
tons
month totalled 415,908 tons, nearly 50,000
in
concerns
150
about
are
there
that
estimated
is
ing
ship-build
all
breaking
than in September, and
this line.
records here and abroad.
WEARIN G TESTS OF SHOE LEATHE R.
The leather .and paper laborator y of the U. S.
Bureau of Chemistr y has undertake n for the War
DepaTtme nt some tests of shoe leather, the results
of which will be of interest to the public ·at large
as well as to the Army. From 1,000 to 1,500 pairs
of shoes, made with several different kinds of sole
leather substitute s, and uppers, will be distribute d
to a correspon ding number of soldiers, and careful
records will be maintaine d of their service over a
period of six months.

BRITISH SHIPPIN G LOSSES DURING THE
, .
WAR.
E-ric
Sir
country,
this
to
visit
recent
During his
Geddes First Lord of the British Admiralt y, made
some i1~portant announce ments on topics which have
hitherto been closed by the censor. In reviewing the
British effort, Sir Eric sai~ that this year British
casualties on the western front had equalled those
of all the Allies combined. The British navy since
the beginning of the war has lost 230 fighting ships,
more .than twice the losses in war vessels of all the
Allies. In addition, she has lost 450 auxiliary craft.
FARMER LED TWO LIVES.
From the merchant marine, said Sir Eric, they had
A search of the farm of Howard White, who was lost 2,400 s~ips, represent ing a gross tonnage of
arrested on ' his premises southwest of Defiance, on 7 ,750 ' 000, which is nearly .three times the aggregate
the charge of theft, has res~lted in the discovery of loss of Great Britain's Alli~s .
stolen goods ta the value of $2,000.
Among this lot are sheep and different kinds of
TREED BY WILD HOGS.
live stock, farm implemen ts and all manner of
night,
at
trade
his
plied
appears,
it
White,
things.
Treed by wild hogs,. Albert Jarman of Whiteswhen he would sally forth in an auto, pick up -some- ville, . Del., spent several very uncomfor table hours
thing of value and haul it to his farm. He is said in the crotch of a small tree until friends rescued
to have worked not only Northwes tern Ohio, but him. Jarman has a large herd of hogs whic)1 he
even went into the State of Mi.chiga11.
allows to run wild in a wood on his farm, feeding on
acorns and grass. Every year he shoots two or
three for his winter meat and lets the remainde r
WAITER HAS $30,000.
.
run.
This
It 'Pays to be a waiter-i n San Francisco .
day,
other
the
three,
killing
after
and
out
went
He
.
Superior
.
the
was established conclusively when
attacked
herd
the
when
home,
them
drag
to
started
ol
estate
the
for
ator
administr
an
Court appointed
time to
Harry Hastings for years a waiter at the Elks' Club him. He scurried up a small tree just in
two
shot
otch,
cr
the
in
sitting
and,
escape them
here.
The
away.
them
drive
to
unable
was
but
more,
also
it
When the Hastings case came up in court
and for
was sho'.tn for the first time by so comparat ively hogs started to chew the bottom of. the tree
Friends
move.
to
few waiters have given up their present jobs to seek several hours he sat there~ afraid
later
more lucrative jobs in the ship-yard s, as has been who knew he had gone for hogs finally arrived
more,
two.
killing
hogs,
the
off
drove
dogs
with
and
the case in many other trades.
PteAn inventory of Hasting's estate showed that it one of the dogs being also killed. Despite his his
for
hogs
wild
fine
seven
has
Jarma,n
dicament,
prac$30,000,
estimate,
ive
was worth at a conservat
tically the' entire sum be:lng collect~d thrn'u gh tips. winter meat.
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
FOOD SUPPLY ON THE U.S.S. LEVIATHAN.· motor remained in the afr nine hou rs, carrying a
The U.S.S. Leviathan which, as a Navy transport full military load, consisting of four men, the reguhas ca!ried many thousands of troops across the lation supply of gasoline, two bomt s weighing neal'Atla~tic, probal:Hy holds the record for the quick ly 500 pounds and two machine guns.
feedmg of soldiers aboard ship. So perfect is the
.
TEMPLE OF GODS IN UTAH FOREST.
syst~~ of food supply that 11,000 troops have been
According to the Scientific American one of the
fed m 9ne. hour and seven .minutes. The men have
two meals day, but each man at these meals can most remarkable formations to be found in om:
wonderful southwestern country is the little known
fill himsel~ up without limit.
Temple of the Gods in southern Utah. Distant from
any railway and off the main traveled roads, it •has
A CITY WITHIN A CITY.
long remained hidden in the Sevier National Forest.
One of the most unusual and interesting parts of
We could learn of no one who knew the way save
New York is that quaint triangle cut off by . Mott the foresters, and we found it wholly unmarked, but
street which curves the Bowery in a half moon, eventually this interesting'region will be often visitcommonly known as Chinatown. John K. Winslow ed, for it combfoes a wealth of color with the most
in the World Outlook says that Mott street is the unusual forms.
.
Great Wall of Chinatown.
composed of limestone,
hillsides
great
are
Here
H.e further says that the first Chinese settled there clay and gravel which have beeri erected into fanin _1850, .and to-day there are over five thousand in
tastic towers twenty-five to four hundred feet in
tqe little triangle-and nearly three times as many height, some of them isolated and others linked tos~attered and lost throughout t'he rest of the .g reat
gether in companies. So symmetrical are these ribcity. Not only do its balconied houses its narrow bed and fluted pillars that they seem almost to h~ve
'
'
crooked streets, and its scarlet bulletin boards make been turned with a lathe, and they often resemble
it distinct from the American city, but also it has a kiosks or taper to minarets.
constitution and government of its own.
But it is not merely this unique sculpturi.ng that
attracts and holds the attention, but especially is it
their unusual coloring, for t1J.e temples are banded
LIGHTS THAT TURN· THEMSELVES OFF.
One of the considerable sources of fuel waste is with red and salmon and. yellow that is mixed with
the unnecessary burning of elec~ric light. A large pink, while many of the spires are tipped with white.
percentage of lights, are used chiefly for limited In the morning light the whole scene is bathed tn
periods, as for instance in cloak rooms. They are orange and yellow; at noon it is flushed with rosy
turned on and . then. heedlessly left burning. Thus pink, while at evening from the canyon depths the
we are constantly recommended to shut off needless temples glow with opalescent hues.
Two great hi.)lsides have been eroded, separated
lights as -a matter of national saving.
An invention designed to remedy this contlition is by a ridge so low that the whole might be considered
the work of J. E. Lew'i¥ of New York. By pushing as one gigantic amph\theatre, and, in fact, it is cola button the light is turned on and glows for a pr~- lectively known as Bryce canyon.
Looking acro~s the largest or southern amphitheadeter!l)ined period-say, five or ten minutes-and
then is automatically cut off. The device has been tre toward the distant hillside we see as it were a
tested and found practical and seems useful in the vast city of prehistoric ruins; while from the t~p
most bastion of the surrounding cliffs we look down
way of checking electric light waste.
I upon the stage setting of· a fairy opera. ·
Again we see a forest of pinnacles and tiny finLARGE OUTPUT OF LIBERTY MOTORS.
ghostly white, rising from the depths of· the
gers,
The actual output of Liberty motors in October
like stalagmites. Far below is a labyrinth of
canyon
was ·s,878, according to an announcement authorinterlacing canyons leading to slopes dotted
narrow
ized on Nov. 3 by the War Department. This is an
and spruces whose green contrasts ·effecpines
with
increase of 1,500 over September. The Air Service
orange red of the canyon floor. Beyond
with
tively
deliveries
and
September
in
expected 2,500 motors
and buttes,that lead to the distant
ridges
colored
are
were short 122. The quota for October called. for
of Tropic.
town
the
and
valley
3,000. The factories producing motors are expected
steep and treacherous slope of
the
down
Sliding
to turn out a minimurri of 4,350 during November.
the gloom bf a canyon only
enter
we
g-ravel
loose
public
made
A. cablegram from Vice Admiral Sims
overhanging walls arc
whose
wide,
'feet
six
or
five
states
Department
Navy
the·
by
day
same
on the
that recently a seaplane equipped with a Liberty sev.eral hundred feet in height
. .
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chased for the consumption of the army in the
United States for the month of October by the Subsistence Division of the Quartermaster Corps. This
NEW YORK, DECEMBER 6, 1918.
purchase represents over 36,000,000 pounds of po·----~-----~-~=========:::::::::=::::::~;;;;;;:::i tatoes and nearly 3,000,000 pounds of onions, which
TERMS~ TO SUBSCRIBERS
quantity,will supply 119 camps, training stations and
posts throughout th'e United States. Competition
.ee Cenh
Slt1cl.e Coplew .... .. ................ ............. .
for these supplies was very spirited aBd there were
.1~ Cents
One Copy
Months •••••••••.•••.•.•••••••••
1 .SO
sent to the office of the Quartermaster Gerieral nearly
One Copy Six Months .......................... .
8.00
One Copy One Year ............. , •.•.•..•..••••••
1,000 bids for delivery of these vegetables to the
POSTAGE FREE
camps throughout the country. The saving througb.
HOW TO SEND J\fONEY-At ·our risk send P. O. Money
the central purchasing system over the pri~eS' off~red
Or<!er. Check or Registered Letter; remittances In ony other
way ore at yonr risk. We accept P.o sia'l'e Stamp~ the ~:une ns
the quartermaster depots was $94,000, or nearly 10
cash. When sending •liver wrap the Coln in " separate ple~e
of paper to ovoid cutting the envelope. Write your name and
per cent of the total purchase :price.
address plainly. Address letters to
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N. ilaBttncs we11r, Prea.
E. B;rrne. Treas.
Cbarleo E. Nylander. See.
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FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher

GRINS AND CHUCKLES

168 West 23d St., N. Y.

GOOD CURRENT NEWS ARTICLES
A duck; belonging to a resident of Skinningrove,
in Cleveland, has just produced an egg weighing exactly half a pound. Its circumference, measured
lengthwise, was 101/2 inches, and round the width
8 inches. Apart from its unusual weight and measµrement, it prov~d, when broken, to be an egg within an egg. The outer shell contained all the usual
substance, and embedded therein was another egg,
p.erfect and complete, in a firm, thick .shell.
While Tom Bado, a school boy, was driving cattle
along the outskirts of Greenwich, New York,
cow's hoof struck something metallic in the b'ushes,
which aroused the lad's curiosity and he found a
big silver punch bowl. Later it was identified by
Charles S. Rice, of Greenwich, who explained to the
police that in 1905 he won the bowl with his horse
Star Pugh at a horse show held under the auspices
of the New York Driving Club. The Rice residence
was recently burglarized and the bowl with several
valuable articles· of silverware taken. It is believed
the bowl !Vas hidden in the bushes by the burglars.

a

Of the many ingenious and interesting machines
employed. by our government in its daily work, perhaps none are more striking than those used for
counting and tying postal cards into small bundles.
These machines are capable of counting 500,000
cards in ten hours, and of wrapping and tying thein
in packages of twenty-five each. · The paper is pulled
off a drum by two long fingers, which emerge from
below, and· another finger dips itself into a vat of
mucilage and applies itself to the wrapping-paper in
precisely the right spot. Other .varts of the machine
twine the paper round the pack of cards and then
a thumb presses over the spot where the mucilage
has been applied, whereupon the package is thrown
on a carr;ving belt ready for delivery. ·
·

He-When we are married we must both think
alike. she-Yes, but rn think iJrst.
Why do girls kiss each other while boys do not?
Because girls have nothing better to kiss and the
boys have.
"Well, my little man,'.' inquired a visitor pleasantly, "who are you?" "I'm the baby's brother!" was
the ingenuous .reply.
·
Inquisitive Willie-Say, pa, what is sic transit?
Intelligent Parent-Sic transit? Why, an ambulance
wagon, of course.
·

"' about the dirty
"Mike, did I ever tell ye the story
window?" "You did not. Tell me about it." "No
use-ye couldn't see through it." .
Sweet Girl (affectionately)-Papa, you wouldn't
like me to leave you, would you? •Papa (fondly)Indeed; I would not, my;darling. Sweet Girl-Well,
then, I'll marry Mr. Poorchap. He's willing to Uve
here." ·
·
The woman, advancing 9minously, said: "Are you
the teacher that tore .Henry's shirt?" "Yes;' "What
did you do it for?" "Because Henry was naughty
and wouldn't behave. To make him listen to me I
took him by the collar and he .broke away." The
woman swung the ball bat toward the teacher. "Next
time he don't behave," she said, "you hit him with
this.'"

An old lady who had been introduced to a doctor
who was also a professor in a university felt somewhat puzzled as to how she should address the. great
man. "Shall I call you 'doctor' or 'professor'?" she
asked. "Oh, just as you wish," was the reply; "as
a·matter of fact, some people call me an old idiot."
Two thousand carloads .of potatoes and onions, "Indeed," she said sweetly; ." but, then, they a.re peowith a value in excess of $1,0Q0,000, have been pur- ple tb.at know you."
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WORLD.

By Kit Clyde

"All aboard!"
The day was warm and sultry, and I had been
strolling along the river front in quest of a few
mouthfuls of fresh air when I heard the cry of
"all aboard!"
·
One of the Staten Island boats was about to leave.
On the impulse of the moment I boarded her, and
after a delightful sail down the bay I went ashore
at Sailor.s ' Snug Harbor, where is situated the home
of aged, worn-out seamen.
I had often visited the "Home," and was known
to most of the tars, with many of whom I had
shared my last paper of fine cut.
"How are you, Ben?" I cheerfully asked, as I came
across an old fellow on crutches.
Ben had the reputation-not undeservedly gained,
either-of being a crabbed and silent man. On
I-earning from the others that Ben had had a most
adventuresome life, I had rhany a time attempted
drawing him into spinning a yarn, but always in
vain.
On my previous visit to the "'Home" I had given
the old fellow a stick of genuine "black pig-tail,"
and it will be seen· that to this little present I,
and .you who are readers of "Wild vVest Weekly," are
indebted for the relation of this true and thrilling
tale.
"How are you, Ben?" I had asked.
The old tar's head was sulkily hung, and I thought
he intended to pass me without speaking, as if he
neither t·;:tw me nor knew that I had addressed him.
Then J chanced to observe that Ben was engaged
in taking a sly glance at me from. beneath his bushy
eyebrows.
To my surprise his face lighted up presently,- his
head was raised; and one hand went respectfully
to h.is hair.
"How.~de-do, ca pen? I wasn't 'xpectin' o' you
athwart my hawse. Glad to see you, and-that was
mighty good pig-tail. "
. 1 t
'd
t 1
tl
d I
Th is
as was sai mos e oquen y, an
saw
Ben's tongue begin to roam about in his cheek to
see if, perchanGe, a solacing quid of the same was
not there then.
"I'm glad you liked it. You shall have some more."
"When?" he said,' eagerly.
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"The North Pole! Surely you were never there?"
"Not quite, out as near as any living man ever
has been. Like to hear about it?"
"Of course. Fire ahead, and if it's a good yarn
I'll keep you in pig-tail for a six-mo11th."
'"Well," began Ben-" well, the way it happened
was this: I was like most boys, wild to go to sea,
thinking it was all pleasure and no work.
.·
. "That I was sadly mistaken you may weH imagine.
"l had been attending school, and was said to
be a smart scholar, and that I would some day make
my mark in the world. Perhaps I would, had not
my mind been filled with thoughts of the sea.
"To make a long story short, I ran away; going
to sea on a whaler. I was gone three years, returning to finp my mother dead, _my father ~arried
aO"ain ana so influenced by his second wife that
h: sh~wed little affection for me, the only child of
his first wife.
"So I became a sailor in earnest from that time.
"But to the story proper.
·
"The Nantucket, whaler, was a stanch, good ship,
commanded by Captain Douglas, a smart book- seaman, tolei:ably fair practical seaman, and of an
ambitious turn of mind.
"We were well up on the coast of GreeJJ.land ~y
mid-summer, and l'iad the good fortune to fall m
with a drove of right whales, so that in an incredibly short time we had taken in almost ::i full cargo.
"After that came a streak of bad luck, and a week
or ten days passed without our getting a scent of
a whale. During this time we had been g-r adually
working further north, up throuzh Davis' Strait.
"Three days later the ·w ind chopped around to a
different quarter aii.d blew cold and keen,
the
clear blue water we had been dashing -aside
m
our bows in showers of spray in six hours had" ~
coating of ice of several inches in _thick?-ess. . . •
"The captain's brow was clouded wi~h anxi~tJ
now, but ·no man among us uttered an :;i.ccusrng
word nor did we to the ·bitter end, though it cost
maiiy of us our lives. ~
. ·
"In twenty-four hours more the Nantucket was
a prisoner.
·
·.
"But a gleam of hope brightened the dull clouqs
of despair -when of a sudden the ice field cracked
and separated, leaving before us a narrow but nearly

~traight channel .trending southwest.
"We made sail at once, but in a very few hours
the ice ao-ain began to check our way. The vessel's
"I'll get it as soon I as go to the city, and you bows a11"'d the rig'ging were coated thick_ with ice,
&hall have it by to-morrow at the latest."
Again Ben's hand went up 1 and seeing in him a as also the decks were rapidly .becoming, and tough
dispo~ition to talk, I ·sat my.self down on a bench tars though we were, to a man we were compelled
beside him. .
·
to run to the galley to warm ourselves after an
"You've seen some startling things in your life, exposure of less than ten minute.s to the keen Arctic
Ben, ''I suggested, to draw .him out.
· winds.
·'Yes-yes, so I have," he said, thoughtfully. "I've
"Then· the darkness -of gloom .was seen on· every
been shipwrecked five times-once among the can- face, and all . foreboded the. wor&~·
nibals. I've been nearly roasted to death in the
"And the worst came, ·a nd speedily at that.
tropics and frozen to death at the North Pole."
1 f'Exactly how it· ha_ppened no man could eve:r tell,
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but suddenly, with an almost human shriek, the Nan- tucket, for she would supply both by exerting ourtucket's ribs were crushed· in, and water at once selves.
poured into her hold and there froze into ~olid ice
"Day came again, and with it the disagreeable
in the, course of a· few hours, the vessels bulge 'knowledge that the Nantucket was-gone!
forming a lever to support her' for the present.
"How or where she went we never knew, but
"Then we saw what a man Douglas was when jl,ldged that the ice had opened and she had been
misfortune came.
swallowed up.
.
. .
''~We must bestir ~rnrselves, boys,' he said. 'It
"Three awful days dragged their weary Ieng.th.
is cold now, but it will be colder before long. We Living on a starvation allowance for weeks before,
musji get off the vessel and put up some sort of we were easy victims to hunger, and more rapidly
shelter • in the lee of that big hummock or young than one would suppose did our strength desert us.
Sflacie:r yonder.'
"Day dawhed again, and I once more crawled
· "Working in relays, we · began to excavate a big forth on my hopeless errand, prq.ying as I went that
hole in the glacier,_ for such it was, and the sid_.es God 'in mercy would deliver us from our strait.
of this .we covered with boards, and rags, .and furs, . "That prayer was heard and answered, for I had ·
arid blartkets. The entrance we closed up by piling not gone a · dozen feet from the door when I saw:
big~ square blocks of ice one upon another, having before me an immense polar bear. Seemingly as
a .small pole of about three feet by two for an en- much .startled as myself, the .a nimal began to retreat.
trance, so that to get insidQi it was necessary to go
"He led me a chase of neatly a quarter of a mile,
•
when .apparently thinking he was acting a cowardly
down on. ~ands and knees.
'This entrance we guarded by overturning the part, he suddenly turned and prepared to give fig~t
long boat in front of it. This done, we all set to at a juncture when I had arrived too clo!?e to ta~e
work to provision the place, and soon had conveyed flight-in .mY turn.
thithei: all the loose stores. But much of the ship's
"I could feel the color leave my cheeks, couLd feel
provisions had been stored in the lower hold, which my knees trembling beneath me; but there was· ~o
had been filled with water, covering the casks, which help for it, and .d rawing my knife I prepared for
were now embedded in ice as firm as rock.
· the battle.
"We were preparing to cut ihto the ice when we
"It was a fearful struggle; and more than once
were warned by a stoqn ·that it was time to think did I believe my last moment had come. ·~ t last the
·of getting into our shelter, so, unshipping the gal- climax came, and I located the brute'~ · heart and
ley stove, we carried that to our house and busi~d struck.
·
''°When I drew out my knife a stream of blood
ourselves until the last minute in collecting fuel.
"Such a storm !-phew !-I remember to this day gushed in its wake, and with glazing eyes the ..b~l".
as p1ainly as I did then. It lasted seven days, and fell . . I had plunged my knife into his heart. · ·
when it ceased the long arctic night had closed in.
"I hunied back to the house for assista1ice, but
"Ho~v the days and weeks passed after that good- night came before we were ready to go, and we had
ness only ~nows, for I do ' not. ·All is a blank, save to wait for nay's coming. · Light was yet two hours
for several incidents.
distant when Benson awoke me, saying:
•'Scurvy broke out!,
" 'Don't it feel warmer to you?'
"You can 'picture what foJlowe~.
"'Yes, but it's .only fancy,' I said, but I .changed .
'·In two weeks only ten of the Nantucket's crew :µiy mind when I went out after daylight cam~.
wer~ living and the captain was not among them.
"There was a warm breeze from the south, and
As they died we would crawl forth at the risk ·o f it was like an April day in New York.
our lives and bury them in the snow. I say at the ·
risk of our lives, for one poor fellow was frozen
"The ice began to break up fast now, and Ned an.d
to death, though he was absent from the house only I hurried on. · Suddenly, rising a little ascent, we
a few minµtes.
·
came upon· the bear, lying as · I qad· left her, but
upon her 'body were her two half-grqwn, cubs, who
"We were then but nine in number, and I,' the growled at us most vicjously and sho. wed fight.
boatswain, was the only officer left.
"Four more died before the return of day.
"A shout called our atte11tion, al'\d some dfstance
"Perhaps the horror of these ~ast four ·deaths had away we saw our companions in the 1png boat,. and
an influence on us which saved the lives of us five, the latter in ,h_er native · ~lement.
·
for it 'made us very' careful ho"Vv and what we ate,
"But my yarn is growing long, and I 'will haul a
and induced me .to take all the exercise possible.
Iitde 'closer to the wind.
·
"We killed the cubs, and thus were supplied with
'•Day .came at last.
"It was 01}ly a few minutes' duration, but to us provisions anew. Having cut up the bear, we made
it w~s sign of glorious promise.
.
sail in the Jor{g boat, and went' south as fast as
•'"Our · provisions and fuel by this time we~·e run we ·could. '
.
.
very low, and we all w.ere oh the watch for the next
"Providenee favored us, and we five escaped with
breaking of the darkness to see. about the Nan- our lives, being picked up finally by a whaler."
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tain. 150 East 82d St., PD-2. New York.
30 days' trial. A...ir-Frlclion C&rburetor Company, 172
U1e couuu-y. We instruct you at nominal cut. Either
Madison, Dayton. Ohio.
sex. Write for free booklet. American School of Crl.min·
MISCELLANEOUS
MORE POWER, LESS l'UEL, NO CARBON.
No o101Y; Dept. M. D~troit, Ailch.
SELL "PERSHING IN FRANCE." Great war picture.
mystery, plain t acts, results 1Uaranteed. ·w rite for
Bl& patriotic hit. Mako $10 dallY. R c2ulllr 25 cents.
l\O<>l<let SO. l\o·Leak-0 Pl•ton R in& Co., Baltimore, Md.
FOR THE HEALTH
Sample only 10 ccnta, prepaid. Send now. Addn11:
REDUCE WEIGHT HAPPILY. Ir you are too fat. Publisher School News, New Enot. N. J.
BOOKS AND PERIODICALS
send for tnlCresting book tollinc the best way to
THE OOLOGIST IS THE O~lL Y PUBLICATION In become slender, healthier and beautitul. Sent in J'llaln
America devoted to Ute interes t of those maldna: col- entelope. Korein Comnany, NB-601, St&. F, New York.
lectlous or e£"i:s ot North American birds. Its column s
are ftlletl with advertisements from Parties deslrlnr to TOBACCO HEART. If smoklna: Is a!fectlnr your heart
or if it is weakcnin& your eyes. <·onquer tobacco habit YOU CAN MAKE GOOD, durable paints and urnish
excha nge sucl1 specimens, • also each issue contains many
1nteresling article3 and notes on the birds that the Boy now and avoid early death or blindness. a fale that
15 cents co.Uou. Write tor details.
Emmelmann
Quit without drugs aml 'Bros. Manutacturln~ C'o. . Dept. J, Indianapolis. Iud.
Scout sees Jn his tramps nwJ camps in the woods. has betallen many others.
Subscrlptfon 50 cts. per yea r. Sample copy free. Ad- imnrote health wonderfully. YacLevy'a method ia highly
DEN
P
ICTUR
ES.
Ileal
photos
from
llle.
FasclnaUnr
praised.
If
cured
you
pay
us
only
$1.
If
not
cured,
dress Oologtst. Devt. SS. LR con, Ill.
Art MoJ.ehs' poses. Samule "Ba.thing Girl" and cataREAL LIVE BO OKS FOR =
R '=E-:A-:L~L,..l"V""E=--"l'""E"'o"'P"L""'E'"". costs you not a cent. Write for It to-day. Albro log. 10 C'ents. Simpson Co . . \VheE'Hng, \V. Va.
tlociety,
AA-601,
Station
F,
New
York.
Lim free. J . S. Sheridan. 417 E. 151st St., N. Y.
DEN PICTURES. "l ' M READY" and "ARTISTIA."
R,ARE. SECRET AND MYSTERIOUS BOOKS from MORPHINE AND LIQUOR habits successfully cured
15 cts. Both 25 cts. You•n be mleht!Jy Dleasedl
all pans of the- world: not obtainable trom any
at home.
Send stJ,mp for booklet of information. Garvey. Dept. SS. Randolph, Afass.
o ther imhllsher; secrets FreemMonry exwsed, shows Dr. Quayle'• Sanitarium, liadisCJn . OhJo.
100 BEAUTIF.UL POSTCARDS and pictures lOc. Tay.
can d!d:ne·s dress, &rips, lodgeroom, aiens , etc. First
lor Co.. 3820 1Ancoln .Ave. . East St. Louts. Ill.
LAD I ES.
Triumph Pllls are denendable and safe.
a degree::1. 284 pagos, 85 illustrations (l)&per)' 89c, Write
for .. Rellef'' and partlcul&rs.
Address: Na .. TWENTY PRETTY POSTCARDS and btg catalog lOo.
(elofh.) $1.!?2: Fr eema~nry l11ustrated. first 7 degrees.
640 pn'e. (paper) $1.40. (cloth) $1.90; Chapter Ma- tlonal Medical Institute, Dept. BS, Milwaukee.
Durso. Dept. 39. 25 Mulberry St .. N . Y. Clcy.
1oary, $1.45; Capt. Morgan's Freemasonry, 45c; Scotch
MYSTERIOUS PENCIL. Writes message; answ~rs your
HELP. WANTED
R ite Freemasonty, 4th to 33d degrees 0 .038 nages, 2
I
vrJvate questions.
BrJnp happi ness. 15ample tree.
Tolumes}. paper, $!?.50: cloth, $3.50; Knight Templars,
341 pnr:es (paper) 90c, (cloth) $1.95; Mystic Shrine U. S. llllVERNM.ENT want• help. '.nen. women. 111 or Dr. Martin, 411 \Vest Ferry. Buffalo, N. Y.
o•er. War prepa.ratlons compelling thousands apJ)Olnt· BIG MAIL. \Vant to r eceive itf Send only 6 ctl,
Freemasonry (pl.per) 60c, (Cloth) 95c; Mah-bah-bone,
690 pages, $1 . 79; Eutern Sta!', 90c; M&sters' Carpet, ments. $100 month. Easy clerical work. Short hours.
starnp3, AMoPI Jhtng.
A. A. Henry, Louetta. Tez.
Vacations with JlAY. Common edueAtlon 1ut!lclent. Writ•
40 6 v•ies (cloth) 99c; History Elks, $3.45; Knlchts or fmmedlatt>1Y
BuUd A•iatlon Type Speedster.
Easy to
for 11st nnd rlescrlptton of J)oaltlona. Frank .. BOYS I
Columbus. 95c; Odd Fellows Exposed (paper) $1.25. lln
make at smRll cost.
Speed 35 miles per hour.
Institute. Dept. P-103, Rochester, N. Y.
(cloth) $1.90: Rcbek ah s. 53c; R ed Men. 56c; MaccaSend Quarter !or plans. Aerocar Co~. Racine, Wis.
bees. 60c; Patriarchs M!lltant 60e; Knlrhts Pythias THOUSANDS MEN-WOMEN. 18 or over. wanted lm89c ; Grnnge , 52c; \Voodmen 57c; Forresters, 60c; PrtmPdiate1Y. U. S. Government war poaltlon!, $109 FUR TA NNING. How to do it. Big protits. Free
information. \V, \V. \Ye aver. ne a.dl n&, Mich.
Tatc Sex Les.c;ons of PhyslciRn, $1.40: Sex Secrets, $2: nionth.
Easy clerical work. Write immediately for
Sex Force. $1.40; Psychopathia Sexualis,..... $3.50: lllstory free list of positions open. Franklin Institute, Dept. MAGIC Cataloi with 500 'i llustrations of L.000 tricks,
or Pro"itut!on. $~.60; Social Evil In Chicago. $2.25; P l!i!t RocheAtPr. N. Y.
escapes. etc. , postpaldi 14 cts. Small ca..talog, 2 eta.
Sexual Liff' of \Vomen, $3.00: Woman. $5.00; Sexual
Hornmnnn '£rick Co., 470 Eighth Ave., New York.
Que3tion, $2.95; Book of Hindu Ceremonial lrlaclc, LADIES WANTED. and MEN. too. to address en•el$2.50; Secret of Success, 70c; Ltfe Beyond Death, $1.4.0; op~ and mall advertlsinr matter at home for large CONVERT your bicycle into a motorcycle. Write for
Important free ln!ormatlon. Steffey lie. Co., 502~
Can make
Inform&tion for Girls. 65c: Information for Young mn!l order firms. spare or whole tlme.
Men. 70c: Yori Water C.ure, 80c; Phllosophtes and SlO to $35 wkly. No capltal or experience rectulred. Brown St., Dept. SS. Philadelphia. Pa.
Book
explains
e\erythlnc;
send
10
ct.I.
to
conr
postace.
TATOOING
OUTFITS.
Electrical and hand.
Good
R eligions or India. $2.00; Mysttry of Sexes. $1.90:
money in this. Illustrated Catalo& for stamp. Prof.
Medical Uypnotism end Suggestion, $1.45: Clairvoy- etc. Ward Pub. Co .. Box 71. Tilton. N. H.
J . H. Temke. 517 Central. G .• Cincinnati. Ohio.
ance. $2.50; Personal Magnetism, $2.10: Arter Death,
MUSICAL
tie;;~ryA~ra~~~~~~ si\i~: s~i::f J31sa~t~r~~ 0 ~2~10S~1e~~~ WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We write music ul'M READY " and uMISS FATIMA" are tasclnaim.,
a.nd euarantee publisher's accevtance. Submit J)Oems 25b~~Ltcb~.' s~~~b~~ct¥{,eg,;.. b~~:'uJi. ~ri: each; both
of New !Ate, $2.10; Psychic Phenomena, $2.50; Successful SalesmanshlJJ, $1. 75: Laws of Health and Pros- on war, lon or any subject. Che1ter Muatc Company,
WHY A POST CARD EXCHANGE? Collectoro. our
perity. $1.60; How to Get What You Want, 70c; 6th !'l~8 Ro. D1>11rbom Rt .. .:.Suite 24~ . Chtcarn. Illlnols.
vronosltion is free. 20 selected views 10 eta. lf.utual
and 7th Books of Moses, $1.25 Why not order several MUSIC COMPOSED to your wordo or song $2.~0. W
Supply Co., 88 Davis !jt., Bradford. Pa.
books now? Enclose lOc extra for bir catalor bar rains.
,,.,,,ci:f<'Rl exnertq. R1\11~r Bros .. Oshkosh, Wis.
Some of these books are only few of a klnd 10 rush
100 BEAUTIFUL POSTCARDS AND PICTURES 100.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG . We compo•e
Taylor Co. . 8820 Lincoln. East St. Louis. Ill.
1~U~r tcr:e~~· Ch~i~!~iw;s BJ.c Book Emporium.
mnqtc, secure copyright and 11ubmtt coples to leading
publtshers.
Submit poems now-examination free. PHOTOPLAYS WANTED . Il!g demand. We buy, sell.
type and revise. Details free. Write C. W. HarviJon
Bro>rlway Studios. 165 C Fitzgerald Bldg.• New York.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
& Co. . 39 Primrose Ave. , R amilton, Ontario.
DOES IT. RESULTS COUNT. Profits may prove
PERSONAL
$200 or more monthly. Bank references furnished.
LADIES' SILK HOSIERY (Seconds). all colors and
We invite thorou,i;rh lnvestlga.tion. Mans . reports. es~ YOUR LIFE-STORY IN THE STARS.
sizes. d0 rts . pair, S pairs $1. Prepaid. Troe&'U
Senn btrtll
ta.blished facts FREE. Address. Sourla.ke Texas 011
date and dime for trial reading. You'll be delichted. Hose. 3:15 Broadway, Dept. SS, New York City.
Co.. !U 1 De MEmtl, St. I1ouis. Mo.
Acirtrt""I~ . .TanmL 712 Fountain 'Plnce . Kt1.n!'las City. Mo.
BOYS AND GIRLS earn a lot or money aelllnc a
81 LVER M I N ES MA K I NG M~l"L'"'L""1-=o""N'"'A'"'1-=R"'E'"'S,.-th,,-ro_u_g.,..h MARRY RICH. Hundreds anxious; de&crtpt ion ltst
games for 15 eta. Also holiday pkgs. made up of
. 81.tf!factton guaranteed. Select Club, Dept. 65 novelties for. 15 eta., or both lots, 25 cts. 1.
15Qm~~sf~~eslia~k~s·~~~~sJs. ~~st lilt. Burelf• SS.frreEmporia.
HoenJ.c. 1108 Ceolral .A.yo., Dep.t. SS, BalUmore. :U:d.
Kauu.

Im

•1

AUTOMOBILE

, ¥.:/an
on the instalment plnn ot
$10.00 down and $1.00 pe r
month. 25c. brings full explanations with bulletin. ·we are Rebuilders.
Eureka Auto Co., Dept. SS, Beaverton, PB.
3 Large 16x20 Patriotlc Picture&
worth 2.5c each ; 24 Beautiful Patriotic
Poster Stamps, all prepaid, only 25c. Value
$2 00 Educational Publbhera, N,ew Bsypl,
New Jersey.

-..;,;.::>;

5- MAGAZINES

Worth we·ight

·10

Gold

It you are seeking a g enuine lnvigorant-

B man's tonlc--you may place reliance upon
Woods Vigor. Tabules. A wonderfnl stimu!ant and sustainer. Used by men who know
what's what. A box costs 50 cents ' r $1.00.
postpaid and you are llkely to sa:r that
every tabula is worth Its weight in goltl to
you.
Address: Edw. J. ~Vood•, YA-103,,
Station F, New :i'ork; N, Y,

WIZA RD "R .£PEATI NG
LIQUID PISTO L
C.i

tn
Hild Cold

Send Your Name and We'll
Send You a Lachnite
00
D~N~~ct~i~a~:~~~~j~t :e11~11~ ~13~~;n:n•'ifj· ~;Se~~::

trial." We wlll aend ftprepah\ rle~t to your h'>me. Qhen It
comoe men I,. depozit $4 7:; with tho pastman and th.en wear the

r~~J~~ !0Ji~Vn~:~: ~!~~llt b~':."i~: Yt°~:O'~:cia: fo·~u~ /~
8

- acnd u.s $2.60 a month until 518. 75 bu bean paid.

Write Today ~83 ::r1 r'l!ri91n~:'tra'1~~ ::,:~1~~~~\~~

<ladlea' or mon'a ). Bo sure~ send finser afu.
Harold Lachm•nCo., 12N. MlchlKan Av.,Dcpt..2799 .Chlc

SubstantlallJ·
made

NOT A LEAD
PRODUCT
Fires and recharges by pulllnr tbe
trlgger.-Reloalflnr Unllmlted,

BOYS and GIRLS EARN XMAS MONEY

Send for 25 packages of our famous patriotic
Xma1 1eals. cards, tags, etc. Sell for lOc
package, when sold send us $1.50 and keep
$1.00. We trust you; don 't delay; write to-day.
A. D. NEUBECKER, 961 E. 23dSt., Brooklyn, N. Y.

ThrowJ.our

V01CE

WILL STOP THE MOST VICIOUS DO(J {OR
MAN} WITHOUT PERMANENT INJURY.

lnt!ltbe cellar. Under
the bed or anywhere.
'lbe
which fltll Into the
enable
mouth.
you to foo all your
friends.
:itl!'f:~tructlons. •

Ventrilo

win

Have great fun with the WIZARD PISTOL. For sniping
Oys dogs,
cats, hooligans, slackers, lazybones--and f or h aving a
Pistol is harmless, although it

10 cts

ot of fun with JOKES. The Wizard
E Pubrd.co. ::-.-i11'"
ARD~
seen_.
Box L Stamfo Conn.
Ce1·ta1"nly does puzzle and worry the one that is hit. We have
•
G
ASK
one boy frighten away a whole crowd of rough-necks by usmg one O.L
0 8
~ta:~!
Animals. ~rd~~ou1tr~~;;eons
,
these Wizard Pistols. Pric~, postpaid, 60 cents; two for $1.00. Sent I ~
Do~s. Rabbits and Pets of all kinds. 0ATALOO
anywhere • Enclose Stamps Or Cash •
listtn~ over EOO kinds with valuablefeeding and
·,•

1

LBRO SOCIETY, Inc., AF-103, Station F, New Yerk, N. Y.' ., ~bb$t~~::.~~~~~~~v~~:i~'.:!~ttt~kf~~
How to Reduc e Attention, .Ambitious Boys!
wE~:~0~::i
Boiea Pet Stoc"'k Farm, Box 240, Millbrook, N. Y.

WELL

BE

• ht
y our W e1g

Rygienic Machine
Electric
30Day• 'Trial. Don ' tBeaDead On•atFifty
Should be in
Eve ryHome

All

you try lt. One treat·
anent will convince you o l its
U
extraordinary Qualities.

~xccpt

you arc a.sufferer of paralysis.
'Vert 120.

headaches, ncuralrla. nerTou1ncss, 1rencral or sexual
wukneu, apoplexy. neuritis,
rheumatism, a-out, lumhai'oor
hudeninw arteries, be !lure
to lnTestiKate this machine.
Takes the place o f exercise.
Give your muiclc!I tirm elasticity; be neither (at nor thin.

NORMALIZE
YOUR WIEIQHT
Do you reali ze
what this

machine

means to one wanttnr In Tital strcnt'fh,
or suftcrlnq from
n•rvou• dobUHy,

:::. :;;:~9J tr=;
0

Invented by

Prof• .J. 8. Roche.
Remember thts M&•
chino ts not a v1br&tpr
or a hlrh frequency or
- ·- -· - a ll'&lnoic nuisance; but a srenulne health hclpin&', life pro·
lonwinr apparatus. No wires to connoct. AU you have to
do is to throw oo the switch. Be sure to write for FREE
BOOK. II i.t ,,,.. ''"" a"d U11murt who want to become
healthy, Tl&'orous a.od efficient. This means you I Address:

endY•rfo o•e velns'f

r;11l1i/& i:I i •

locloe Eloclric Mochino Co., SS, GrHd Rapid1, Miclo.

$

HICE

It you are carrying around ten to sixty

You cannot rc&hr:c the bc•e·
fits dcrind from this machine

locomotor ataxia,

THE SCOTT F. REDFIELD CO.,
Smethport. Pa.
Dept. ,,\.-101,

A Simple, Safe, Reliable Way

It inc rease, blood
clrca la llen,streujtb·
-.as and ~oo lbM the
aerns. Brln1t1 sleep
ta the sleep!~.
Th• Vigoroua M8n or
Woma n I• Lo•der

or

Boys, you can make good money each
month se111ng THE BOYS' MAGAZINE.
Write us to-duy for 5 copies. Send no moi:.ey.

'~~1.~~~!!!~~!~a.

to you under our easy conditions. No extra
eharaes for fancy sty lea. belt loops, golf bottoms pearl buttons all FREE. Before you

bu1 8 1uit o.r panta. b';tore Jou take anotberul
order~et our tree samples and wonderf le

~ir, :~:,0d~~!'l~:~ri:!~e!~ ·C:s'tt
f::"tbe
ddre88
mothl1111, write today. A
0

IUUCKERBOCKER TAILORING CO
Dept H4 C:blcsao, ILL.

pounds of unbralthy fat you are unnecessarily weakening your vital organs aod are
bearing a burden which destro ys the beauty
ot your figure.
Wby continue to be a victim of superfluous fat? If you want to reduce your
weight in a simple, safe and rellable way,
witliou t starvation diet or strenuous exercise,
here Is a test worth trying. Spend some
time daily In the open air, take seven deep
breaths each morning and night and get
from any good druggist a box of oil of
korein capsules; take one after each meal
and one before retiring at night; also follow
lhe other simple directions that come with
the box.
\'Velgb yourself once a week, so as to know
just how fast you are losing weight, and
don't leave oil'. the treatment or even skip a
single dose until you are down to normal.

I
I
I

J2c ...L•••~•cv-81G FUN

SOYS i:O~.~Pf:;-:~7: ::U~~:: ~~
A magic trick noTBlt;r FIIEJ: with eaeb X Ray.

NEW BAVER, COD.
lltpL 13,
llARVEL IFC. CO.
and Tumore Successfnlly :R;:
moved. 'l.'estlmonlals and Health
Herald Free. Pay a!ter the treatment. .A.ddreAs Dr. E. 0. Boynton, Fitchb urg, Mass.

CANCERS

September Morn Rine-,.-Free

The- beautllul raised figure of t~ ~111111
gl rl le a wonderful reproduction Jn me~
ol the original painting. The background It
bard enameled ill two colors to represent
sen and sk:v. Ring Is made of "Everbrlgh1
Sliver" warranted five yro~~ ,We send IC,

IOU• correct Bite, !or only 12c to llelp Pl\J' &dvertlsllllo
Attll!bOrn. Maas.

'I'll& AUCTION CO•• Dent. C

Cured His RUPTURE

I was badly ·ruptured wh!le llftlng a trun1t
several years ago. Doctors said my only
hope of cure was an operation. Trusses did
me no good. Finally I got hold of someOil of koreln Is absolutely harmless, ls thing that quickly and completely cured me.
pleasant to take and helps digestion. Even Years have passed and the rupture has n ever
a few days' treatment has been reported to returned, although I am doing hard 'York as
There was no operation, no
11 carpenter.
, ·
·
d t·
·
show a noticeable re uc ion 1ll "e1gh.t, tbe lost time, no trouble. I have n othing to
full Information about how
give
\Yill
but
sell,
I
a
easier;
work
your
l!ghter,
becomes
step
more buoyant. vivacious feel!ng takes pos- . you may find a complete cure without operto me, Eugene M. Pullen,
write
'I atlon, if you
d i d
h 1 b d
f
.
Carpenter, 710-E Marcellus .A.venue, .l\Iauassession o your w o e o Y an m n .
If you are overstout you should give this quau, N. J. Better cut out this notice und
It to any others who are rnpturedhtreatment a trial. You are very likely to be show
yon muy save a l!fe or at least stop t e
.
•
surprised and del!ghted. Amaze your friends, misery of rupture and the worry and <lunger
'of an operation
tool

I
I

.

I
I
'1

I

.C igare tte· Habit 'fB~!~.~!nh!~!t~!
How to Overcome It Quickly and Easily

Unless you have been exceptionally careful
lhe cigarette habit has a hold which you
cannot shake oft' by will power.
The lure o! the cigarett& is powerful. Ia
it the nicotine that is poisoning your aystem,
making you nervous, heart weak, dyspeptic,
en strained a nd irritable?
Are you troubled with sleepleHness at night
and dullness in the morning until you have
dop ed yourself with the nicotine of cigare tt e s
er pipe,. or chewini tobacco I They're all the
1ame, you know. r
Give your poison-1aturated body, from your
pale yellowish akin righl inlo your pale yo!-

lowish liver, a chance lo be free from the
mean slavery of nicotine.
Got rid of tho vicious habit. Lengthen
your Ute. Become c<>ntented a nd spread happiness among others. Enjoy tranquillity combined with forceful thought and real effi ciency.
I know what wW conquer the ·tobacco habit
in three daya.
You gain the victory completely and privately at home ~
My new book will be very intereoting lo
you. It will come to you in a plain wrapper
f r ee, po•tJ.>aid.
You will be surprised an<l1
delighted 1f you write to Edward J. Woods,
WT-103, StaUoa F, Now York, N . Y.

New Book

FREE

K. I.

SHORTHAND
Learnin 5
Evenings

Hero's"-E and 1 th1B l8 o

!

the t.wo toir,ether • and you have
Here's:{

!:!!

To

lb"it.e

\o £!

make~ you

Shortens Life. Reduce Weight
Contfortably.

Would you like to reduce your weight
ten to sixty pounds in a simple, safe,
comfortable way?
Do you want to become healthier, to
look younger, to be sprightly, to possess
a good figure without w1inkles or flablnness ·t
Then stop harmful drugging; do not
follow any starvation plan or tedious
exercisini;, but adopt the delightful
home method.
Stand by your window or in the open
air each morning and evening, taking
ten long, deep breaths. Inhale through
the nose with the mouth closed; exhale
with the mouth open. Take oil of korein
four times daily and follow the other
'limple directions that come with it.
You will positively reduce your
weight, or you will receive a forfeiture
in cash. Go to the d1·ug store and get
some oil of korein to-day, or write
Korein Company, NC-103, Station F,
New York, N. Y., for free book "Reduce Weight Happily.'' The guarantee
is absolute.

aim•

Then Acquire Speed Rapidly ply write'(> and with theoe t.wo eosy

Try

This~

movements or your "('encil 1 y 0 U .hl\V8
l 6 p e II e i l
movement•wl\'"n,.ritt.eh_ in longhand,

n:fde a word th•t n6ed,

I

F YOU can learn

the lesson
(at
__Jit
·
lJere'a \ t ·ao it h ceay to.....•
t he right)
within 5 minutes, you C\ _e.t., J t:p and \o oat;,,
should learn the I
"\
f ~
principles of K. I.
Alresdy you have loorMd rour K.t.
SHORTHAND in 5 Sl>orth~nd sie;na you won't rorr;et.
hours of spare time
Vlfth tho other aifns and e o. sy di•
- after which ac- recti on s you can lee.rn to irtdice.te
quire speed rapidly. every r.ord in the d \ ct io n a r y l.n
This is the per- qurrter t'b twentieth or tho time 'flefe Ct e d, QUICK, quired in ordinnry writing, as r a P•
1
• ~·~ :;K._ 'r;;::/,~
EASY METHOD idly o.• words o.r~ spoken!
"4nd ....it "'"II ...,.,. If y 0 u w i s h t 0
1io1om "'"kt11 .
know how fast it is possible to write by K. I. Shorthand,
ask somebody to read this whole advertisement rapidly within three minutes
by your watch. Thus you'll realize the speed with which you should
write after pleasant practice. SIMPLIFIED STENOGRAPHY.

FREE
BOOK

J

Hindranceo of old 1y1tem1 eliminated: no shading; no bother
about positions on. over or under ruled lines-and you can read your
own notes readi ly after months or years. Hence K. I. Shorthand is
valuable for private notes, messages, etc.
K. I. Shorthand can be learned 10 quickly and ea1ily that it iB
like a pastime. A SCORE OF DIFFERENT USES. Use it for
takinS" dictation. telephone messaires. notes. sermons, lectures.
speeche!. conferences, lessone. evidence. For making rapid notations
while working problems. confidential diary or memoranda. etc.. Ut
'K. I. Shorthand prepare tfOU to walk with Opportunit11 through tho

Door to Succ••• I

We 2ive you a complete corre1poadence co11r1e. One tenth
the usual cost, ten times eaeier to learn.
·
You'll be surprised and delighted with
K. J. Shorthand. It is the acme of SIMPLIFIED STENOGRAPHY.
Write for ' FREE BROCHURE with convincing testimonial• to
show that ours is a practical method with which you can make a
SUCCESS. Do not miss this opportunity of a lifetime. To learn
K. I. Shorthand will add to your efficiency and earning ability, aleo
to the pleasure of your life. Write, or use coupon below, for free
Brochure, Mention this newspaper. Address:

KING INSTITUT E
154 East 32nd Street, NCi!W York, N. Y.
..,. ...................................................................................................

:l :

.!~~~~~~~.~· ~~~.~ •~•e• ~~~~. ~.~~~. ~~~~~.~~~·
..

•••••••• ··• • • •
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QUICK HAIR CROWTH I
Box Free To You!

lll i1
Would You Lue Such a &1ult

a&

Thu'

(

1

Do you wBnt., free, a trial box of i r kott.. th at. bu proved 1ucceaat'UI lo 10 mao7

ca1e1'f H ao , you need ooly to aunrer tbll ad1'.
by 01ttcard or letter, asking for FREE IOI.
Tb~ fa)lloue preparation Ja for dandruff', tbha·
0

8A'L~H ESS~ 1~~:~~:.·e:~ FREE
1

1

a aew h air growth hu b«n reported •h•&
all elle bad failed. Ao why not •ee to•
youneltt Kotlcott ii u11ed by men a11•
women i it b perf.ctly harmlet1 and oflta
•tart.II hair growth ID. • r.w 4ay1. .AddrC!H I

Koskott Laboratory, KA 103, Station F,

PILES

New York, N.Y.

fn~N;~ B~YC~b~
Wonderful Treatment.

- - - - - - T h e internal method
of treatment is the correct one,
and is sanctioned by the best informed

ph ysicians and s urgeon s . Ointments, salves
a nd othe r loc al a ppli cations give only tem·
· p o ran· r e lief.
If· you have piles In any form write for a
FREE sample of Page's Pile Tablets and
y o u will bless the day tbat you r ead th..s.
Write today.
E. R. Page, 349 Page Bldr., Marshall, Micla.

fHE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76
r

-LATEST ISSUES-

906 The TAhPrty
Delaware.
907 Tht> Liherty
coats.
pnq 'l'hP Llhnty
mm ThP Llherty

Boys On Island 6: or. The Patriot Girl of the
Boys' Gallant Stand: or. Rounding Up the !led·

I

BoYB OutflankPd: or, Tb!' Rattle of Fort ~llffHn.
Boys' Hot Fight: or. Cutting Their "ay To

923 Th~ I ,ihe rty Boys at Quaker Hlll: or, Lively Times In Little ·
Rhode Island.
!l24 'f'hP L!hprti· Hny•• Fl1>r,.P ('hnrgP: or. Orivin.i: Onl the Torli>ll.
!!21\ The Liberty noys' Hidden Fo<': or, Working ln tb!' Darl:i
!l26 T"" Llhrrh· no.vs' Run of Lnck: or. \laking tbe Best o
Everything.
927 Th !' Lilwrty Boys' Combination ; or. Out With Three Great

Genera is ...

!128 ThP LlhPrt.v Roy• at !'>11nh11ry: or, A nnrrl Rlow to Benr.
910 The Llh!'rty Boys' Night At.t ack: or, Fighting the John$on
92fl •rhe LlhPrty Bon In Manhattan; or K eeping Th<'lr Eyes On
Gre-en~.
Sir 1-JPIHY.
!lll Thr Llhprty Boys and Brave Jane M'Crea: or. Aftn the !'>py
!l!lO 1'he Llhert.v Jlo)••' D!>fPllC<_': or. '~hp Light On _(Iott II' Tiii~
fl!ll Th e J.ihrrtv Jlo)·s After !'>nnon GJrtY: or. ('ho~ln~ a Hen• ~nrlP.
of Ruhhardton.
932 Th<' Lllwrty Roys With Gf'neral Stark; or, Ill'lp1ng the Green
!ll2 'l'hp Llherty Bnvs at WetzPll's Mill: or, CbentPd hv thr flrltl•h.
!ll3 Thp Lilwrty Boys With Dani e l Boone: o r. 'l'h e Rattle of
Mo11ntnin Rovs.
93!1 Tl;,, J.lherty ll~y" at Kingston or, 'l"be :\inn with tbe Silver
RluP Licks.
_
!'H Thp Libe rty Boys' Girl Allies: or. The Pntriot !'>istn• of '16
J!U ilPt.
!115 'l'hr Liberty Boys' Hot Rally: or. Clinnglng DPfent Into VIP!l34 The 1.ll>erly Boys' Hest Effort; or, Winning n Stull horn
tory.
Fight.
!ll6 'l'he Lfherty Roys DlsnppointN l: or. Router'! !'Y the R Prlro:1ts.
935 ThP Li herty Boys at Fort Clinton: or, Fighting On Land
917 ThP Llherty Boys' Narrow Escape: or Gettrni: Ont of J'\pw
aurl WatPr.
York.
!136 The Lll1Prty Boys On the Ollio: or, .-\.fter \t he Rerl•klns.
918 TllP Lf hPrty Boys at Sag Harbor: or. The T.lvellest Day On
R ecord.
919 Th" . T, fb erty Boys In Danger: or. Warn Pd Jn the Nick of
'l'imP.
!l20 ~'hp Llhprt:v Bovs' FallnrP: or. Trylnt: To ('atrh a Traitor.
n21 ThP Liberty Boys at Fort Herkimer: or, Ont Agatn.c the R edskins.
•
!l~2 Th e Liberty Boys' Dark Day: or. In th!' Fa e<' of D e f rat.
F'flr 1oile hy nll npw~ ' f Pflleor11t. or wtll hP a~nt to any 11'1"re!ilt11 on rP<"efpt
of prl<'P . 6 cPntA. oer <'OPV fn monPy nr flOFCf!l1.!P Rtamps. hy
l~re<'.clom.

FRANK TOUSEY. Publisher,

IF
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YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS

of these weeklies and cannot procure them from newR<ienlPrs, they can be
obtained from the publishers direct. Write out
11 nd fill in your Order and

send it with the price of the weeklies you want, and the weeklies will be sent to you by
retu rn
mail. P0~1'AC:~ ~TA MP~ TAKF:N THE ~AME A~ MONEY.

OUR TEN -CE NT
No. 46. nOW TO MAKE AND USE-ELECTRICITY.-.- \. lleHcrtp1 io11 Of the wo11<1erful
uses or electricity ancl electro magnetism; together with ~ull instructlons for nrnking
Fllectric Toys, Batteries, etc.
Hy Georg<'
Treht•I. A M., M.D. Co1ilaiulug over fifty Illustrations.
No. H. HOW TO BREAK. RIDE AND

D IU , . 11; A JlOltSt~ . - A COHl}Jlf'te treutil-'e OU
the hor~e. J>e:-;crlhlng the u1ost useful hor~es
for llu:-;iness, the htist honw~ for 1be rorul;

nl'o vuluahle recipes for ll.iscases peculiar to
the

hur~e.

No. ·18.
now TO DUIL.D AND SAIL
CA:-.'OES. -A l111111ly hook for \Joy•, contain ing full dire<'tion~ .for constrnctinfrr canoes
autl tl1e most pofJlllnr manner o suiling
tilem. Fully illustratt•<I.
No. 49. UOW •ro Uf:BATE.-G lvlng rules
for eo nrluct lng debates. outliues for debates,
qu estions for discussion, anrl tile I.Jest
sourees ror procuring Information on the
quesll»n given.
No . 50. now TO STUFF BIRDS AND
ANIMAl .S.- A valuahle hook, giving instructions in collecting, preparing. mounU11g and
preserving birds, animals and Insects.
No . 31. now TO no TRICKS "WITH
CAROS.-C'o nta lning explnnnHons or t11e
general principles of s lelgl1 t-of-ha nd appll cnble to card tricks; of cu rd trlck• with
ordinary ca rrls, and 11ot Te<)ulrlng slelghtot-lrnnrl: o r tricks Involving sleight-or-ha nd.
or 1he use of specially prepared cards. Illustrated.
No. r.2 . HOW TO pJ,AY CARDS.- Glvm,;
the rules anrl. run direction& for pillylng
Encl1re.
C'rihhl\ge.
Cn•ino,
Forty-Five.
Ronn ce, Pedro l:'anclio. Draw Poker. Auction
Plkh, All Fours, and muny other popular
games o! cards.
·
No. 58. now TO WRITE LETTERS. -A
wonderful little hook. tel11ng yon bow to
write t.o your •weetheArt. your fnther. mother. sister. hroth e r . employ!'r: anrl. In fact.
everybody and anybody you wlsb to write
to.
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP ANT> MANAGE
PETS .--Givlng complete information as to..
the mann er ~IHl m ethod of rnislng, keeping. I
tnming, hr!'eding. A•HI mnnng-ing nil kinds
of pet$; also giving full instrurtlons for
making cages. rte.
F'ully expla in ed lJy
twentr -eight 111 us t rn tions.
No . 55. HOW TO COJ,I.ECT STA.)£PS
ANll COINS.-Con tnlnlng vnluahle information rNrnrdlng t11e co ll ect ing nnrl arra ngi11g
of •t:unps and coins.
Iland•ornely Jllustrated.
No. 56.
now TO BECO~ll'J AN ENGINEF;R.- Cont 11in i111' fu ll l11•tructlo11s how
to hec«Hne n l oco111otl\·l' ~Pl.dnet-r: al~o dirP<'tions for h11ilding H mndrl ~o('omotivP: to g-ether With :1 flJIJ fll"-Wl'iptinn -or Pven·flling3U en~inpc-r

ror sale

sltou'd

~\ 11"1\ ·_

l1 y :-ti! t• n --' f'•lA:-J 11"1'" C::

No; GO.

reg-ardiug the . Camera ::tnd how to '' 11rk it;
nlso How to make Pllotograpbi c Magic Lan ~

iern Rlides nnd other 'l'rausparenci es. Ilnurlsomely illustrated.
No. 62.
HOW TO RECO)IE A WEST
POINT ~UT.l'l'AHY CAUKT. - 1"xplnln~ how
to gnin ndmiltnuee. course or 8tu<ly , l~xnmi 11utio11s. Duties, Starr of Officers, Pof.lt Gunrtl.
l'nlk<' l{egulatl1H1$, Fire Ilepnrtment, und ull
u hoy sho uld know to i.Je 1t cadet. l.ly Lu
Sennrens.
No. 63. now TO RECO)fE ·A NAVAJ,
CAl>F:1'.- ('ornplete inslrucllons of how to
gain admission to the Anaa1>olls ' nvnl Acad emr. Also «ontaini11g t.he rours(~ of in~n ru<'
tiou. description of ground~ and hulloing~.
11istorlcal •ketch, nucl everything t1 hoy
shonlrl know to become an ol'l'icer In the
Uuited ::>tales Navy. JJy Lu Seuarens.
No. 61 . HOW TO )fAKE El,ECTRTCA T,
JllACHINE>i. Containing full c1irertio11' for
making ele<"tricul machin es, indu ction

wil l 1, e sen t to any

FRANK TOUSr;;Y, Pub!i:-hcr,

c·oil~.

d)•narnos. aud many novel toys to be workNl
by electricity . By R. A. R. Bennet. Fully
illu stra ted.
No. 65. llroLDOON'S JOKES .-The most
original j ok!' hook ever published. and It Is
brimful or wit and hum or. It contains a
large ~ollectlon of so11gs, j oke's. co nun drums.
etc., of Terrence i\lulrloon. the great wit, humorist, and pructtcal j oker o! the day.
No. 66. now TO DO PUZZT.ES.- Contnlnlng over three hundr!'rl · interestlng puzzleq aud conundrums, wi th kPy lo same. A
complete lJook. Fully lllu st rat ~ d .
No . 67 .
HOW TO DO J!}I,ECTRICA T,
TRICKS .- Contnining a large collectlo n o!
instructive anrl blgh!y amu si ng electrical
t r irks, t ogethe r with illustrations. By A.
An derson.
No. 68.
HOW TO no CHEllllCAJ,
TUJCKS.-Co ntainl ng OYer one 11undred
bighlv am u sing ar;id instructive t rick s with
cbPmical•. By A. Anderson. Handsomely
illustrated.
No. 69.
HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-O FHAND .-Conta lnl11 g over fifty ot the latest
an1! hest tricks use d by ma<;"iclans. Also
c-ontnl11i11g the sec ret o! second. sight. Fully
illustrated.
No. 70 now TO l\IAKE lllAGrc TOYS.Co n tnlnt°n g full di rections f o r makin g i\lniric
'I'O.'' " and devices o! many kind s. Fully Illustrated.
No. 71 .
HOW TO DO lllECHANTC AL
TRICKS .-C'o ntninlng complete lllu$tr>1tlous
fnr perfo rming over stxty Mecbanl eal '.Pricks.
l-'11111• illuslr11tr11.
,
N<>. 72 . HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICK>I
"t'. ITH CARDS:- 1<,mhractnµ: all of the lat~•t
111111 most deceptive card tricks, with illu st · : ' j i <· 11~.

n-

HAN D BOO KS

HOW TO DECO)IE A PHOTOORAPilli.:lt,-Co 11tni11i11g w~cful inforllltltion

a <lrlr~ss

l'\o. 7~.
now TO ))0 TIUCKS WITH
NlJ MtU<: IUl.- l'howi11g rnany curious trick@
with fi;.:urc\8 uud the magic or numl.Jers. l'Y
A. A 11<1erson. J<'uJly lllustrnte<I.
No . 7.1.
now 'J.'O Wll!TE LETTE s
CO ltH.ECTT,l'. - Contalnlug full ln•tructious
for wril111g letters 011 almost any suhje t:
rule~

also

for pun«tnuUou and composttiQn,

wil h ~pecimen letters.
No . .75. HOW TO HECO~IE A. CONJURER .

{'oulai11i11g ti'frk~ with ]Jomiu oes, Diec
<'ups u11d Halls. llut.s, et_c.
J,;1nl>rucl ng
tliirt Y-•ix illuslrutiou•. Ily A. Anderson,
No. 76. now TO '[ELJ, FORTUNES H Y
'I'll I•: llAN o. C1>11 tuiulng rules for t elU g
fqrt
11.1' the uicl or liues oC the hu11d. or.
I h1• secret or palmistry. Also the secret o f
l <·lliug rnture e1·ents hy ald or moles. lUarlts,
"·urs, et.c: 111-Ustruteu .
i'\o. 77. now TO no FORTY TRICtl S
Wl'l'll CAHllS.- Containi.Jlg deceptl"e Card
'l'ric:ks as pt->rfornied hy leading <'011Jurers
·

'""'S

~1rnl

11ingi<'in11s.

Arrnngecl tor home a.mu se-

111eut. b'ul!y illl1St rnle<I.
No. 78. llOW TO 1>0 THE nt, ACI{ Alt.T.

- ~'ontai11iul{

a

c·ou1plct~

clescription of t.Jie

mysteries of ~ln~ic !Intl Sleigbt-of-ba n<l. 40-.
gether with many wondertu I ex p e rlmen~a
Hy A. Audersou .
lllustrnted.
No. 79. HOW TO UF.CO-~rE AN ACTO R .
- Conlul ulug- l'nm1rlete l11struntlonR bow to
mak e up ror vttTiOllf:i cllnrncters on tbe stnge ;

toget11!'r wit h the rlutles or the Stn"" ManPrompter; Scenlc Artist and Property

a~er,

Mnn.

No. 80. Gl' S WITA,TA~IS' JOKE ROOI{ Co ntaiai11g t.he latest jokes, nn ecdolcs and
funtiy s t o ri es of this world-renow ned Ger rnnu eomellia11. Sixty-tour: pag~s; honctsomt:
<'olored c•m·er. containing a half tone photo
ot the a11t(1or.
No. 81. HOW 'l'O MES~ll!:RIZF. .-Co ntaln
lng tbe most approved meth1>d or mesmj!rls1n; animal rnagn etifiru, or, mngnetic h li ng. Tiy l'rof. Leo Hugo Kod1. A.C.S., uu
tllor of "How to Hypnotize," et<'.
·
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALMISTRY .- {' n talnlng- the most nr,prov~a met hoclR or re· d iug the !Ines on t '" hand, together witll o
full exp lanati o n or !heir IUP!llling. Also P ·
plaining- phreno logy, and lhe kpy or telllni.:
character s liy the lrnmps on ll1r hf'ncl. HJ·
Leo Hµgo Koch, A.C.S. Fully Hluslrutc<I .
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTT7'.F :.- C'ontn n
Ing valunhle and lnstru!'tive lnformul '"" r~
gardi ng tbe sclen!'e of 11.v(Jnotlsm. A l'o x
plaining the most npprovt>d methoflR wh rh
are employed by t11e learling )1ypnoti•ls of
the world . By L!'O Hugo KoC'h, A.C.s.
No. 84. HOW TO lll!:COME AN Al " l'HOH.
- Con taining luformatiou r f'g-nrOlng- cho i«f'
of subjec ts. the nse of words :1nri th(. m' ''
n~r o!
preparing- nnd snhmi lt.in g- 1t1nrt11 ·
f.'C'ri n t A. Also coutulnPng vnlnahle lnformR-

1i1>n "" to the nentness. leP"ihillty nncl

crul

compo~ ition

or

man11~cripts.

on rcce'.pt of price, 10c. "e r copy, or 3 for 25c., In money or postage

ei

~l·n

a111pq, hT
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